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Abstract
We prove a Morse Lemma for coarsely regular quasigeodesics in nonpositively curved
symmetric spaces and euclidean buildings X. The main application is a simpler coarse
geometric characterization of Morse subgroups of the isometry groups IsompXq as undis-
torted subgroups which are coarsely uniformly regular. We show furthermore that they
must be word hyperbolic. We introduced this class of discrete subgroups in our earlier
paper [KLP2], in the context of symmetric spaces, where various equivalent geometric
and dynamical characterizations of word hyperbolic Morse subgroups were established,
including the Anosov subgroup property. This version of the paper is essentially identical
to the first version [KLP3] except for Remarks 1.10 and 1.11 related to the later preprint
[GGKW].
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1 Introduction
One of the important features of δ-hyperbolic geodesic metric spaces is the Morse Lemma,
also known as the Stability of Quasigeodesics: Every (uniform) quasigeodesic is (uniformly)
close to a geodesic. This property of hyperbolic spaces is used, among other things, to show
that hyperbolicity is a quasiisometry invariant and that quasiisometries between hyperbolic
spaces extend to the ideal boundaries. Stability of quasigeodesics is known to fail in CAT(0)
metric spaces: Already euclidean plane contains quasigeodesics which are not Hausdorff-close
to any geodesic. Some versions of the Morse lemma are known for CAT(0) spaces: In the case
of maximal quasiflats [LS] and in the case of Morse quasigeodesics (also known as hyperbolic
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or rank one quasigeodesics), see [Su]. Nevertheless, the real understanding of what should
constitute a true analogue of the Morse lemma in the CAT(0) setting, remains elusive.
The main goal of this paper is to prove an analogue of the Morse Lemma for regular quasi-
geodesics in nonpositively curved symmetric spaces and euclidean buildings. In order to unify
the terminology, we refer to nonpositively curved symmetric spaces and euclidean buildings as
model spaces throughout the paper.
Instead of concluding that regular quasigeodesics are uniformly close to geodesics (which is
far from true, see section 5.4), we will prove that they are contained in uniform neighborhoods
of certain convex subsets of the model space: Diamonds in the case of finite quasigeodesics,
Weyl cones in the case of quasigeodesic rays and parallel sets (more precisely, unions of opposite
Weyl cones therein) in the case of complete quasigeodesics.
Note that the question about regular quasigeodesics reduces to the case of model spaces
without flat factors. For, if a model space has a nontrivial flat de Rham factor, then all diamonds
and Weyl cones split off this flat factor, and the canonical projection to the complementary
(model space) factor preserves τmod-regularity of segments and paths. We therefore restrict our
discussion to model spaces without flat factors.
Our main motivation for these results comes from the theory of discrete isometric group
actions on model spaces X , more specifically, the desire to give a clean coarse-geometric char-
acterization of Morse actions, which have been introduced in [KLP2].
The notion of regularity used in our paper is defined relative to a certain face τmod of the
model chamber σmod of the Tits boundary of X . The definition is the easiest in the case when
τmod “ σmod and we first present our results in this setting.
A quasigeodesic q in X (which might be finite or infinite) is coarsely uniformly regular if any
two points x, y in q which are sufficiently far apart (dpx, yq ě D), define a uniformly regular
segment xy in X , i.e., a geodesic segment whose direction belongs to a fixed compact subset Θ
of the interior of σmod. A diamond ♦px, yq in X is a generalization of a geodesic segment. In
the case when the segment xy is regular, ♦px, yq is a (convex) subset of a flat F Ă X containing
xy, namely the intersection of two Weyl chambers V px, σq X V py, σˆq with the tips at x and y
respectively, over opposite chambers σ, σˆ in the Tits boundary BT itsX of X .
Theorem 1.1 (Morse Lemma, regular case). (i) Every finite coarsely uniformly regular
quasigeodesic path q in X with endpoints x and y of distance dpx, yq ě D is contained in a
neighborhood of the diamond ♦px, yq.
(ii) Every coarsely uniformly regular quasigeodesic ray q in X with initial point x is contained
in a neighborhood of a unique euclidean Weyl chamber V “ V px, σq.
(iii) Every coarsely uniformly regular complete quasigeodesic q in X is contained in a neigh-
borhood of a unique maximal flat F and, moreover, is contained in a neighborhood of the union
V pz, σq Y V pz, σˆq Ă F of two opposite euclidean Weyl chambers with common tip z P F .
Furthermore, the distance from q to ♦px, yq, V respectively V pz, σq Y V pz, σˆq is bounded
above in terms of the quasiisometry constants of q, the coarseness scale D and the regularity
set Θ. In case (iii), the common tip z can be chosen uniformly close to any point on q.
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In other words, each coarsely uniformly regular quasigeodesic in X is a Morse quasigeodesic
in the sense of [KLP2].
We deduce from this result that coarsely uniformly regularly quasiisometrically embedded
subspaces in model spaces X must be Gromov-hyperbolic. A quasiisometric embedding f from
a geodesic metric space Y into X is coarsely uniformly regular if the images of geodesic segments
in Y are coarsely uniformly regular in X . (Uniformity here refers to the constant D and the
subset Θ.)
Theorem 1.2 (Hyperbolicity of domain and boundary map, regular case). If f :
Y Ñ X is a coarsely uniformly regular quasiisometric embedding, then the space Y is Gromov-
hyperbolic and, if it is also locally compact, the map f extends to a topological embedding from
the Gromov boundary of Y into the Fu¨rstenberg boundary of X.
Our work is primarily motivated by the study of discrete subgroups of isometry groups of
nonpositively curved symmetric spaces; before discussing these, we explain how the theorems
above generalize to coarsely τmod-regular quasigeodesics and coarsely τmod-regular quasiisometric
embeddings.
τmod-regularity. The role of the compact Θ Ă intpσmodq which appeared above, is now
played by a “Weyl-convex” compact subset Θ Ă σmod which intersects the boundary of σmod
only in the open faces containing the open simplex intpτmodq. For instance, if τmod is a vertex,
then Θ is required to be disjoint from the top-dimensional face of σmod not containing τmod.
With this modification, the definition of coarsely uniformly regular quasigeodesics generalizes
to the one of coarsely uniformly τmod-regular quasigeodesics.
Let τ be a simplex of the Tits boundary of X which has type τmod. We next describe the
replacement for the euclidean Weyl chambers V px, σq inX with τ playing the role of σ. They are
replaced by the Weyl cones V px, stpτqq: These convex subsets of X are unions of geodesic rays
xξ in X connecting x to ideal boundary points ξ P B8X , which belong to a certain subcomplex
stpτq Ă B8X . This subcomplex is the union of chambers σ containing τ . The cones V px, stpτqq
are no longer contained in maximal flats in X (unless τmod “ σmod); instead, each V px, stpτqq is
a subset of the parallel set in X of a geodesic l through x, asymptotic to a generic point in τ .
Such parallel sets are said to have the type τmod. The diamonds ♦τmodpx, yq are again defined
as intersections
V px, stpτqq X V py, stpτˆqq
for opposite simplices τ, τˆ in the Tits boundary of X .
Now, we are ready to state our results. The main result is a Morse Lemma for coarsely
τmod-regular quasigeodesics in model spaces (see Theorem 5.17 and Corollary 5.25):
Theorem 1.3 (Morse Lemma). (i) Every finite coarsely uniformly τmod-regular quasigeodesic
path q in X with endpoints x and y is contained in a neighborhood of the diamond ♦τmodpx, yq.
(ii) Every coarsely uniformly τmod-regular quasigeodesic ray q in X with initial point x is
contained in a neighborhood of a unique Weyl cone V “ V px, stpτqq of type τmod.
(iii) Every coarsely uniformly τmod-regular complete quasigeodesic q in X is contained in a
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neighborhood of a unique parallel set P of type τmod and, moreover, is contained in a neigh-
borhood of the union V pz, stpτqq Y V pz, stpτˆqq Ă P of opposite Weyl cones of type τmod with
common tip z P P .
Furthermore, the distance from q to ♦τmodpx, yq, V respectively V pz, stpτqq Y V pz, stpτˆqq is
bounded above in terms of the quasiisometry constants of q, the scale D and the subset Θ. In
case (iii), the common tip P can be chosen uniformly close to any point on q.
In order to help the reader to appreciate the relation of this theorem to Theorem 1.1, we
note that the regularity assumptions in Theorem 1.3 are weaker (directions of segments xy are
allowed to belong to larger subsets of σmod), while the conclusions are weaker as well, since we
can only conclude that quasigeodesics lie close to certain sets which are larger than the ones in
Theorem 1.1.
Applying these results about coarsely regular quasigeodesics to quasi-isometric embeddings
we obtain (see Theorems 6.13 and 6.14):
Theorem 1.4 (Hyperbolicity of domain and boundary map). Suppose that q : Z Ñ X
is a coarsely uniformly τmod-regular quasiisometric embedding from a quasigeodesic metric space
into a model space. Then:
(i) Z is Gromov hyperbolic.
(ii) If Z is locally compact, the map q extends to a map
q¯ : Z¯ Ñ X¯
τmod
from the (visual) Gromov compactification Z¯ “ ZYB8Z, which is continuous at B8Z and sends
distinct ideal boundary points to antipodal elements of the flag space BτmodX “ FlagτmodpB8Xq.
The main application of this theorem is a simpler coarse-geometric characterization ofMorse
subgroups of the isometry groups G “ IsompXq of model spaces X . This class of discrete
subgroups of G was defined in [KLP2] (in the context of symmetric spaces), where various
equivalent characterizations of word hyperbolic Morse subgroups were established (including
the Anosov subgroups of Labourie, Guichard and Wienhard). We obtain (see Corollary 5.36
and Theorem 6.15):
Theorem 1.5. The following are equivalent for a finitely generated group Γ and a homomor-
phism ΓÑ G:
1. The group Γ is hyperbolic and the homomorphism ΓÑ G is τmod-Morse.
2. The orbit maps ΓÑ X are coarsely τmod-regular quasiisometric embeddings.
The following corollary is a higher rank analogue of one of the standard characterizations of
convex-cocompact subgroups of rank 1 Lie groups as finitely-generated undistorted subgroups.
The regularity condition in this corollary is necessary already for subgroups of SLp2,Rq ˆ
SLp2,Rq, see Example 6.34 in [KLP2].
Corollary 1.6. A finitely generated subgroup Γ ă G is word hyperbolic and τmod-Morse if and
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only if Γ is undistorted in G and asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular.
Note that asymptotic uniform σmod-regularity of a discrete subgroup Γ ă G means that the
geometric limit set ΛpΓq Ă B8X (the accumulation set of a Γ-orbit in the ideal boundary of X)
contains no singular points.
Strategy of the proof. The main idea behind the proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 is inspired
by trying to follow the proof of the Morse Lemma for δ-hyperbolic metric spaces (which goes
back to M. Morse himself): If a coarsely uniformly τmod-regular quasigeodesic path q connecting
points x, y P X strays too far from the diamond ♦ “ ♦τmodpx, yq, we use the nearest-point
projection to ♦ to show that it is a uniformly inefficient connection of its endpoints. This leads
to a conflict, because sufficiently long quasigeodesics have long, arbitrarily efficient (i.e. almost
distance minimizing) subpaths. In the setting of a δ-hyperbolic space X , one is helped by the
fact that the nearest-point projection π♦ to a geodesic interval ♦ Ă X contracts distances in
metric balls Bpz, Rq Ă X by an exponentially large factor, in terms of the minimal distance
between Bpz, Rq and ♦. This fails in the setting of higher-rank symmetric spaces and euclidean
buildingsX . Instead, we define a certain length metric (of Carnot–Finsler type) d♦ on diamonds
♦ Ă X by restricting to a certain class of piecewise-geodesic paths in ♦, which we call non-
longitudinal. The definition of such paths is, again, quite technical, but (if τmod “ σmod) the
reader can think of piecewise-geodesic paths where each subsegment is a singular geodesic.
We then prove (Theorem 4.8):
Theorem 1.7. For each euclidean building X (equipped with its standard CAT(0) metric d),
the projection
pX, dq
π♦
ÝÑ p♦, d♦q
is locally 1-Lipschitz outside ♦.
In order to appreciate the strength of this statement, we note that the pseudometric d♦ is
strictly larger than the metric d when restricted to longitudinal segments in ♦. Therefore the
above theorem establishes constraints on the behavior of rectifiable regular paths in X and, in
particular, of regular bilipschitz paths. As an application, we prove (see section 5.1):
Theorem 1.8. Suppose that c is an “almost length-minimizing” uniformly τmod-regular path in
a euclidean building X, connecting points x and y. Then c has to meet the diamond ♦τmodpx, yq
in one more point, besides x and y.
The condition that c is “almost length-minimizing” is, actually, not very restrictive, since
each rectifiable path in X contains such subpaths. As an application of this result we then
show (see Theorem 5.6):
Theorem 1.9. Every rectifiable uniformly τmod-regular path c in X is entirely contained in the
diamond ♦τmodpx, yq determined by the endpoints x, y of c.
This theorem is reminiscent of the fact that each topological path in a real tree T is contained
in a geodesic segment in T . This fact is used for proving the Morse Lemma in the case of δ-
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hyperbolic geodesic spaces via ultralimits (cf. [DK]). Our argument then proceeds roughly
along the same lines as that proof. Namely, assuming that Theorem 1.3 fails, we construct a
sequence of coarsely uniformly τmod-regular pL,Aq-quasigeodesic paths qn in a model space X ;
after passing to suitable ultralimits, we obtain a uniformly τmod-regular bilipschitz path qω in
an asymptotic cone Xω of X , which violates Theorem 1.9. (The ultralimit Xω is a euclidean
building.) Along the way, we have to overcome yet another difficulty. One of the steps in
proving the Morse Lemma in the hyperbolic setting via asymptotic cones, is to show that each
asymptotic cone is a uniquely geodesic space (i.e., every geodesic in the cone is the ultralimit
of a sequence of geodesics). Similarly, in our proof, we have to show that the ultralimit of a
sequence of parallel sets in X is a parallel set in the cone Xω (a priori, it is just a proper subset
of such a parallel set), and analogous statements for Weyl cones and diamonds.
Organization of the paper. In section 2 we review basic notions in the theory of model
spaces (nonpositively curved symmetric spaces and buildings), as well as ultralimits and asymp-
totic cones. Section 3 is long and technical, it contains the bulk of technical results of the paper.
In this section we define and analyze properties of Weyl cones and diamonds. We then define
two key notions in the paper: Regularity and longitudinality of broken segments and paths
in model spaces, as well as their coarse analogues. We establish a preliminary analogue of
Theorem 1.3 for a certain class of broken paths in euclidean buildings, called straight paths.
Furthermore, we prove results about ultralimits of parallel sets, Weyl cones and diamonds. In
section 4 we define the modified metric d♦ on diamonds and prove a contraction theorem for
the nearest-point projections to diamonds in euclidean buildings (Theorem 4.8). In section 5
we prove the main result of our paper, Theorem 1.3 and its corollaries, including continuous
behavior of ends of Morse quasigeodesic rays. Lastly, in section 6 we establish structural results
for regular and coarsely regular subsets of model spaces, and prove Theorems 1.4 and 1.5.
Remark 1.10. After the first version [KLP3] of this paper was posted on the mathematics
arXiv in November 2014, the first version of the preprint [GGKW] appeared in February 2015.
A large part of the main results in this preprint follows from [KLP3] and our earlier preprint
[KLP2]:
1) The first characterizations of Anosov representations of a hyperbolic group that do not
involve the geodesic flow of the group have been given in [KLP2, section 6.5]. In [KLP2]
we have in fact a list of several equivalent characterizations, analogous to characterizations
of convex–cocompactness for Kleinian groups, see Theorem 1.7 in [KLP2]. A further coarse
geometric characterization of Anosov subgroups, namely as coarsely τmod-regular undistorted
finitely generated subgroups, has been given in [KLP3], see Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6,
based on the characterization of Anosov subgroups as Morse subgroups, which is part of [KLP2,
Theorem 1.7]. Note also that, unlike [GGKW], some of our characterizations do not require
the discrete group to be a priori Gromov–hyperbolic; the hyperbolicity turns out to be a
consequence. The existence of the equivariant continuous antipodal boundary map has also
been established in [KLP3, Theorem 1.4 and Remark 6.16].
2) Part (2) of Theorem 1.1 in [GGKW], along with the positive answer to Question 5.5 on
page 40 in [GGKW], is a special case of [KLP3, Theorem 1.5] (where Γ is assumed to be only
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finitely generated but not a priori hyperbolic), again based on the characterization of Anosov
subgroups as Morse subgroups.
3) Theorem 1.3 in [GGKW] is not new. It follows entirely from [KLP2, KLP3]. The equiv-
alence of the conditions (1), (2) and (3) in Theorem 1.3 follows from [KLP2, Theorem 6.57]. In
fact, we deduce the Anosov property already from a weaker expansion condition, cf. [KLP2,
Definition 6.46]. The CLI condition (4) in Theorem 1.3, for hyperbolic groups, is easily seen (by
elementary euclidean geometry) to be equivalent to our condition of being coarsely τmod-regular
and undistorted. The latter condition is equivalent to the τmod-Morse condition by [KLP3, The-
orem 1.5], and hence to the τmod-Anosov condition, which is condition (1) in Theorem 1.3.
4) According to Remark 1.5 (1) in [GGKW, page 4], part 4 of Theorem 1.3 in [GGKW]
provides a definition of Anosov representations into p-adic groups. In fact, such a definition has
been provided before in [KLP3, Definition 5.35]. There we have a definition of a Morse action
on a euclidean building (not necessarily discrete). Moreover, we prove Gromov hyperbolicity of
finitely generated groups admitting Morse actions on buildings, as well as the existence of an
equivariant continuous antipodal boundary map for such actions (Theorem 6.15 and Remark
6.16 of [KLP3]).
5) We would like to emphasize that the main results of our paper are coarse geometric
in nature, describing the geometry of coarsely regular quasigeodesics and, more generally, of
quasigeodesically connected coarsely regular subsets of symmetric spaces and euclidean build-
ings. Results concerning discrete subgroups appear as direct applications. In contrast, the
corresponding results of [GGKW] are restricted to an equivariant setting and deal only with
actions of hyperbolic groups on symmetric spaces.
Remark 1.11. Concerning the misleading Remark 1.4(b) in the second version of [GGKW]
from March 2015, the “sharing of ideas” during the year 2014 consisted of the following: In
January 2014, the second author of this paper explained in a colloquium talk in Heidelberg
in the presence of Wienhard our definition of Anosov representations of hyperbolic groups not
involving geodesic flows, given in [KLP2, section 6.5]. In July 2014, the first author explained
to Gue´ritaud and Kassel in detail the results of our paper [KLP2]. In August 2014, the third
author was present at a conference talk by Kassel where she announced some of the results
which became available in February 2015 in the first version of the preprint [GGKW].
Acknowledgements. The first author was supported by the NSF grant DMS-12-05312.
The last author was supported by the grant Mineco MTM2012-34834.
2 Preliminaries
This section contains some background material on metric geometry, geometry of buildings and
ultralimits. We refer the reader to [BBI] and [Ba] for further reading on metric and CAT(0)
geometry, and to [KL, ch. 3], [KlL, ch. 2.4] or [DK, ch. 7] for a discussion of the notion of
ultralimits, asymptotic cones and their basic properties.
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2.1 Metric spaces
Let pZ, dq be a metric space. We let denote Bpz, rq and B¯pz, rq the open and closed r-balls
respectively, centered at a point z P Z. For a subset A Ă Z, we denote by radpA, zq its radius
with respect to the center z, i.e. the minimal r P r0,`8s such that A Ă B¯pz, rq. For a subset
Z 1 Ă Z, we let NDpZ
1q denote the open D-neighborhood of Z 1 in Z. We will use the notation
Lpcq for the length of a (rectifiable) path c in Z.
Definition 2.1 (Almost distance minimizing path). We say that a path c : ra, bs Ñ Z is
ǫ-distance minimizing if
Lpcq ď p1` ǫq ¨ dpcpaq, cpbqq
Lemma 2.2. Every rectifiable path contains, for arbitrarily small ǫ ą 0, subpaths which are
ǫ-distance minimizing.
Proof. Suppose that the path c : ra, bs Ñ Z is rectifiable. We choose a subdivision a “ t0 ă
t1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tk “ b which almost yields the length of the path,
p1` ǫq ¨
kÿ
i“1
dpcpti´1q, cptiqq ě Lpcq “
kÿ
i“1
Lpc|rti´1,tnsq
Then one of the subpaths c|rti´1,tis is ǫ-distance minimizing.
We will use the term pseudo-metric for a distance function where different points may have
infinite distance (however not distance zero).
2.2 Spaces with curvature bounded above
If pZ, dq is a CAT(1) space, then a subset C Ă Z is called convex if for any two points ζ1, ζ2 P C
with dpζ1, ζ2q ă π the unique geodesic in Z connecting ζ1, ζ2 is contained in C.
Suppose now that X is a CAT(0) space.
We will use the notation xy for the unique geodesic segment in X connecting x to y. We
will usually regard it as an oriented segment, equipped with its natural orientation from the
initial point x to the endpoint y. Similarly, given an ideal boundary point ξ P B8X and a
point x P X , we let xξ denote the unique geodesic ray from x asymptotic to ξ, and ξx the
same ray with the reversed orientation. We will denote by x0x1 . . . xk the broken geodesic path
which is the concatenation of the segments xi´1xi for i “ 1, . . . k. Similarly, we will denote by
x0 . . . xkξ`, ξ´x0 . . . xk and ξ´x0 . . . xkξ` semi- and biinfinite paths obtained by attaching one
or two rays at the ends of x0x1 . . . xk.
We will use the notation B8X for the ideal or visual boundary of X , equipped with the visual
topology. It carries in addition another natural topology, called the Tits topology, which is finer
than the visual topology; it is induced by a metric =T its on B8X , called the Tits metric. For a
subset Y Ă X we let B8Y Ă B8X denote the accumulation set of Y in B8X . For an oriented
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geodesic line l in X , we let lp˘8q P B8X denote its ideal endpoints,
lp˘8q “ lim
tÑ˘8
lptq,
where l : R Ñ X is a (unit speed) parameterization of l consistent with the orientation. Then
B8l “ tlp´8q, lp8qu. Similarly, we denote the ideal endpoint of a ray r Ă X by rp`8q.
For an ideal point ξ P B8X , we denote by bξ a Busemann function at ξ, and by Hbξ,x the
horoball centered at ξ and containing x in its boundary horosphere, i.e. Hbξ,x “ tbξ ď bξpxqu.
We will say that two segments xy and x1y1 are oriented r-close if their initial and endpoints
are r-close, i.e. dpx, x1q ď r and dpy, y1q ď r. In view of the convexity of the distance function of
CAT(0)-spaces, any two segments which are oriented r-close, are also within Hausdorff distance
ď r from each other.
We will denote by ∆px, y, zq the geodesic triangle with vertices x, y, z P X , i.e. the one-di-
mensional object xy Y yz Y zx. If η, ζ P B8X , we denote by ∆px, y, ζq the ideal triangle with
vertices x, y, ζ , that is, the union xζ Y xy Y yζ , and by ∆px, η, ζq the ideal hinge xη Y xζ with
vertices x, η, ζ . We say that a triangle (ideal triangle, hinge) is rigid or can be filled in by a
flat triangle (half-strip, sector) or spans a flat triangle (half-strip, sector), if it is contained in
a convex subset which is isometric to a convex subset of euclidean plane.
We will denote by ΣxX the space of directions at a point x P X ; this is a replacement of the
unit tangent sphere in a Riemannian manifold (see [BBI] and [KlL] for the precise definition).
The space ΣxX is a CAT(1) space equipped with the angular metric denoted =pξ, ηq. Each
geodesic segment xy determines a direction ÝÑxy P ΣxX . We will use the notation =xpy, zq
for the angle at x between the segments xy and xz in X , i.e. the distance in ΣxX between
the directions ÝÑxy and ÝÑxz. This notation extends to the case of semi-infinite geodesics in X :
For a point ξ P B8X , we denote by =xpy, ξq the angle between xy and the geodesic ray xξ.
Furthermore, for a subset A containing x, we denote by =xpy, Aq the angular distance between
ÝÑxy and ΣxA in ΣxX .
The initial velocity 9ρ P ΣxX of a geodesic ρ : R` Ñ X in X is the direction of ρ at the
point x “ ρp0q.
For a closed convex subset C Ă X we have the nearest point projection
πC : X Ñ C.
This projection is a 1-Lipschitz map.
Consider the special situation when X is a Riemannian CAT(0) space (a Hadamard mani-
fold) and C Ă X is a totally-geodesic subspace. Then the distance function
dpx, Cq “ min
yPC
dpx, yq
is 1-Lipschitz and smooth outside of C; the gradient lines of this function are the geodesics xx¯,
x¯ “ πCpxq. Suppose that r : r0,`8q Ñ X ´C is a unit speed geodesic ray with ideal endpoint
rp`8q “ ξ P B8X . Then the function fptq “ dprptq, Cq is smooth with derivative
f 1ptq “ ´ cosp=rptqpr¯ptq, ξqq, (2.3)
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where r¯ “ πC ˝ r denotes the projection of the ray.
2.3 Buildings and symmetric spaces
In the paper we will be using nonpositively curved symmetric spaces, spherical and euclidean
buildings. We regard Riemannian symmetric spaces of noncompact type, respectively, euclidean
buildings as the smooth “archimedean”, respectively, the singular “non-archimedean” members
of the family of CAT(0) “model spaces” with rigid geometry. Both symmetric spaces and
euclidean buildings will usually be denoted by X , while spherical buildings will be denoted
by B. We will only consider symmetric spaces and euclidean buildings X of noncompact type,
which means that X is CAT p0q and has no flat factor, i.e. is not isometric to the direct product
of metric spaces X 1 ˆ Rk with k ě 1.
Definition 2.4. By a model space, we mean a symmetric space of noncompact type or a
euclidean building of noncompact type.
We rule out flat factors for our model spaces, in part, because, as far as the results discussed
in this paper are concerned, the case of spaces with a flat factor immediately reduces to the
case without. However, many arguments in the paper use parallel sets of geodesics or flats in
model spaces: These parallel sets do have flat factors and, hence, are CAT(0) symmetric spaces
and euclidean buildings which do not have noncompact type.
The two types of model spaces are connected via asymptotic cones; this connection will be
explained in section 2.7.
For a treatment of buildings from the metric perspective of spaces with curvature bounded
above, we refer to [KlL, ch. 3-4]. Some notions needed in this paper or closely related to it, have
been discussed in the case of symmetric spaces in [KLP2, ch. 2+5.1], and the discussion in the
building case is very similar, and often simpler. It is important to stress here that the euclidean
buildings we are considering are allowed to be nondiscrete and in particular not locally compact;
such buildings appear as asymptotic cones of symmetric spaces of noncompact type.
2.4 Spherical buildings
Instead of giving the precise definitions of spherical buildings (and euclidean buildings in the
following section), we will describe below some of their important features. Part of this section
is a review of the material in [KLP2, 2.4.1-2], to which we refer the reader for more details.
From the metric viewpoint, spherical buildings are CAT(1) spaces; we will denote their
metrics by =.
A spherical building B has an associated spherical Coxeter complex pamod,W q, where the
spherical model apartment amod is a euclidean unit sphere and W is a finite reflection group
acting on amod, called the Coxeter or Weyl group of B. The quotient σmod – amod{W is called
the model chamber. We identify it with a chamber in the model apartment, σmod Ă amod. We
will say that the building B has type σmod.
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As long as W has no fixed point on amod, the model simplex σmod is a spherical simplex in
amod and has diameter ď
π
2
. We will use the notation τmod for faces of σmod and Wτmod for the
stabilizer of τmod in W . The longest element of the group W is the unique element wo P W
which sends σmod to ´σmod (the latter is also a chamber in amod). The composition ι “ ´wo
preserves the model chamber σmod. (For some Weyl groups W , wo “ id, then ι “ id.)
Each spherical building has a natural structure of a polysimplicial cell complex. Facets (top-
dimensional faces) of this complex are called chambers of B. Each building B comes equipped
with a system (“atlas”) of isometric embeddings amod Ñ B, whose images are called (spherical)
apartments. Any two points of B belong to an apartment. It is important to stress that the
spherical buildings in this paper are not assumed to be thick, i.e. a codimension one face may
be adjacent to only two chambers.
A splitting of the model chamber as a spherical join σmod “ σ
1
mod ˝ σ
2
mod, equivalently, a
splitting pamod,W q “ pa
1
mod,W1q˝pa
2
mod,W2q of the spherical Coxeter complex, induces splittings
of all buildings B of type σmod as spherical joins B “ B1 ˝B2 of spherical buildings Bi of types
σimod.
Two faces τ¯`, τ¯´ Ă amod are called antipodal or opposite if ´τ¯´ “ τ¯`. Similarly, two points
ξ¯, ξ¯1 P amod are antipodal if ξ¯
1 “ ´ξ¯. These definitions extend to the entire building B since
any two faces (and any two points) are contained in an apartment in B.
In a general simplicial complex Σ, we define the interior intpτq of a simplex τ as the cor-
responding open face. We define the star stpτq Ă Σ of τ as the union of all (closed) faces
containing τ . We note that the star is also known as the residue; this notion of the star should
not be confused with the smallest subcomplex of Σ consisting of faces which have nonempty
intersection with τ . We define the open star of τ ,
ostpτq Ă stpτq,
as the union of all open faces whose closure contains τ . Furthermore, we define the boundary
of the star,
B stpτq :“ stpτq ´ ostpτq;
it is the union of all (closed) faces of the star, which do not contain τ . If the simplex τ is
maximal, i.e. not contained in a simplex of larger dimension, then stpτq “ τ , ostpτq “ intpτq is
the open face, and B stpτq “ Bτ is the topological frontier of τ . We will apply these notions to
spherical buildings and their model chambers, which both carry natural structures as simplicial
complexes.
There exists a canonical projection
θ : BÑ σmod
called the type map. The type map restricts to an isometry on each chamber of B and, hence,
is 1-Lipschitz. A type is a point in σmod, and a face type is a face of σmod. The type of a point
ξ P B is θpξq, and the type of a face τ Ă B is θpτq. If the simplices τ˘ in B are opposite to each
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other, then θpτ´q “ ιθpτ`q. We call a type ξ¯ P σmod a root type if the ball B¯pξ¯,
π
2
q Ă amod is a
subcomplex, equivalently, if the great sphere Spξ¯, π
2
q Ă amod is a wall.
Throughout the paper, we will denote by τmod Ă σmod a face type.
We denote by FlagτmodpBq the flag space of type τmod simplices in B. It is a discrete space.
If B carries an additional structure as a topological building, as do Tits boundaries of model
spaces, compare below, then the flag spaces inherit a topology.
A point ξ P B is called τmod-regular if θpξq P ostpτmodq and τmod-singular if θpξq P B stpτmodq.
We call the σmod-regular points simply regular; these are the points with type in intpσmodq. The
τmod-regular points in B form an open subset, whose connected components are the open stars
ostpτq of the type τmod faces τ . For a τ
˘
mod-regular point ξ P B we define τ˘pξq as the type τ
˘
mod
face such that ξ P ostpτ˘pξqq; we set τpξq “ τ`pξq.
A subset A Ă σmod is called τmod-convex (or Weyl-convex) if its symmetrization WτmodA Ď
stpσmodq is a convex subset of amod, cf. [KLP2, Def. 2.15]. By Θ,Θ
1,Θ2 we will always denote
compact τmod-convex subsets of ostpτmodq Ă σmod. Note that τmod is determined by such a
subset Θ, namely, as the smallest face whose interior intersects Θ. When we use several such
subsets Θ,Θ1,Θ2, we will always assume that Θ Ă intpΘ1q and Θ1 Ă intpΘ2q.
Since diampσmodq ď
π
2
, for every type ξ¯ P τmod there exists a radius ρ “ ρpΘ, ξ¯q ă
π
2
such
that:
Θ Ă B¯pξ¯, ρq (2.5)
The following constant will frequently occur:
ǫ0pΘq :“ =pΘ, B stpτmodqq “ mint=pη, ζq : η P Θ, ζ P B stpτmodqu ą 0 (2.6)
Sometimes we will also use:
ǫ0pΘ,Θ
1q :“ =pΘ, stpτmodq ´Θ
1q ą 0 (2.7)
A point ξ P B is called Θ-regular, if θpξq P Θ. We define the Θ-star of a type τmod simplex
τ Ă B as the set of Θ-regular points in its star, stΘpτq “ stpτq X θ
´1pΘq. We will often use the
fact that the Θ-stars are uniformly separated from each other:
Lemma 2.8. For any two distinct type τmod simplices τ1, τ2 Ă B, the (nearest point) distance
between stΘpτ1q and stpτ2q is ě ǫ0pΘq.
Proof. Since the open stars are disjoint, any path connecting a point in stΘpτ1q to a point in
stpτ2q must exit stpτ1q at its boundary. It therefore has a subpath which projects via the type
map θ to a path in σmod connecting a point in Θ to a point in B ostpτmodq. The assertion follows
because θ is 1-Lipschitz.
We will always use the conventions
τ`mod :“ τmod, τ
´
mod :“ ιτmod
and
Θ` :“ Θ, Θ´ :“ ιΘ.
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A singular sphere in a spherical building B is an isometrically embedded (eulicdean unit) sphere
s Ă B which is, at the same time, a subcomplex of B. Each singular sphere equals the inter-
section of some (possibly one) aparatments in B.
For an ordered pair of opposite simplices τ˘ Ă B, we denote by spτ´, τ`q Ă B the singular
sphere spanned by τ˘, i.e. containing them as top-dimensional simplices. Equivalently, spτ´, τ`q
is the smallest (with respect to inclusion) isometrically embedded sphere in B containing τ`Yτ´.
Each singular sphere s Ă B has the form s “ spτ´, τ`q for a pair of antipodal simplices τ˘.
Given a singular sphere s Ă B, we let Bpsq Ă B denote the subbuilding which is the union
of all apartments containing s. There is a natural decomposition
Bpsq – s ˝ Σs B (2.9)
as the spherical join of the sphere s and its link Σs B in B. In the case when s “ spτ´, τ`q, we
will use the notation Bpτ´, τ`q for Bpsq. When we want to specify the ambient building B, we
put it as a subscript and write BBpsq.
The following properties will be often used:
(i) Each apartment a Ă Bpτ´, τ`q contains s “ spτ´, τ`q.
(ii) stpτ˘q Ă Bpτ´, τ`q.
(iii) ostpτ˘q is open in B; in particular, ostpτ˘q is open in Bpτ´, τ`q.
In view of the spherical join decomposition, it is clear that every point in s has inside Bpsq
a unique antipode, and this antipode lies in s.
Lemma 2.10. All antipodes ξ´ P Bpsq of a point ξ` P stpτ`q are contained in stpτ´q. Moreover,
if ξ` P ostpτ`q, then ξ´ P ostpτ´q.
Proof. Let ξ` P stpτ`q, and let ξ´ P Bpsq be an antipode of ξ`. Since Bpτ´, τ`q is a subbuilding,
the pair of antipodes ξ˘ is contained in an apartment a Ă Bpsq. As for all apartments in Bpsq,
we have that τ˘ Ă a. There exists a chamber σ` Ă a containing ξ` with face τ`. The opposite
chamber σ´ in a contains ξ´ and has τ´ as a face. Thus ξ´ P stpτ´q. The assertion for open
stars follows.
The last observation extends to almost antipodes in a quantitative manner.
Lemma 2.11. Let ξ` P stΘpτ`q and η´ P Bpsq be points such that =pξ`, η´q ą π ´ ǫ0pΘq.
Then η´ P ostpτ´q.
Proof. We only need to treat the case when ξ` and η´ are not opposite. The geodesic arc η´ξ`
extends to an arc η´ξ`η` of length π. It connects η´ to an antipode η`. Since =pξ`, η`q ă
ǫ0pΘq, the arc ξ`η` is too short to leave ostpτ`q and therefore η` P ostpτ`q. The previous
lemma then implies that η´ P ostpτ´q.
Corollary 2.12. Let ξ` P stΘpτ`q and let ζ´ P B be an antipode of ξ` outside Bpsq. Then
=pζ´,Bpsqq ě ǫ0pΘq.
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Proof. Suppose that =pζ´,Bpsqq ă ǫ0pΘq and let ζ¯´ P Bpsq be the nearest point projection of
ζ´ to Bpsq. (Note that, as a subbuilding, Bpsq is a closed convex subset of B, and the nearest
point projection to Bpsq is well-defined on the open π
2
-neighborhood.) Since ostpτ´q Ă Bpsq is
open in B, it cannot contain the projection of a point outside Bpsq, and hence ζ¯´ R ostpτ´q. On
the other hand, we have =pξ`, ζ¯´q ą π´ ǫ0pΘq, which leads to a contradition with the previous
lemma.
It has been proven in [KLP2, 2.5.2] that stars and Θ-stars of simplices are convex. This
follows from the fact that they can be represented as intersections of balls with radius π
2
. More
precisely, one has:
Proposition 2.13 (Convexity of stars, cf. [KLP2, Lemma 2.12]). Let τ Ă B be a
simplex.
(i) For every simplex τˆ Ă B opposite to τ , the star stpτq is the intersection of Bpτˆ , τq and
the simplicial π
2
-balls whose interior contains intpτq and whose center lies in Bpτˆ , τq.
(ii) stΘpτq equals the intersection of all
π
2
-balls containing it.
2.5 CAT(0) model spaces
Similarly to spherical buildings, each model space X has an associated euclidean Coxeter com-
plex pFmod,Waff q, where the model flat (respectively, apartment) Fmod is a euclidean space and
Waff is a, possibly nondiscrete, group of isometries of Fmod generated by reflections. The linear
part of this group is a finite reflection group, called the Weyl group W of X ; we pick a base
point 0 P Fmod and think of W as acting on Fmod fixing 0. The dimension of Fmod is called the
rank of X . The quotient Fmod{W will be denoted ∆ or ∆euc or Vmod; it is called the euclidean
model Weyl chamber of X . We identify it with a euclidean Weyl chamber with tip 0 in the
model flat, ∆ Ă Fmod.
Each model space X comes equipped with a system (“atlas”) of isometric embeddings
κ´1 : Fmod Ñ X.
The images of the maps κ´1 are the maximal flats in X . (In the case when X is a euclidean
building, they are also called apartments.) The inverse maps κ are called charts for the maximal
flats (respectively, apartments). The charts are compatible in the sense that for any two charts
κ1, κ2 the transition function κ1 ˝ κ
´1
2
is the restriction of an element in Waff .
Any two points in X are contained in a maximal flat.
In addition to its usual distance function d, each model space comes equipped with a ∆-
valued distance function or ∆-distance, denoted d∆. The function d∆ is defined on Fmod by
d∆px, yq “ projpy ´ xq P ∆
where proj : Fmod{W – ∆ is the quotient map. The function d∆ extends to the entire model
space X due to the compatibility of apartment charts and the fact that any two points are
contained in a maximal flat.
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The ∆-distance satisfies the following symmetry property:
d∆py, xq “ ιd∆px, yq
If X is a symmetric space, then d∆px, yq completely determines the IsomopXq-congruence class
of the pair px, yq, i.e. d∆px, yq “ d∆px
1, y1q if and only if there exists g P IsomopXq such that
gpxq “ x1 and gpyq “ y1.
The projection
X ˆX Ñ ∆, px, yq ÞÑ d∆px, yq (2.14)
is 1-Lipschitz in each of the two variables, which implies the triangle inequality for ∆-lengths:
}d∆px, yq ´ d∆px, y
1q} ď }d∆py, y
1q} “ dpy, y1q (2.15)
and
}d∆px, yq ´ d∆px
1, yq} ď }d∆px, x
1q} “ dpx, x1q,
where the differences of ∆-lengths are taken in Fmod, viewed as a vector space with origin 0,
see [KLM].
Spherical buildings appear naturally when one looks at the geometry at infinity of a model
space and, in the euclidean building case, at the infinitesimal geometry:
(i) The visual boundary B8X of a model space X , equipped with the Tits metric =T its,
has a natural structure of a spherical building; we will refer to this spherical building as the
Tits boundary BT itsX of X . The Weyl group of X is canonically isomorphic to the Weyl group
of BT itsX ; the dimension of BT itsX equals rankpXq ´ 1. The euclidean Weyl chamber ∆ of X
is canonically isometric to the complete euclidean cone over σmod. If X is a symmetric space
then the building BT itsX is always thick, while if X is a euclidean building then BT itsX is thick
provided that X is thick. We will say that the model space X is of type σmod. The chamber σmod
determines the Coxeter complex pFmod,Waff q of X if Waff acts transitively on Fmod (which is
the case of symmetric spaces and their asymptotic cones); in general, σmod determines Fmod
and the Weyl group W .
(ii) In the same vein, for each euclidean building X and each point x P X , the space of direc-
tions ΣxX , equipped with the angle metric =x, has a natural structure of a spherical building
of the same type σmod, equivalently, with the same associated Coxeter complex pamod,W q as
BT itsX . Note that in general the spherical building ΣxX is not thick. (For instance, if X is a
discrete euclidean building and x is not a vertex.)
We denote by θ : BT itsX Ñ σmod and θx : ΣxX Ñ σmod the natural type maps, and by
logx : BT itsX Ñ ΣxX
the natural 1-Lipschitz logarithm map, sending an ideal point ξ to the direction
ÝÑ
xξ. This map
sends faces isometrically onto faces and satisfies
θ “ θx ˝ logx .
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(ii’) If X is a symmetric space, then the spaces of directions ΣxX are unit spheres and the
logarithm maps logx are bijective and homeomorphisms with respect to the visual topology on
B8X . One can pull back the Tits metric and the spherical building structure to ΣxX and then
also speak of simplices, chambers, apartments etc. in ΣxX .
Along with these spherical buildings associated to X , we have the flag spaces at infinity
BτmodX “ FlagτmodpB8Xq and the spaces FlagτmodpΣxXq of infinitesimal flags, cf. section 2.4.
The visual topology on B8X induces visual topologies on the flag spaces at infinity. (This is
emphasized by the notation FlagτmodpB8Xq instead of FlagτmodpBT itsXq.)
For a type ξ¯ P intpτmodq, the natural identification
FlagτmodpB8Xq – θ
´1pξ¯q Ă B8X,
which assigns to a type τmod simplex the point of type ξ¯ in its interior, is a topological em-
bedding. The infinitesimal flag spaces are discrete in the euclidean building case, while in the
symmetric space case, they inherit natural (manifold) topologies from the unit tangent spheres.
In the symmetric space case, these flag spaces at infinity are flag manifolds; FlagτmodpB8Xq is
naturally homeomorphic to the (generalized partial) flag manifold G{P , where G “ IsomopXq
and P is a parabolic subgroup stabilizing a simplex of type τmod in B8X . The infinitesimal flag
manifolds are homeomorphic to the flag manifolds at infinity of the corresponding types.
A spherical join splitting σmod “ σ
1
mod ˝ σ
2
mod of the model chamber induces splittings of all
model spaces X of type σmod as products
X “ X1 ˆX2
of model spaces Xi of types σ
i
mod, compare section 2.4.
If xy Ă X is a nondegenerate segment, then we call θpÝÑxyq its type. Similarly, an oriented
geodesic l Ă X is said to have type θplp`8qq.
A nondegenerate segment xy, respectively, a pair px, yq of distinct points is called τmod-
regular, respectively Θ-regular, if its direction ÝÑxy is. In this case, we define its τmod-direction
τpxyq at x as the type τmod face τpÝÑxyq Ă ΣxX ; then ÝÑxy P ostpτpxyqq. Analogously, we denote
by τ˘pzwq the τ
˘
mod-direction of a τ
˘
mod-regular segment zw.
We denote by
IsomθpXq ă IsompXq
the subgroup of type preserving isometries, i.e. isometries which preserve the types of segments
and ideal boundary points. Note that IsomθpXq has finite index in IsompXq, because X has
no flat factor.
Since there is a unique geodesic segment connecting any two points in X , we can identify
the space of oriented segments in X with the space XˆX , equipped with the product topology.
We observe that τmod-regularity is an open condition for oriented segments, because the type
of a segment varies continuously with it.
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The phenomenon of angle rigidity is specific to euclidean buildings, see [KlL, §4.1]. In the
case of symmetric spaces, one only encounters it at infinity, in the Tits boundary. It is useful
to keep in mind the following basic consequences of angle rigidity.
Two nondegenerate segments xy1, xy2 Ă X with the same initial point initially span a flat
triangle, i.e. there exist points x ‰ y1i P xyi such that the geodesic triangle ∆px, y
1
1
, y1
2
q can
be filled in by a flat triangle. In particular, if the initial directions of the segments agree,
=xpy1, y2q “ 0, then the segments initially agree, i.e. xy1 X xy2 is a nondegenerate segment.
More is true: For any ray xη1 and any nondegenerate segment xy2 with the same initial
point there exists a point x ‰ y12 P xy2 such that the ideal triangle ∆px, η1, y
1
2q can be filled in
by a flat half-strip. Furthermore, xy1
2
can be extended to a ray xη1
2
such that the ideal hinge
∆px, η1, η
1
2
q can be filled in by a flat sector.
We return to the discussion of model spaces in general.
The logarithm maps send stars onto stars:
Lemma 2.16. For each point x P X and simplex τ Ă B8X, it holds:
logx stpτq “ stplogx τq, logx ostpτq “ ostplogx τq
Proof. In the symmetric space case, the assertion is tautological, since the logarithm maps are
homeomorphisms.
In the euclidean building case, the assertion is a consequence of angle rigidity. Only the
surjectivity requires an argument.
Let v “ ÝÑxy2 P stplogx τq, and let η1 P intpτq. According to our discussion of angle rigidity,
there exists η2 P B8X such that ÝÑxη2 “ v and the ideal hinge ∆px, η1, η2q can be filled in by a
flat sector. This means that =xpη1, η2q “ =T itspη1, η2q and the restriction of logx to the arc η1η2
is an isometric embedding. Since logarithm maps restrict to isometries on simplices, and since
ÝÑxη1 and v “ ÝÑxη2 are contained in one chamber, it follows that also η1η2 must be contained in
one chamber, i.e. η2 P stpτq. This shows the assertion for closed stars.
The assertion for open stars follows, because logarithm maps are type preserving.
Each apartment a Ă BT itsX is the ideal boundary of a unique maximal flat F Ă X . More
generally, each (isometrically embedded) unit sphere s Ă BT itsX is the ideal boundary of a flat
f Ă X . If s is not an apartment, then the flat f is not maximal and not unique. If the sphere
s is singular, then also the flat f is singular, i.e. is the intersection of some maximal flats in X .
Parallel sets in model spaces and spherical joins at infinity. One defines the parallel
set P psq Ă X of a unit singular sphere s Ă BT itsX as the union of the (parallel) flats with ideal
boundary s. Parallel sets are totally geodesic subspaces, respectively, euclidean subbuildings,
depending on whichever X is, and as such they carry themselves natural structures as symmetric
spaces, respectively, euclidean buildings with the same associated Coxeter complex and of the
same type σmod as X .
As a consequence, geodesic segments in parallel sets are extendible to complete geodesics,
and tangent directions to parallel sets are represented by segments in the parallel set.
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However, parallel sets are not model spaces in our sense, because they have flat factors. The
parallel set P psq splits isometrically as
P psq – f ˆ CSpsq (2.17)
where the slices f ˆ pt are the flats with ideal boundary sphere s, and the cross section CSpsq
is a symmetric space or euclidean building with corank dimpfq “ dimpsq ` 1,
rankpXq “ dimpfq ` rankpCSpsqq.
The visual boundary of P psq is (underlying) the subbuilding BBTitsXpsq of BT itsX associated to
the sphere s,
BT itsP psq “ BBTitsXpsq.
Accordingly, there is the natural spherical join decomposition
BT itsP psq – s ˝ BT itsCSpsq,
where BT itsCSpsq is canonically identified with the link ΣspBT itsXq of s in BT itsX , compare (2.9).
Let τ˘ Ă s be a pair of opposite simplices spanning s, i.e. s “ spτ´, τ`q. The subset
ostpτ`q Ă P psq is open in B8X with respect to the Tits topology, but in general not with
respect to the visual topology. However:
Lemma 2.18. ostpτ`q is open in B8P psq also with respect to the visual topology.
Proof. Let ξ` P ostpτ`q, and let ξ´ P ostpτ´q be an antipode. Any ideal point η` P B8P psq
sufficiently close to ξ` is almost opposite to ξ´ because of the lower semicontinuity of the Tits
metric with respect to the visual topology. Lemma 2.11 then implies that η` P ostpτ`q.
As for the visual boundary, we have an analogous description and splitting of the spaces of
directions of parallel sets as subbuildings of the spaces of directions of X . (In the symmetric
space case, this refers to the spherical building structures on the spaces of directions pulled
back from the visual boundary by the logarithm maps, and is tautological.)
Lemma 2.19. For x P P , it holds that
ΣxP “ BΣxXplogx sq.
Proof. We only need to consider the case when X is a euclidean building.
Every direction in ΣxP is tangent to a maximal flat F Ă P through x. Since the apartment
B8F Ă B8P contains the sphere s, the apartment ΣxF Ă ΣxP contains the sphere logx s.
Therefore
v P ΣxF Ă BΣxXplogx sq
and, hence
ΣxP Ă BΣxXplogx sq.
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Vice versa, let τ˘ Ă s be a pair of opposite simplices spanning s, i.e. s “ spτ´, τ`q. Since
BT itspP psqq “ BBTitsXpsq Ą stpτ˘q,
it follows with Lemma 2.16 that
stplogx τ˘q “ logx stpτ˘q Ă ΣxP.
Since ΣxP is a subbuilding of ΣxX , it must therefore contain all apartments containing logx s.
This shows the reverse inclusion.
Note that for spheres s Ă s1 Ă BT itsX , we have that P psq Ą P ps
1q. If s is not singular and
s1 is the unique smallest singular sphere containing s, then there is equality.
For a flat f Ă X , we define its parallel set as P pfq :“ P pB8fq; it is the union of all flats
parallel to f . For flats f Ă f 1, it holds that P pfq Ą P pf 1q. Again, if f is not singular and f 1 is
the unique smallest singular flat containing f , then equality holds.
When s “ spτ´, τ`q, we will use the notation P “ P pτ´, τ`q for P psq. In this notation we
emphasize that we regard P as a parallel set together with a choice of an ordered pair pτ´, τ`q
of antipodal simplices in B8P . One can think of this choice as a higher rank analogue of an
orientation of a geodesic. We will say that the parallel set P pτ´, τ`q has type θpτ`q.
Each parallel set of a flat (or a sphere at infinity) can also be represented as the parallel set
of a geodesic line. Namely, P pτ´, τ`q “ P plq for every line l with lp˘8q P intpτ˘q.
Two ideal points ξ˘ P B8X are opposite, i.e. =T itspξ´, ξ`q “ π, if and only if there exists a
geodesic line l Ă X asymptotic to ξ˘, i.e. lp˘8q “ ξ˘. (Note that this is not true for general
CAT(0) spaces.) Two simplices τ˘ Ă B8X are opposite if and only if there exists a line l Ă X
such that lp˘8q P intpτ˘q.
Definition 2.20 (x-opposite). We say that two (opposite) simplices τ˘ Ă B8X are x-opposite
if the simplices logx τ˘ Ă ΣxX are opposite.
If X is a symmetric space, this condition means that the differential dsx of the point re-
flection at x (Cartan involution) sx : X Ñ X swaps τ` and τ´. In this case, for every simplex
there exists a unique x-opposite simplex.
Lemma 2.21. Two opposite simplices τ˘ Ă B8X are x-opposite if and only if x P P pτ´, τ`q.
Proof. If the simplices logx τ˘ Ă ΣxX are opposite, then they contain a pair of opposite di-
rections logx ξ˘ P intplogx τ˘q. Hence, there exists a pair of antipodes ξ˘ P intpτ˘q such that
ξ´xξ` is a geodesic line. It follows that x P P pτ´, τ`q. The converse is clear.
A spherical join splitting σmod “ σ
1
mod ˝σ
2
mod induces splittings of all model spaces X of type
σmod as metric products X “ X1 ˆX2 of model spaces Xi of types σ
i
mod.
Cones. For a subset A Ă B8X and a point x P X we let V px,Aq Ă X be the complete
cone over A with tip x, i.e. the union of the geodesic rays xξ for all ξ P A. If A is closed with
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respect to the visual topology on B8X , then the subset V px,Aq is closed in X . The cones
V px,Aq, in general, are not isometric to (euclidean) metric cones. However, if A is contained
in an apartment in B8X , then V px,Aq is canonically isometric to the complete euclidean cone
over the set A, equipped with the Tits metric.
In the special case when τ Ă B8X is a simplex, the cone V px, τq is called a euclidean Weyl
sector in X , and if σ Ă B8X is a chamber, then V px, σq is called a euclidean Weyl chamber.
The open sector intpV px, τqq :“ V px, intpτqq´txu is the subset of points where V px, τq is locally
isometric to euclidean space (of dimension dim τ ` 1). It is the interior of the sector V px, τq
inside any minimal singular flat containing it.
For a simplex τ Ă B8X , the cone V px, stpτqq is called a Weyl cone in X . It is the union of
the euclidean Weyl chambers V px, σq over all chambers σ Ă B8X containing τ as a face. If τˆ
is a simplex x-opposite to τ , then
V px, stpτqq Ă P pτˆ , τq.
We call such a parallel set an ambient parallel set for the Weyl cone. We will refer to the subset
V px, ostpτqq´txu Ă V px, stpτqq as the openWeyl cone. It is the subset of points y P V px, stpτqq
whose spaces of directions ΣyV px, stpτqq are spherical buildings.
Another class of cones which we will use are the Θ-cones V px, stΘpτqq.
2.6 Trees
We recall the geometric notion of tree:
Definition 2.22 (Metric tree). A metric tree is a 0-hyperbolic geodesic metric space.
Note that euclidean buildings of rank one are metric trees.
We will use the following fact:
Lemma 2.23. Every path metric space bilipschitz homeomorphic to a metric tree is itself a
metric tree.
Proof. Suppose that pT, dq is a metric tree, and that d1 is another path metric on T which is
bilipschitz equivalent to d. Any two points in T are connected by an embedded path, and this
path is unique up to reparametrization. Moreover, it is d-rectifiable and therefore d1-rectifiable.
Any non-embedded path with the same endpoints is at least as d1-long, because its image
contains the image of the embedded connecting path. It follows that d1-geodesics coincide,
up to reparametrization, with d-geodesics. Thus, any two points in T can be connected by a
unique d1-geodesic and d1-geodesic triangles are tripods.
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2.7 Ultralimits
We let ω denote a nonprincipal ultrafilter on the set N of natural numbers. For a map h : NÑ K
from N to a compact Hausdorff space, one defines the ultralimit
ω-limhpnq “ k P K,
as the unique point k P K such that for every neighborhood U of k in K, the subset h´1pUq
belongs to ω.
Consider a sequence of pointed metric spaces pXn, ‹nq parameterized by N; we use the
notation distXn for the metric on Xn. The ultralimit
pXω, ‹ωq “ ω-lim
n
pXn, ‹nq
of the sequence of pointed metric spaces pXn, ‹nq is a pointed metric space defined as follows.
Define a pseudo-distance distω on the product space
ś
nPNXn by the formula
distω ppxnq, pynqq :“ ω-lim pn ÞÑ distXnpxn, ynqq
where we take the ultralimit of the function n ÞÑ distXnpxn, ynq with values in the compact
space r0,8s. The function distω takes values in r0,8s. In order to convert this function to a
metric, we first consider the subset
Xoω Ă
ź
nPN
Xn
consisting of sequences pxnqnPN such that
distωppxnq, p‹nqq ă 8.
Then distω restricted to X
o
ω ˆ X
o
ω takes only finite values. Lastly, take the quotient of X
o
ω,
where we identify points with zero distω–distance. The result is the ultralimit Xω; we retain
the notation distω for the projection of the pseudo-distance from X
o
ω to Xω. Points xω P Xω
are thus represented by sequences pxnq of points xn P Xn; abusing notation, we will sometimes
write xω “ pxnq. The natural base point of Xω is ‹ω “ p‹nq.
The ultralimits that we will be using in the paper are of very special kind. They are defined
by starting with a fixed metric space pX, distXq, taking sequences of base points ‹n P X and of
scale factors λn ą 0 converging to 0, and then setting
Xn “ X, distXn “ λndistX .
Such ultralimits are called asymptotic cones of pX, distXq. By abusing the notation, we will
abbreviate pX, λndistXq to λnX .
We will need a basic construction, which relates quasi-isometries and asymptotic cones.
Suppose that pYn, ‹
1
nq, pXn, ‹nq are sequences of pointed metric spaces and that
fn : Yn Ñ Xn
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are pL,Aq-quasiisometric embeddings such that
ω-limλndistXnpfnp‹
1
nq, ‹nq ă `8.
Suppose that pλnq is a sequence of positive numbers satisfying ω-limλn “ 0 and consider the
ultralimits
pYω, ‹
1
ωq “ ω-limpYn, λndistYn , ‹
1
nq, pXω, ‹ωq “ ω-limpXn, λndistXn , ‹nq.
Then the induced map
fω : Yω Ñ Xω, fωppynqq “ pfnpynqq
is well-defined. The map fω is called the ultralimit of the sequence of maps pfnqnPN.
Since, with respect to the rescaled metrics, the maps fn are pL, λnAq-quasiisometric embed-
dings, their ultralimit is a pL, 0q-quasiisometric embedding:
Lemma 2.24. The map fω is an L-bilipschitz embedding:
L´1distYωpyω, y
1
ωq ď distXωpfωpyωq, fωpy
1
ωqq ď L distYωpyω, y
1
ωq.
We will use this lemma primarily to conclude that the ultralimit of a sequence of uniform
quasigeodesics in a symmetric space (or a building) is a bilipschitz path in the asymptotic cone,
while ultralimits of seqeucnes of flats are flats.
The following construction is a special case of the lemma. Suppose that pXn, ‹nq is a
sequence of pointed metric spaces with ultralimit pXω, ‹ωq “ ω-limpXn, ‹nq and that Yn Ă Xn
are subsets such that
ω-limdistXnp‹n, Ynq ă `8.
Define the ultralimit of the sequence of subsets Yn,
Yω “ ω-limYn Ă Xω,
as the subset consisting of all points yω P Xω represented by sequences pynqnPN, yn P Yn. Al-
ternatively, one can describe Yω as follows. For any sequence of base points ‹
1
n P Yn with
ω-lim distXnp‹n, ‹
1
nq ă `8, there is a natural isometric embedding of ultralimits
ω-limpYn, ‹
1
nq Ñ ω-limpXn, ‹
1
nq “ pXω, ‹
1
ωq
where distYn is the restriction of the distance function from Xn to Yn, and the image of the
embedding coincides with Yω.
Since the ultralimit of any sequence of metric spaces is a complete metric space (cf. Lemma
I.5.53 in [BH] or Proposition 7.44 in [DK]), it follows that the ultralimit of any sequence of
subspaces is closed.
3 Geometry of CAT(0) model spaces
Throughout this chapter, X denotes a model space. When parts of the discussion apply only
to euclidean buildings or symmetric spaces, this will be indicated explicitly.
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3.1 Regularity and coarse regularity
The regularity of pairs of points, equivalently, of segments has been defined in section 2.5.
We call a sequence pxnq in X Θ-regular if all pairs pxm, xnq for m ă n are Θ-regular; a path
c : I Ñ X is Θ-regular if all pairs of points pcpt1q, cpt2qq for t1 ă t2 are Θ-regular. When we do
not want to specify Θ, we say that a sequence pxnq or a path c is uniformly τmod-regular if it is
Θ-regular for some Θ.
A weaker version of uniform regularity is regularity: A sequence pxnq, resp. a path c is τmod-
regular if all pairs pxm, xnq for m ă n are τmod-regular, resp. all pairs of points pcpt1q, cpt2qq for
t1 ă t2 are τmod-regular. Note that τmod-regularity does not imply local uniform τmod-regularity.
If τmod and Θ are ι-invariant, then the order of the points does not matter: A segment is
τmod- or Θ-regular if and only if the reversely oriented segment is. Freed of the orientation
issues, we then say that a subset R Ă X is Θ-regular if any pair of distinct points in R is
Θ-regular, and more generally, that a map Z Ñ X into X is Θ-regular if it sends any pair of
distinct points in Z to a Θ-regular pair of points in X . In the same way, we define the τmod-
regularity of subsets of and maps into X . Note that regular maps are necessarily injective, and
their images are regular subsets. Vice versa, injective maps into regular subsets are regular.
A natural way to coarsify the notion of regularity is as follows.
Let B ě 0. We say that a pair px, yq of (not necessarily distinct) points is pΘ, Bq-regular if
it is oriented B-close to some Θ-regular pair of points px1, y1q, i.e. dpx, x1q ď B and dpy, y1q ď B.
Since we are working in a CAT(0) setting, this is equivalent to the property that the segment xy
is oriented B-Hausdorff close to the Θ-regular segment x1y1, and we say also that the segment
xy is pΘ, Bq-regular.
We say that a sequence pxnq in X is pΘ, Bq-regular if all pairs pxm, xnq for m ă n are pΘ, Bq-
regular. Similarly, we say that a (not necessarily continuous) path p : I Ñ X is pΘ, Bq-regular,
if for every subinterval ra1, b1s Ă I, the segment ppa1qppb1q is pΘ, Bq-regular. We will primarily
use this definition in the case of quasigeodesics (finite or infinite).
If τmod and Θ are ι-invariant, then we say that a subset of X is pΘ, Bq-regular if every pair of
points in the subset has this property, and more generally, that a map into X is pΘ, Bq-regular
if it sends any pair of points to a pΘ, Bq-regular pair of points in X . Note that the images
of pΘ, Bq-regular maps are pΘ, Bq-regular subsets. We say that the subset or map is coarsely
Θ-regular if it is pΘ, Bq-regular for some constant B. We say that an isometric group action on
X is coarsely Θ-regular if some (every) orbit map is.
A path, map, subset or action is said to be coarsely uniformly τmod-regular if it is coarsely
Θ-regular for some Θ.
Let τmod and Θ again be unrestricted.
Here is a useful weakening of the notion of coarse uniform regularity:
Definition 3.1 (Asymptotically regular sequence, cf. [KLP2, Def. 5.1]). We say that
a sequence xn Ñ 8 in X is asymptotically Θ-regular, if for some (any) basepoint x P X the
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set of accumulation points of the sequence of direction types θpÝÝÑxxnq P σmod is contained in Θ,
equivalently, if the set of accumulation points of the sequence of ∆-lengths d∆px, xnq P Vmod is
contained in Θ Ă σmod – B8Vmod.
A sequence in X is called asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular if it is asymptotically Θ-
regular for some Θ.
Lemma 3.2. (i) The set of accumulation points in B8X of an asymptotically Θ-regular se-
quence xn Ñ 8 is contained in the Θ-regular part θ
´1pΘq Ă B8X of the ideal boundary. If X
is locally compact, then the converse holds as well.
(ii) If xn Ñ 8 is an asymptotically Θ-regular sequence, then for every point x P X the
segments xxn are Θ
1-regular for all sufficiently large n.
(iii) pΘ, Bq-regular sequences in X are asymptotically Θ-regular.
Proof. The first assertion of part (i) is clear. For the second, suppose that X is locally compact
and consider a sequence xn Ñ 8 which accumulates at a subset of θ
´1pΘq Ă B8X and such
that for a point x P X , after passing to a subsequence, the direction types θpÝÝÑxxnq converge,
θpÝÝÑxxnq Ñ ξ¯ P σmod. After passing to a subsequence again, we may assume that also the
sequence pxnq converges at infinity, xn Ñ ξ P B8X . It follows that ξ¯ “ θpξq P Θ. Thus pxnq is
asymptotically Θ-regular.
Parts (ii) and (iii) follow from the triangle inequality for ∆-lengths (2.15).
Definition 3.3 (Asymptotically regular subset). We call a subset R Ă X asymptotically
Θ-regular if all diverging sequences in R have this property.
We suppose again that τmod and Θ are ι-invariant and consider the concepts introduced so
far in the context of discrete subgroups.
Definition 3.4 (Asymptotically regular subgroup and action). We say that a discrete
subgroup Γ ă IsompXq is asymptotically Θ-regular if its orbits in X have this property. More
generally, we call a properly discontinuous isometric action Γ ñ X of a discrete group Γ on X
asymptotically Θ-regular if its orbits in X have this property.
Remark 3.5. (i) If X is locally compact, then the asymptotic uniform τmod-regularity of Γ is
equivalent to the property that the limit set of Γ is contained in the τmod-regular part of the
visual boundary, θpΛpΓqq Ă ostpτmodq, see Lemma 3.2, cf. [KLP2, Def. 5.1]. We recall that the
limit set ΛpΓq Ă B8X of Γ is the accumulation set of a Γ-orbit Γx Ă X .
(ii) Coarsely Θ-regular actions are also asymptotically Θ-regular. Asymptotically Θ-regular
actions are coarsely Θ1-regular.
The next observations relate coarse regularity to regularity.
Lemma 3.6 (Long coarsely regular implies regular). There is a constant c “ cpΘ,Θ1q ą 0
such that every pΘ, Bq-regular segment of length ě cB is Θ1-regular.
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Proof. Suppose that the segment xy is oriented B-close to the Θ-regular segment x1y1; define
D :“ maxpdpx, yq, dpx1, y1qq.
The triangle inequality for ∆-lengths (2.15) yields that |d∆px, yq ´ d∆px
1, y1q| ď 2B. It follows
that the angular distance
α “ =pθpxyq, θpx1y1qq
between the types of the segments xy and x1y1 satisfies
sinpα{2q ď
B
D
ď
B
dpx, yq ´ 2B
.
The lemma follows.
We note that long chords of coarsely regular quasigeodesics are uniformly regular:
Lemma 3.7. With the constant c “ cpΘ,Θ1q ą 0 from Lemma 3.6 the following holds:
Suppose that q : I Ñ X is a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasigeodesic. Then for every subinterval
ra1, b1s Ă I with length ě LpA ` cBq, the segment qpa1qqpb1q is Θ1-regular.
Proof. The segment qpa1qqpb1q has length ě cB and is therefore Θ1-regular by Lemma 3.6.
Similarly, one obtains the same conclusion for the projections of coarsely regular quasi-
geodesics to nearby parallel sets. Let P “ P pτ´, τ`q be a type τmod parallel set, and let
q¯ “ πP ˝ q denote the nearest point projection of the path q to P .
Lemma 3.8. With the constant c “ cpΘ,Θ1q ą 0 from Lemma 3.6 the following holds:
Suppose that q : I Ñ X is a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasigeodesic such that qpIq Ă N¯DpP q.
Then for every subinterval ra1, b1s Ă I with length ě LpA`cpB`Dqq the segment q¯pa1qq¯pb1q Ă P
is Θ1-regular.
Proof. The projected quasigeodesic q¯ : I Ñ P is pΘ, B ` Dq-regular. (Its quasiisometry con-
stants are irrelevant.) As in the proof of the previous lemma we note that the segment q¯pa1qq¯pb1q
has length ě cpB `Dq and is therefore Θ1-regular by Lemma 3.6.
3.2 Longitudinality and coarse longitudinality
Longitudinality is a property of segments and directions in a parallel set, which is “oriented”
by the choice of a pair of opposite simplices spanning the singular sphere factor of its visual
boundary. It means that the segments or directions point towards the open stars of these
simplices. To prepare the precise definition, we first need an observation which relates the
property of pointing to these stars for directions, segments and rays.
Let P “ P pτ´, τ`q Ă X be a type τmod parallel set.
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Lemma 3.9. Let xy Ă P be a nondegenerate segment and let xξ` Ă P be a ray.
(i) If ÝÑxy P stplogx τ`q, then y P V px, stpτ`qq. If
ÝÑxy P ostplogx τ`q, then y P V px, ostpτ`qq.
Moreover, ÝÑxy P stplogx τ`q if and only if
ÝÑxy P stplogy τ´q.
(ii) If
ÝÝÑ
xξ` P stplogx τ`q, then ξ` P stpτ`q. If
ÝÝÑ
xξ` P ostplogx τ`q, then ξ` P ostpτ`q.
Proof. (ii) The direction
ÝÝÑ
xξ` has an antipode v´ P stplogx τ´q. By Lemma 2.16, v´ is the initial
direction v´ “
ÝÝÑ
xξ´ of a ray xξ´ Ă P with ξ´ P stpτ´q. Since ξ˘ are antipodes, Lemma 2.10
implies that ξ` P stpτ`q. If
ÝÝÑ
xξ` P ostplogx τ`q, then ξ` P ostpτ`q because θp
ÝÝÑ
xξ`q “ θpξ`q.
(i) The corresponding assertions for xy follow, because segments in P extend to rays in P .
Moreover, as in the proof of (ii), if ÝÑxy P stplogx τ`q, then xy is contained in a ray ξ´y with
ξ´ P stpτ´q and hence ÝÑyx P stplogy τ´q.
Remark 3.10. Part (ii) of the last lemma yields a partial converse to Lemma 2.10; it implies:
log´1x pstplogx τ`qq X B8P “ stpτ`q
The lemma motivates the following notion:
Definition 3.11 (Longitudinal directions and segments in parallel sets). At a point x P
P , the directions in ostplogx τ`q are called longitudinal and the directions in ostplogx τ´q anti-
longitudinal. Moreover, Θ-regular (anti-)longitudinal directions are called Θ-(anti-)longitudinal.
A nondegenerate segment xy Ă P is called (Θ-)(anti-)longitudinal if ÝÑxy has this property.
Remark 3.12. (i) Longitudinal directions and segments are in particular τmod-regular.
(ii) A direction is anti-longitudinal if and only if some, equivalently, all opposite directions
tangent to P are longitudinal.
(iii) A nondegenerate segment is (Θ-)(anti-)longitudinal, if and only if all nondegenerate
subsegments are.
We make analogous definitions for paths:
Definition 3.13 (Longitudinal paths in parallel sets). We say that a path c : I Ñ P is
(Θ-)(anti-)longitudinal if all segments cpt1qcpt2q for t1 ă t2 have this property.
Note that if c : I Ñ P is longitudinal, then cpI X pt,`8qq Ă V pcptq, ostpτ`qq and cpI X
p´8, tqq Ă V pcptq, ostpτ´qq for t P I.
Longitudinal paths are, up to reparametrization, bilipschitz; they become bilipschitz when
parametrized by arc length:
Lemma 3.14 (Bounded detours). There exists a constant L “ LpΘq ě 1 such that for every
Θ-longitudinal path c : ra, bs Ñ P it holds that Lpcq ď LpΘq ¨ dpcpaq, cpbqq.
Proof. We choose ξ´ P τ´. By the radius bound (2.5) for Θ, there exists ρ ă
π
2
such that for
every Θ-longitudinal segment xy Ă P it holds that bξ´pyq ´ bξ´pxq ě dpx, yq ¨ cos ρ. It follows
that dpcpbq, cpaqq ě bξ´pcpbqq ´ bξ´pcpaqq ě Lpcq ¨ cos ρ.
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In order to be able to speak of openness and closedness of the longitudinality condition, we
identify, as before for X , the space of segments in P with the space P ˆ P of pairs of points
which is equipped with a natural topology.
Lemma 3.15 (Open and closed). The subset of longitudinal segments in P is open in the
space of all segments in P , and also closed in the subspace of τmod-regular segments.
Proof. Let xy Ă P be Θ-longitudinal. Then y lies in the interior of the cone V px, stΘ1pτ`qq
and its distance from the boundary of this cone is ě sin ǫ0pΘ,Θ
1q ¨ dpx, yq, with the constant ǫ0
from (2.7). Therefore xy1 is Θ1-longitudinal if dpy, y1q ă sin ǫ0pΘ,Θ
1q ¨ dpx, yq. Similarly, x1y1 is
Θ2-longitudinal if dpx, x1q ă sin ǫ0pΘ
1,Θ2q ¨ dpx, y1q. Hence, longitudinality is an open condition
for segments in P .
The uniform estimates show moreover, that if a τmod-regular segment can be arbitrarily well
approximated by longitudinal segments, then it is longitudinal itself. So, longitudinality is also
a closed condition for τmod-regular segments in P .
Corollary 3.16 (Longitudinality preserved under regular deformation). A continuous
family of τmod-regular segments xsys Ă P , 0 ď s ď 1, which contains one longitudinal segment,
consists only of longitudinal segments.
As we did with regularity, one can also coarsify the notion of longitudinality and call a
segment coarsely longitudinal if it is oriented Hausdorff close to a longitudinal segment in the
parallel set. The notion of coarse longitudinality then applies to segments and paths which are
close to the parallel set but not necessarily contained in it.
The observation that longitudinality is preserved under regular deformation implies that a
coarsely regular quasigeodesic close to the parallel set must be coarsely longitudinal as soon
as some sufficiently long chord of the projected quasigeodesic is longitudinal. In the following
lemma, we again use the notation q¯ “ πP ˝ q.
Lemma 3.17 (Coarsely longitudinal quasigeodesic). With the constant c “ cpΘ,Θ1q ą 0
from Lemma 3.6 the following holds:
Suppose that q : I Ñ X is a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasigeodesic such that qpIq Ă N¯DpP q. If
for some subinterval ra1, b1s Ă I of length ě LpA`cpB`Dqq the Θ1-regular segment q¯pa1qq¯pb1q Ă
P is longitudinal, then the same holds also for all other such subintervals.
Proof. We may assume that the quasigeodesic is continuous. The subintervals ra1, b1s Ă I of
length ě LpA ` cpB `Dqq form a connected (possibly empty) family. That the corresponding
segments q¯pa1qq¯pb1q Ă P are Θ1-regular, is due to Lemma 3.8. The assertion therefore follows
from Corollary 3.16.
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3.3 Cones
In this section, we consider a type τmod Weyl cone along with the corresponding Θ-cones and
an ambient type τmod parallel set:
VΘ “ V px, stΘpτ`qq Ă V “ V px, stpτ`qq Ă P “ P pτ´, τ`q
If X is a symmetric space, then P is determined by V ; if X is a euclidean building, it is not.
Lemma 3.18 (Open Weyl cone). For a point x P P , the open Weyl cone V px, ostpτ`qq´txu
is the interior of V px, stpτ`qq in P , and V px, B stpτ`qq is its topological boundary.
Proof. Let y P V px, ostpτ`qq´txu. Then ÝÑxy P ostplogx τ`q. Since ostplogx τ`q is open in ΣxX , it
follows that also
ÝÑ
xy1 P ostplogx τ`q for every point y
1 P P sufficiently close to y, and Lemma 3.9
implies that y1 P V px, ostpτ`qq.
Vice versa, suppose that y lies in the interior of V px, stpτ`qq with respect to P , and let
F Ă P be a maximal flat through x and y. (Such a flat exists because also P is a euclidean
building.) Then y lies in the interior, with respect to F , of the finite union of euclidean Weyl
chambers FXV px, stpτ`qq “ V px, stpτ`qXB8F q, and it follows that y P V px, ostpτ`qq´txu.
A basic property of Weyl and Θ-cones is their convexity. It is deduced from the convexity
of stars at infinity (Proposition 2.13):
Proposition 3.19 (Convexity of cones). The Weyl cone V px, stpτ`qq, the open Weyl cone
V px, ostpτ`qq ´ txu and the Θ-cones V px, stΘpτ`qq are convex subsets of X.
More precisely, in the Weyl cone case, V px, stpτ`qq is the intersection of the parallel set
P pτ´, τ`q and the root type horoballs which are centered at B8P pτ´, τ`q, contain x in their
boundary and stpτ`q in their visual boundary, and V px, ostpτ`qq´ txu is the intersection of the
parallel set and the open horoballs.
Proof. The assertions for the closed cones have been proven in [KLP2, Props. 2.14 and 2.18] in
the case of symmetric spaces; the proofs for euclidean buildings are identical and we will omit
them. The assertion for the open Weyl cone follows from Lemma 3.18, because it is the interior
of V inside P . The open Weyl cone is therefore contained in the interior of every horoball Hbζ,x
for which, at infinity, stpτ`q Ă B¯pζ,
π
2
q.
As a consequence, one obtains, compare [KLP2, Cor 2.19]:
Corollary 3.20 (Nested cones). (i) If x1 P V px, stpτ`qq, then V px
1, stpτ`qq Ă V px, stpτ`qq
and V px1, ostpτ`qq ´ tx
1u Ă V px, stpτ`qq ´ txu.
(ii) If x1 P V px, ostpτ`qq ´ txu, then V px
1, stpτ`qq Ă V px, ostpτ`qq.
(iii) If x1 P V px, stΘpτ`qq, then V px
1, stΘpτ`qq Ă V px, stΘpτ`qq.
Longitudinality in the Weyl cone can be defined independently of the ambient parallel set:
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Definition 3.21 (Longitudinal directions in Weyl cones). At a point y P V , the directions
in ostplogy τ`q are called longitudinal and the directions opposite to them anti-longitudinal.
As before in the case of parallel sets, see Definition 3.11, we call Θ-regular (anti-)longitudinal
directions Θ-(anti-)longitudinal, and we call a nondegenerate segment (Θ-)(anti-)longitudinal
if its (initial) direction has this property. Moreover, we define longitudinal paths in Weyl cones
as in the parallel set case, cf. Definition 3.13.
Note that tangent directions to the Weyl cone V and segments in it are longitudinal in the
Weyl cone if and only if they are longitudinal in the ambient parallel set P .
We next describe the anti-longitudinal directions.
Lemma 3.22. (i) If y P V px, B stpτ`qq, then ostplogy τ´q X ΣyV “ H.
(ii) If y P V px, ostpτ`qq ´ txu, then stplogy τ´q “ stpτ´pyxqq Ă ΣyV .
Proof. (i) Suppose that ostplogy τ´qXΣyV ‰ H. Since ostplogy τ´q is open, it must contain a di-
rection which is represented by a segment in V , i.e. there exists y ‰ z P V XV py, ostpτ´qq. Hence
y P V pz, ostpτ`qq, and Corollary 3.20 yields that y P V px, ostpτ`qq ´ txu “ V ´ V px, B stpτ`qq,
which shows the first assertion.
(ii) If y P V px, ostpτ`qq ´ txu, then xy is longitudinal and τ´pyxq “ logy τ´. According to
Lemma 3.18, y lies in the interior of V with respect to P , so stplogy τ´q Ă ΣyP “ ΣyV .
Corollary 3.23 (Anti-longitudinal directions in Weyl cones). Anti-longitudinal direc-
tions in y P V exist if and only if y P V px, ostpτ`qq´txu. In this case, the set of anti-longitudinal
directions in y equals ostpτ´pyxqq “ ostplogy τ´q.
Proof. The space of anti-longitudinal directions in ΣyV equals ostplogy τ´qXΣyV and is, by its
definition, independent of P . The assertion therefore follows from the lemma.
3.4 Longitudinal convexity of parallel sets
This section prepares the discussion of diamonds. We consider broken geodesic paths in X .
Definition 3.24 (Straight path). We say that a broken geodesic path x0x1 . . . xk in X is
τmod-straight if it is piecewise τmod-regular and if at any vertex xi for 0 ă i ă k the τ
˘
mod-
directions of the adjacent segments are opposite, i.e. if the simplices τ˘pxixi˘1q Ă ΣxiX are
opposite. We call the path Θ-straight if in addition it is piecewise Θ-regular.
Note that if the directions of the adjacent segments themselves are opposite, =xipxi´1, xi`1q “
π, then the broken geodesic path is geodesic.
The definitions carry over to semi- and biinfinite broken geodesic paths x0 . . . xkξ`, ξ´x0 . . . xk
and ξ´x0 . . . xkξ` for ξ˘ P B8X . A finite τmod-straight path x0x1 . . . xk can always be extended
to a biinfinite τmod-straight path ξ´x0 . . . xkξ` with τ
˘
mod-regular ideal endpoints ξ˘.
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Definition 3.25 (Longitudinal path). We call a broken geodesic path x0x1 . . . xk in a parallel
set (Θ-)(anti-)longitudinal if all subsegments xi´1xi have this property.
Longitudinal paths in parallel sets are clearly straight. The next result shows that, con-
versely, straight paths are longitudinal paths in parallel sets. This is clear when X is a sym-
metric space and the parallel set is uniquely determined, but requires an argument when X is
a euclidean building.
Proposition 3.26. Each semi-infinite Θ-straight path x0x1 . . . xkξ` is contained in the Θ-cone
V px0, stΘpτpξ`qqq. For each biinfinite Θ-straight path ξ´x0x1 . . . xkξ`, the simplices τ˘pξ˘q Ă
B8X are opposite, the path is contained in the parallel set P pτ´pξ´q, τ`pξ`qq and all segments
xixj for i ă j are Θ-longitudinal.
Proof. Consider a τmod-straight path x0x1ξ`. By straightness, the direction
ÝÝÑx1x0 has an an-
tipode v` such that τpv`q “ τpx1ξ`q. Using Lemma 2.16, we can extend x0x1 to a ray x0x1η`
such that τpη`q “ τpξ`q. It follows that x1 P V px0, stΘpτpη`qqq “ V px0, stΘpτpξ`qqq. The asser-
tion for semi-infinite paths follows by induction using the nestedness of cones (Corollary 3.20).
Consider now a biinfinite path ξ´x0x1 . . . xkξ`. From the semi-infinite case we know that
x0x1 . . . xkξ` Ă V px0, stΘpτpξ`qqq. In particular, τpx0ξ`q “ τpx0x1q, and hence the simplices
τ˘pξ˘q are x0-opposite. It follows that x0 P P “ P pτ´pξ´q, τ`pξ`qq and furthermore that
x0x1 . . . xk Ă P . The longitudinality follows from the semi-infinite case.
Since longitudinal paths are not only piecewise regular, but globally regular, the proposition
can be understood as a local-to-global principle for the regularity of broken geodesic paths:
Corollary 3.27. Suppose that the path x0x1 . . . xk is Θ-straight. Then all segments xixj for
i ă j are Θ-regular, and for i ă j ă k it holds that τ`pxixjq “ τ`pxixkq Ă ΣxiX and
τ´pxkxjq “ τ´pxkxiq Ă ΣxkX.
Proof. We extend the path to a biinfinite Θ-straight path and then apply the proposition.
We next observe an extension of the convexity property for parallel sets. That parallel sets
are convex means, by definition, that a geodesic segment is contained in the parallel set if its
endpoints are. This remains true for straight broken geodesic paths whose pair of endpoints in
the parallel set is longitudinal:
Corollary 3.28 (Longitudinal convexity of parallel sets). Let x0x1 . . . xk be a Θ-straight
path with endpoints in the parallel set P “ P pτ´, τ`q and suppose that the segment x0xk Ă P
is longitudinal. Then x0x1 . . . xk Ă V px0, stΘ`pτ`qq X V pxk, stΘ´pτ´qq Ă P .
Proof. Let ξ˘ P intpτ˘q. By assumption, the broken path ξ´x0xkξ` is then longitudinal in P .
Since τ`px0x1q “ τ`px0xkq and τ´pxkxk´1q “ τ´pxkx0q by Corollary 3.27, the biinfinite path
ξ´x0x1 . . . xkξ` is also Θ-straight. Proposition 3.26 yields that the path x0x1 . . . xk is contained
in P and, more precisely, in the cones V px0, stΘ`pτ`qq and V pxk, stΘ´pτ´qq.
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We push the longitudinal convexity property slightly further for once broken paths x´yx`,
replacing the open assumption of straightness by a closed condition.
Lemma 3.29. Let x´x`ξ` be a τmod-straight broken path. Suppose that y P X ´ tx´, x`u and
there exists a pair of opposite type τ˘mod simplices τ
˘
y Ă ΣyX such that
ÝÝÑyx˘ P stpτ
˘
y q. Then
y P V px´, stpτpξ`qqq.
Proof. Again, the assertion (and the following argument) is trivial if X is a symmetric space.
We first look for simplices τ 1˘ Ă B8X such that τ
˘
y “ logy τ
1
˘ and yx˘ Ă V py, stpτ
1
˘qq. To
find them, we extend the segments yx˘ to rays yξ
1
˘ and let σ
˘
y Ą τ
˘
y be chambers in ΣyX
containing the directions ÝÝÑyx˘. According to Lemma 2.16, there exist chambers σ
1
˘ Ă B8X such
that σ˘y “ logy σ
1
˘ and ξ
1
˘ P σ
1
˘. Then their type τ
˘
mod faces τ
1
˘ Ă σ
1
˘ have the desired properties.
Moreover, the simplices τ 1˘ are y-opposite, because the simplices τ
˘
y are opposite. It follows
that x´yx` Ă P
1 “ P pτ 1´, τ
1
`q.
To see that x´x` is longitudinal in P
1, we note that y P V px¯, stpτ
1
˘qq. By Corollary 3.20,
there are the triples of nested cones V px¯, stpτ
1
˘qq Ą V py, stpτ
1
˘qq Ą V px˘, stpτ
1
˘qq. So, x˘ P
V px¯, stpτ
1
˘qq. Since the segment x´x` is τmod-regular, it follows that even x˘ P V px¯, ostpτ
1
˘qq
and x´x` is longitudinal in P
1.
Now ξ` comes in and we show that τ
1
` can be replaced by τpξ`q. The straightness of x´x`ξ`
implies that the pair of simplices pτ 1´, τpξ`qq is x`-opposite. Hence x´yx` Ă V px`, stpτ
1
´qq Ă
P pτ 1´, τpξ`qq. Since x´ P V py, stpτ
1
´qq, it follows that y P V px´, stpτpξ`qqq.
Corollary 3.30. Let ξ´x´x`ξ` be a τmod-straight broken path. Suppose that y P X ´ tx´, x`u
and there exists a pair of opposite type τ˘mod simplices τ
˘
y Ă ΣyX such that
ÝÝÑyx˘ P stpτ
˘
y q. Then
y P V px´, stpτ`pξ`qqq X V px`, stpτ´pξ´qqq Ă P pτ´pξ´q, τ`pξ`qq.
Sometimes the following terminology extending Definition 2.20 will be convenient:
Definition 3.31 (px´, x`q-opposite). For a τmod-regular segment x´x` Ă X , we say that
a pair pτ´, τ`q of opposite simplices τ˘ Ă B8X is px´, x`q-opposite if the pairs of simplices
plogx˘ τ˘, τ¯px˘x¯qq are opposite (for both choices of signs).
Lemma 3.32. Two opposite simplices τ˘ Ă B8X are px´, x`q-opposite if and only if x´x` is
a longitudinal segment in the parallel set P pτ´, τ`q.
Proof. This follows from the fact that straight broken paths are contained in parallel sets as
longitudinal paths, cf. Proposition 3.26.
3.5 Diamonds and Weyl hulls
We define diamonds independently of ambient parallel sets:
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Definition 3.33 (Diamond). For a τmod-regular segment x´x` Ă X , the τmod-diamond
♦τmodpx´, x`q Ă X
is the subset consisting of x˘ and all points y P X ´ tx´, x`u such that ÝÝÑyx˘ P stpτ
˘
y q for some
pair of opposite type τ˘mod simplices τ
˘
y Ă ΣyX .
Longitudinal convexity implies that diamonds are contained in parallel sets and yields the
following description:
Lemma 3.34. For any pair pτ´, τ`q of px´, x`q-opposite type τ
˘
mod simplices τ˘ Ă B8X, it
holds that
♦τmodpx´, x`q “ V px´, stpτ`qq X V px`, stpτ´qq Ă P pτ´, τ`q.
Proof. That the diamond is contained in the intersection of Weyl cones, follows immediately
from Corollary 3.30. The reverse inclusion is clear.
We will refer to V px¯, stpτ˘qq as ambient Weyl cones and to P pτ´, τ`q as an ambient parallel
set for the diamond. Again, these are unique ifX is a symmetric space, but not if it is a euclidean
building.
It follows in particular that diamonds are convex.
Around their tips, diamonds coincide up to a uniform radius with Weyl cones. With the
constant ǫ0pΘq from (2.6), we have:
Lemma 3.35 (Conical around tips). (i) Σx˘♦τmodpx´, x`q “ stpτ¯px˘x¯qq.
(ii) If x´x` is Θ-regular, then every segment in ♦τmodpx´, x`q with initial point x˘ uniquely
extends to a segment in ♦τmodpx´, x`q with length sin ǫ0pΘqdpx´, x`q.
Proof. Let pτ´, τ`q be an px´, x`q-opposite pair of simplices. Since ♦τmodpx´, x`q coincides with
V px˘, stpτ¯qq near x˘, we have that Σx˘♦τmodpx´, x`q “ Σx˘V px˘, stpτ¯qq “ stpτ¯px˘x¯qq.
By triangle comparison, x˘ has distanceě sin ǫ0pΘqdpx´, x`q from BV px¯, stpτ˘qq. It follows
that Bpx˘, sin ǫ0pΘqdpx´, x`qq X P pτ´, τ`q Ă V px¯, stpτ˘qq. Intersecting with V px˘, stpτ¯qq
yields the assertion.
As a consequence of Lemma 3.18, the interior of the diamond ♦ “ ♦τmodpx´, x`q with
respect to an ambient parallel set P pτ´, τ`q is given by
intp♦τmodpx´, x`qq “
`
V px´, ostpτ`qq X V px`, ostpτ´qq
˘
´ tx´, x`u. (3.36)
Note that the interior is always nonempty. For instance, the interior points of the τmod-regular
segment x´x` belong to it.
For a Θ-regular segment x´x`, we define the Θ-diamond
♦Θpx´, x`q Ă ♦τmodpx´, x`q
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in a similar way as the subset consisting of x˘ and all points y P X ´ tx´, x`u, for which
the segments yx˘ are Θ˘-regular with opposite τ
˘
mod-directions τ˘pyx˘q at y. It follows from
Lemma 3.34 that
♦Θpx´, x`q “ V px´, stΘpτ`qq X V px`, stΘpτ´qq.
We will need the following semicontinuity property of diamonds:
Lemma 3.37 (Semicontinuity). Suppose that the diamond ♦τmodpx´, x`q intersects the open
subset O Ă X. Then for all pairs of points px1´, x
1
`q sufficiently close to px´, x`q, the diamond
♦τmodpx
1
´, x
1
`q still intersects O.
Proof. Suppose first that X is a euclidean building. By assumption, there exists a point y P
O X intp♦τmodpx´, x`qq. The segments yx˘ are τ
˘
mod-regular. Therefore, if the points x
1
˘ are
sufficiently close to x˘, then also the segments yx
1
˘ are τ
˘
mod-regular and τ˘pyx
1
˘q “ τ˘pyx˘q.
In particular, the simplices τ˘pyx
1
˘q are opposite and it follows that y P ♦τmodpx
1
´, x
1
`q.
Suppose now that X is a symmetric space. Let P denote the unique ambient parallel set of
the diamond ♦τmodpx´, x`q. The argument used in the euclidean building case now proves the
assertion for pairs of points in the parallel set, i.e. there exists ǫ ą 0 such that the assertion
holds for the pair px1´, x
1
`q if x
1
˘ P Bpx˘, ǫq X P . Using the action of the isometry group
G “ IsompXq, it follows furthermore that there exists a neighborhood U of the neutral element
in G, such that the assertion holds for all pairs g ¨ px1´, x
1
`q with g P U and x
1
˘ P Bpx˘, ǫq X P .
Since G acts transitively on type τmod parallel sets, this finishes the proof.
We will prove later the stronger property that diamonds depend continuously on their pair
of tips, see Proposition 3.70 below.
In order to define longitudinal directions in diamonds, we observe that, whether a direction
is longitudinal with respect to an ambient parallel set, does not depend on the ambient parallel
set:
Lemma 3.38. Let y P ♦. If the segment yx˘ is τ
˘
mod-regular, then stplogy τ˘q “ stpτ˘pyx˘qq Ă
Σy♦. Otherwise, ostplogy τ˘q X Σy♦ “ H.
Proof. The segment yx` is τ
`
mod-regular if and only if y P V px`, ostpτ´qq ´ tx`u.
Thus, if yx` is not τ
`
mod-regular, then ostplogy τ`q is disjoint from ΣyV px`, stpτ´qq Ą Σy♦
by Lemma 3.22. On the other hand, if yx` is τ
`
mod-regular, then ♦ “ V px´, stpτ`qq near y, and
Lemma 3.22 yields that Σy♦ contains stplogy τ`q. Moreover, logy τ` “ τ`pyx`q.
Corollary 3.39. The intersection Σy♦X ostplogy τ˘q does not depend on the ambient parallel
set P pτ´, τ`q. It is nonempty if and only if the segment yx˘ is τ
˘
mod-regular, and then equal to
ostplogy τ˘q “ ostpτ˘pyx˘qq.
This justifies:
Definition 3.40 (Longitudinal directions in diamonds). In a point y P ♦, we call the
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directions in Σy♦X ostplogy τ`q longitudinal and the directions in Σy♦X ostplogy τ´q anti-lon-
gitudinal.
As before in the case of parallel sets and Weyl cones, we call Θ-regular (anti-)longitudinal
directions Θ-(anti-)longitudinal, and we call a nondegenerate segment (Θ-)(anti-)longitudinal
if its (initial) direction has this property. Note that the segment x´x` is longitudinal.
Our discussion shows that directions and segments in the diamond are longitudinal if and
only if they are longitudinal in an ambient parallel set.
Based on the notion of longitudinality, we can now state:
Lemma 3.41 (Nested diamonds). If x1´x
1
` Ă ♦ is longitudinal, then ♦τmodpx
1
´, x
1
`q Ă ♦.
If the segment x1´x
1
` Ă ♦Θpx´, x`q is Θ-longitudinal, then ♦Θpx
1
´, x
1
`q Ă ♦Θpx´, x`q.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the nestedness of cones, cf. Corollary 3.20.
We can also reformulate the longitudinal convexity property of parallel sets, cf. Corol-
lary 3.28, for diamonds:
Corollary 3.42 (Longitudinal convexity of diamonds). Each Θ-straight broken geodesic
path x0x1 . . . xk is contained in the Θ-diamond ♦Θpx0, xkq, and all segments xixj for i ă j are
Θ-longitudinal.
We turn to the discussion of Weyl hulls of segments.
Weyl hulls are analogs of diamonds inside singular flats. We also define them intrinsically
without reference to ambient flats:
Definition 3.43 (Weyl hull). The Weyl hull of a nondegenerate segment x´x` Ă X with
type θpx´x`q P intpτmodq is the subset
Qpx´, x`q Ă X
consisting of x˘ and all points y P X ´ tx´, x`u such that ÝÝÑyx˘ P τ
˘
y for some pair of opposite
type τ˘mod simplices τ
˘
y Ă ΣyX .
Clearly, Qpx´, x`q Ă ♦τmodpx´, x`q.
Applying the description of diamonds, it follows that Weyl hulls are cross sections of dia-
monds by singular flats. Indeed, let pτ´, τ`q be a pair of px´, x`q-opposite type τ
˘
mod simplices
τ˘ Ă B8X . Then the segment x´x` is contained in a singular flat f with ideal boundary sphere
B8f “ spτ´, τ`q, and we obtain:
Lemma 3.44. Qpx´, x`q “ ♦τmodpx´, x`q X f “ V px´, τ`q X V px`, τ´q Ă f .
Proof. Let y P Qpx´, x`q´tx´, x`u. Then θpx˘yq P τ
¯
mod. In view ofQpx´, x`q Ă ♦τmodpx´, x`q,
Lemma 3.34 implies that y P V px˘, τ¯q “ V px˘, stpτ¯qqXf . Conversely, the intersection of the
sectors V px˘, τ¯q belongs to Qpx´, x`q.
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We will refer to V px¯, τ˘q as ambient Weyl sectors and to f as an minimal ambient flat for
the Weyl hull. These are unique if X is a symmetric space, but not if it is a euclidean building.
It follows that Weyl hulls are flat parallelepipeds. In particular that Weyl hulls are convex.
Remark 3.45. Weyl hulls can in fact be characterized by these properties: One can show that
Qpx´, x`q is the smallest closed convex subset of X which contains the segment x´x` and has
the property that all spaces of directions are subcomplexes.
We have the following estimate for the size of conical neighborhoods around the tips:
Lemma 3.46 (Conical around tips). (i) Σx˘Qpx´, x`q “ τ¯px˘x¯q.
(ii) If the segment x´x` is Θ-regular, θpx´x`q P ΘX τmod Ă intpτmodq, then the intersection
Qpx´, x`qX B¯px˘, dpx´, x`q ¨ sin ǫ0pΘqq is a flat cone of height dpx´, x`q ¨ sin ǫ0pΘq with tip x˘.
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 3.35.
Alternatively, one can prove this lemma analogously to Lemma 3.35 also directly using
Lemma 3.44: The point x˘ has distance ě dpx´, x`q ¨ sin ǫ0pΘq from BV px¯, stpτ˘qq. It fol-
lows that B¯px˘, dpx´, x`q ¨ sin ǫ0pΘqq X f Ă V px¯, τ˘q. Intersecting with V px˘, τ¯q yields the
assertion.
We define the Weyl hull of a degenerate segment xx as the one point subset Qpx, xq “ txu.
3.6 Rays longitudinally approaching parallel sets
We consider now geodesic rays which are longitudinally asymptotic to parallel sets and show
that they must approach and, in euclidean buildings, enter the parallel set at a uniform rate.
Let P “ P pτ´, τ`q Ă X be a type τmod parallel set.
Suppose first that the model space X is a symmetric space. In this case, longitudinally
asymptotic rays do not enter parallel sets, but approach them at a uniform exponential rate.
We will only prove the weaker statement sufficient for our purposes, that they do so at some
uniform rate.
Lemma 3.47. For d ą 0 there exists a constant δ “ δpd,Θq ą 0 such that the following holds:
If x P X with dpx, P q ě d and ξ P stΘpτ`q, then =xpπP pxq, ξq ď
π
2
´ δ.
Proof. We denote x¯ “ πP pxq. If x
1 P xx¯ is the point at distance exactly d from P , then
=x1px¯, ξq ě =xpx¯, ξq. We may therefore assume that dpx, P q “ d.
Note that =xpx¯, ξq ď
π
2
, because the angle sum of the ideal triangle ∆px, x¯, ξq is ď π.
Suppose that =xpx¯, ξq “
π
2
. Then the ray xξ is parallel to P and extends to a geodesic line
l Ć P parallel to P . This line is forward asymptotic to lp`8q “ ξ P ostpτ`q, and its backward
ideal endpoint lp´8q is therefore contained in ostpτ´q, cf. Lemma 2.10. Since the singular
sphere in BT itsX spanned by the pair of antipodes lp˘8q contains the simplices τ˘, and hence
also the singular sphere spτ´, τ`q, it follows that P plq Ă P , which is a contradiction to l Ć P .
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Thus the continuous function
px, ξq ÞÑ =xpπP pxq, ξq
on BNdpP qˆ stΘpτ`q takes values in the open interval p0,
π
2
q. It is invariant under the stabilizer
in IsompXq of the pair of simplices pτ´, τ`q, because the stabilizer preserves P and stΘpτ`q. It
acts transitively on P and hence cocompactly on BNdpP qˆ stΘpτ`q. It follows that the range of
the function in p0, π
2
q is compact. Furthermore, the range does not depend on the parallel set,
because all type τmod parallel sets are equivalent modulo the action of the isometry group.
We obtain:
Proposition 3.48 (Rays approaching parallel sets in symmetric spaces). For d ą 0
there exists a constant C “ CpΘ, dq ą 0 such that the following holds:
If x P X and ξ P stΘpτ`q, then the points on the ray xξ with distance ě C ¨ dpx, P q from x
are contained in N¯dpP q.
Proof. Let r : r0,`8q Ñ X be a unit speed parametrization of the the ray xξ. Then the
function fptq :“ dprptq, P q is smooth with derivative f 1ptq “ ´ cos=rptqpπP ˝ rptq, ξq, cf. (2.3).
By the previous lemma, f 1ptq ď ´ sin δ as long as fptq ě d. This yields a uniform upper bound
for the entry time, linear in dpx, P q.
Suppose for the rest of this section that the model space X is a euclidean building.
We obtain the following version of Proposition 3.48, where ǫ0pΘq is the constant from (2.6).
The special case of maximal flats had been proven in [KlL, Lemma 4.6.3].
Proposition 3.49 (Rays diving into parallel sets in euclidean buildings). Suppose that
x P X and ξ P stΘpτ`q. Then the ray xξ enters P , and its entry point z satisfies
=zpx, P q ě ǫ0pΘq ą 0
and
dpx, zq ď psin ǫ0pΘqq
´1 ¨ dpx, P q.
Proof. We assume that x R P and denote x¯ “ πP pxq.
Let y P x¯ξ and suppose that dpx, yq ¨ sin ǫ0pΘq ą dpx, P q. Applying comparison to the
triangle ∆px, x¯, yq, we can bound the angle =ypx¯, xq by
dpx, yq ¨ sin=ypx¯, xq ď dpx, P q. (3.50)
It follows that =ypx¯, xq ă ǫ0. This implies that τ´pyxq “ τ´pyx¯q and hence ÝÑyx P ostplogy τ´q is
tangent to P .
Since all tangent directions to P are represented by segments in P , and since segments
with angle zero in a euclidean building initially coincide, cf. the discussion of angle rigidity in
section 2.5, it follows that the segment yx is initially contained in P . Let z denote the interior
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point on the segment yx where it exits P , in other words, the point where the segment xy
enters P . Then ÝÑzx R ΣzP , because zxX P “ tzu.
As a consequence of (3.50), given Θ1, the direction ÝÑyz “ ÝÑyx P ΣyP becomes Θ
1
´-longitudinal
as y Ñ8, and, accordingly, ÝÑzy P stΘ1plogz τ`q Ă ΣzP . With Corollary 2.12, it follows that the
antipodal direction ÝÑzx R ΣzP cannot have too small angle with P , i.e. =zpx, P q ě ǫ0pΘ
1q ą 0.
Applying comparison to the triangle ∆px, x¯, zq as above then yields a uniform estimate for the
entry time of xy into P :
dpx, zq ¨ sin ǫ0pΘ
1q ď dpx, P q
The segment xy converges to the ray xξ as y Ñ 8, and the entry point subconverges to a point
in xξ X P . This shows that the ray xξ enters P , and that the entry point zˆ satisfies the same
estimate:
dpx, zˆq ¨ sin ǫ0pΘ
1q ď dpx, P q
Since this estimate holds for all Θ1 (containing Θ in their interior), we also obtain it for Θ.
Remark 3.51. The longitudinality assumption (that ξ P stΘpτ`q) is necessary, in both Propo-
sition 3.48 and Proposition 3.49, if τmod Ĺ σmod. Note that B8P does in general not contain
the stars around the type τmod simplices in B8P other than τ˘. Accordingly, there may exist
τmod-regular rays which are asymptotic to P , but not strongly asymptotic. Note that such rays
cannot be σmod-regular.
We will later use different versions and consequences of the proposition. For instance, we
can also uniformly estimate the entry time into Weyl cones in P asymptotic to τ`:
Corollary 3.52 (Rays diving into Weyl cones). Suppose that x P X, ξ P stΘpτ`q and
xˆ P P . Then the ray xξ enters the Weyl cone V pxˆ, stpτ`qq Ă P , and its entry point w satisfies
dpx, wq ď psin ǫ0pΘqq
´1 ¨ dpx, xˆq.
Proof. Let z P P be the entry point of xξ into P , as given by the previous proposition. Then
dpx, zq ď psin ǫ0pΘqq
´1 ¨ dpx, xˆq.
Let w1 P zξ “ xξXP be a point at distance dpx, w1q ą psin ǫ0pΘqq
´1 ¨dpx, xˆq. Applying CAT(0)
comparison to the triangle ∆px, xˆ, w1q, we get that =w1pz, xˆq “ =w1px, xˆq ă ǫ0. It follows thatÝÝÑ
w1xˆ P ostplogw1 τ´q, i.e. the segment w
1xˆ is anti-longitudinal. Hence w1 P V pxˆ, stpτ`qq.
The next versions of the proposition estimate the rate at which rays move away from Weyl
cones and sectors:
Corollary 3.53 (Rays leaving Weyl cones). Let ρ : r0,`8q Ñ X be a Θ-regular unit speed
ray, and let t0 ě 0 denote the time when ρ exits the Weyl cone V “ V pρp0q, stpτ`qq. Then
=ρpt0qpρp`8q, V q ě ǫ0pΘq ą 0
and
dpρptq, V q ě pt´ t0q sin ǫ0pΘq
for t ě t0.
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Proof. If t0 “ 0, then 9ρp0q R Σρp0qV “ stplogρp0q τ`q, and the angle estimate holds due to
Θ-regularity. If t0 ą 0, we may assume that ρp0q P P . Then 9ρp0q P Σρp0qV and ρ can be
extended by a ray in P to a line l : RÑ X backward asymptotic to lp´8q P stΘpτ´q. Applying
Proposition 3.49 to subrays of l yields the angle estimate also in this case. As before, triangle
comparison based on the angle estimate yields the distance estimate dpρptq, V q ě dpρptq, P q ě
pt´ t0q sin ǫ0pΘq.
Corollary 3.54 (Rays leaving Weyl sectors). Let ρ : r0,`8q Ñ X be a unit speed ray of
type θp 9ρq ” ζ¯ P Θ X τmod Ă intpτmodq, and let t0 ě 0 denote the time when ρ exits the Weyl
sector Vˇ “ V pρp0q, τ`q. Then
=ρpt0qp 9ρpt0q, Vˇ q ě ǫ0pΘq ą 0
and
dpρptq, Vˇ q ě pt´ t0q sin ǫ0pΘq
for t ě t0.
Proof. The exit direction 9ρpt0q is not tangent to Vˇ , 9ρpt0q R Σρpt0qVˇ . Since it has type θp 9ρpt0qq P
intpτmodq, it spans the simplex τp 9ρpt0qq, i.e. 9ρpt0q P intpτp 9ρpt0qqq. It follows that the sim-
plex τp 9ρpt0qq is not contained in the (finite) subcomplex Σρpt0qVˇ , equivalently, ostpτp 9ρpt0qqq X
Σρpt0qVˇ “ H. This yields the angle estimate, and triangle comparison the distance estimate.
We apply the above estimates to show that Weyl cones with the same type and tip must
coincide up to a certain radius, if they are close up to a certain larger radius in some uniformly
regular direction:
Lemma 3.55 (Initial coincidence of nearby truncated Weyl cones). Let r,D,R ě 0 be
constants with R sin ǫ0pΘq ě r ` D. Suppose that for simplices τ`, τ
1
` P FlagτmodpB8Xq and a
point x P X it holds that
pV px, stΘpτ`qq ´Bpx,Rqq X N¯DpV px, stpτ
1
`qqq ‰ H.
Then
V px, stpτ`qq X B¯px, rq “ V px, stpτ
1
`qq X B¯px, rq.
Proof. Let y P pV px, stΘpτ`qq´Bpx,RqqXN¯DpV px, stpτ
1
`qqq, and let τ
1
´ be a simplex x-opposite
to τ 1`. Then V
1 “ V px, stpτ 1`qq Ă P
1 “ P pτ 1´, τ
1
`q. Furthermore, the segment xy is Θ-regular
and has length ě R. Let z P xy denote the point where the segment xy exits the cone V 1, i.e.
xy X V 1 “ xz. Then
♦τmodpx, zq Ă V px, stpτ`qq X V px, stpτ
1
`qq.
Corollary 3.53 yields the estimate dpz, yq ¨ sin ǫ0 ď D. Hence, the Θ-regular segment xz has
length ě R ´ psin ǫ0q
´1D ě psin ǫ0q
´1r. By Lemma 3.35, the diamond ♦τmodpx, zq agrees up to
radius dpx, zq ¨ sin ǫ0 ě r around its vertex x with both cones V px, stpτ`qq and V px, stpτ
1
`qq.
We give a version of the last result for sectors, namely that Weyl sectors with the same type
and tip must coincide up to a certain radius, if they are close up to a certain larger radius:
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Lemma 3.56 (Initial coincidence of nearby truncated Weyl sectors). Let r,D,R ě 0
be constants with R sin ǫ0pΘq ě r ` D. Suppose that for simplices τ`, τ
1
` P FlagτmodpB8Xq
and a point x P X the truncated Weyl sectors V px, τ`q X B¯px,Rq and V px, τ
1
`q X B¯px,Rq are
D-Hausdorff close. Then
V px, τ`q X B¯px, rq “ V px, τ
1
`q X B¯px, rq.
Proof. Consider a Θ-regular unit speed ray with initial point x in the Weyl sector V px, τ 1`q.
Since the ray remains in the D-neighborhood of the other sector V px, τ`q up to time R, it does
not exit V px, τ`q before time R´ psin ǫ0q
´1D, cf. Corollary 3.54. Therefore the intersection of
the sectors V px, τ`q and V px, τ
1
`q contains a Θ-regular segment xz of length R ´ psin ǫ0q
´1D.
In view of Lemma 3.44, it follows that the Weyl hull of xz is also contained in this intersection,
Qpx, zq Ă V px, τ`q X V px, τ
1
`q.
By Lemma 3.46, Qpx, zq contains a conical neighborhood of radius dpx, zq ¨ sin ǫ0 ě r around
its tip x. So, the sectors V px, τ`q and V px, τ
1
`q coincide at least up to radius r.
3.7 Continuity of diamonds
Let X be again a model space. The main result of this technical section is that diamonds
depend continuously on their tips, see Proposition 3.70.
Let x´x` Ă X be a Θ-regular segment and consider the τmod-diamond
♦ “ ♦τmodpx´, x`q
spanned by it. Our first goal is to estimate the inradius of the diamond.
We represent the diamond as an intersection of Weyl cones in an ambient parallel set,
♦ “ V px´, stpτ`qq X V px`, stpτ´qq Ă P “ P pτ´, τ`q.
We recall, see Proposition 3.19, that inside P each of the Weyl cones V px¯, stpτ˘qq is the
intersection of a certain family of horoballs,
V px¯, stpτ˘qq “ P X
č
ζPZ˘
tbζ ď 0u,
with centers ζ P Z˘ Ă B8P and normalized by bζpx¯q “ 0 for ζ P Z˘. Accordingly, for the
convex function
b “ sup
ζPZ
bζ ,
where Z “ Z´ Y Z`, we have
♦ “ tb|P ď 0u.
We estimate the decay of these Busemann functions bζ along the segment x´x`.
Lemma 3.57. If ζ P Z˘, then bζpx¯q ´ bζpx˘q ě dpx´, x`q ¨ sin ǫ0pΘq.
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Proof. We extend x´x` to a Θ-longitudinal line l Ă P . Then ξ˘ :“ lp˘8q P stΘpτ˘q. If ζ P Z˘,
then the Weyl cone V px¯, stpτ˘qq is contained in a horoball centered at ζ , and therefore stpτ˘q Ă
B¯pζ, π
2
q. Hence B¯pξ˘, ǫ0pΘqq Ă stpτ˘q Ă B¯pζ,
π
2
q. It follows that =T itspξ˘, ζq ď
π
2
´ǫ0pΘq. Thus,
the Busemann function bζ has slope ď ´ sin ǫ0pΘq along the ray x¯ξ˘ Ą x´x`.
We denote by m the midpoint of the segment x´x`.
Corollary 3.58 (Thickness of diamonds). bpmq ď ´1
2
dpx´, x`q ¨ sin ǫ0pΘq
Proof. Since bζpx¯q “ 0 for ζ P Z˘, the convexity of Busemann functions implies that bζpmq ď
´1
2
dpx´, x`q ¨ sin ǫ0pΘq. Taking the supremum over Z yields the assertion.
Next, we discuss product splittings of diamonds induced by splittings of the model space.
Suppose that the model chamber splits as a spherical join
σmod “ σ
1
mod ˝ σ
2
mod, (3.59)
and let X “ X1ˆX2 be the corresponding product splitting of the model space, cf. section 2.5.
If τmod Ă σ
1
mod, then also the τmod-parallel sets, τmod-Weyl cones and τmod-diamonds split off the
X2-factor. Thus, the diamond ♦ “ ♦τmodpx´, x`q splits as
♦ “ ♦1 ˆX2,
and the cross section in the complementary factor is again a diamond, ♦1 “ ♦
X1
τmod
px´
1
, x`
1
q Ă
X1. The segment x
´
1 x
`
1 Ă X1 is pΘXσ
1
modq-regular. It is shorter than the segment x´x`, but of
comparable length. Indeed, the angle between the Θ-regular segment x´x` and the X1-factor
is bounded above by diampΘq ď π
2
´ ǫ0pΘq, and hence:
dpx´, x`q ¨ sin ǫ0pΘq ď dpx
´
1 , x
`
1 q ď dpx´, x`q (3.60)
In the following discussion, we fix the unique splitting (3.59) such that σ1mod is minimal with
the property that it contains τmod. This includes the possibility of the trivial splitting with
σ1mod “ σmod and σ
2
mod “ H, accordingly, X “ X1 and X2 “ pt. We note that σ
2
mod Ă B stpτmodq.
In general, there is no better diameter bound than diampσ1modq ď
π
2
, but we do have a
uniform radius bound
radpσ1mod, ¨q ď ρ0 “ ρ0pΘq ă
π
2
(3.61)
on Θ1 :“ ΘX σ
1
mod, because otherwise σ
1
mod would not be minimal.
We prove now that there is a uniform diameter bound for the cross section of diamonds.
For a type ξ¯ P ΘX τmod, we define a ξ¯-height function
hξ¯ : ♦Ñ R
as follows: For every longitudinal (oriented) line lξ¯ Ă P of type ξ¯ it holds that P “ P plξ¯q –
lξ¯ ˆ CSpB8lξ¯q. We define hξ¯ as the restriction of a Busemann function,
hξ¯ :“ blξ¯p´8q|♦.
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The function hξ¯ has the following properties, and is determined by them up to an additive
constant: It is 1-Lipschitz, affine (i.e. affine linear along every geodesic segment), constant on
the intersections of ♦ with the cross sections ptˆCSpB8lξ¯q of P , and linear with slope ” 1 on
the intersections of ♦ with the lines lξ¯ ˆ pt. The function hξ¯ is therefore independent of the
ambient parallel set P and well-defined up to an additive constant.
Since diampσmodq ď
π
2
, we have that radpσmod, ¨q ď
π
2
in particular on τmod, and hence, for
every simplex τ P FlagτmodpB8Xq, that radpstpτq, ¨q ď
π
2
on τ . In particular,
=x¯plξ¯p˘8q, ¨q ď
π
2
(3.62)
on ♦´ tx¯u, and it follows that
hξ¯px´q ď hξ¯ ď hξ¯px`q. (3.63)
The estimates (3.62) and (3.63) improve, when restricting to the cross section of the diamond.
The angle bound (3.61) yields the estimate
=x¯
1
plξ¯p˘8q, ¨q ď ρ0
on ♦1 ´ tx
¯
1 u. (Note that the line lξ¯ is parallel to X1 and lξ¯p˘8q P B8X1.) It implies that
hξ¯px
´
1 q ` dpx
´
1 , ¨q cos ρ0 ď hξ¯ ď hξ¯px
`
1 q ´ dpx
`
1 , ¨q cos ρ0 (3.64)
on ♦1.
Lemma 3.65 (Diameter bound). The diameter of the cross section of the τmod-diamond ♦
is uniformly bounded by
diamp♦1q ď 2pcos ρ0pΘqq
´1dpx´
1
, x`
1
q.
Proof. From (3.64) we get the radius bound
radp♦1, x
˘
1 q cos ρ0 ď hξ¯px
`
1 q ´ hξ¯px
´
1 q ď dpx
´
1 , x
`
1 q
and hence the diameter bound as claimed.
We apply our discussion to prove that diamonds depend continuously on their tips with
respect to the Hausdorff topology. We first consider diamonds inside a fixed parallel set.
Let ♦ Ă P be as above, and let ♦1 “ ♦τmodpx
1
´, x
1
`q
♦1 “ ♦τmodpx
1
´, x
1
`q “ V px
1
´, stpτ`qq X V px
1
`, stpτ´qq Ă P
be a second diamond in the same parallel set P . Then the Weyl cones V px1¯, stpτ˘qq are
intersections
V px1¯, stpτ˘qq “ P X
č
ζPZ˘
tb1ζ ď 0u
of horoballs with the same centers, but the new Busemann functions b1ζ are normalized at the
new tips x1¯, i.e. b
1
ζpx
1
¯q “ 0 for ζ P Z˘. The second diamond is then defined as the sublevel set
♦1 “ tb1|P ď 0u
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of the convex function
b1 “ sup
ξPZ
b1ζ ,
Since the points x˘, x
1
˘ are the normalization points of the corresponding Busemann functions,
it follows that for all ζ P Z˘ we have
||bζ ´ b
1
ζ || ď dpx˘, x
1
˘q,
and therefore
||b´ b1|| ď maxpdpx´, x
1
´q, dpx`, x
1
`qq. (3.66)
Here and below, || ¨ || denotes the supremum-norm of functions X Ñ R.
Lemma 3.67. There exist constants cpΘq, δpΘq ą 0 such that the following holds:
If maxpdpx´1 , x
1
1
´q, dpx`1 , x
1
1
`qq ď d ď δpΘqdpx´1 , x
`
1 q, then ♦ Ă NcpΘqdp♦
1 X♦q.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that the splitting (3.59) is trivial, i.e. X “ X1.
Take a point y P ♦. We connect y to the midpoint m of x´x` by the geodesic segment ym
and consider the behavior of the convex function b along ym. This will provide an estimate for
the time when the segment ym enters the other diamond ♦1. In view of (3.66), we have
♦X♦1 Ă tb|P ď ´du.
Since
bpmq ď ´
1
2
sin ǫ0pΘqdpx´, x`q
by Corollary 3.58, and
dpy,mq ď diamp♦q ď 2pcos ρ0pΘqq
´1dpx´, x`q
by Lemma 3.65, the point z P ym at distance dpy, zq “ 4 sin ǫ0pΘq
cos ρ0pΘq
d satisfies bpzq ď ´d.
Corollary 3.68. There exist constants cpΘq, δpΘq ą 0 such that the following holds: If also
the segment x1´x
1
` Ă P is Θ-longitudinal, and if
maxpdpx´, x
1
´q, dpx`, x
1
`qq ď d ď δpΘqdpx
´
1
, x`
1
q,
then
distHausp♦,♦
1q ď cpΘqd.
Proof. Note that dpx˘1 , x
1
1
˘q ď dpx˘, x
1
˘q. By the triangle inequality,
p1´ 2δpΘqq ¨ dpx´
1
, x`
1
q ď dpx1
1
´
, x1
1
`
q ď p1` 2δpΘqq ¨ dpx´
1
, x`
1
q.
After replacing δ by δp1´ 2δq and switching the roles of ♦ and ♦1, the previous lemma yields
that also ♦1 Ă NcpΘqdp♦
1 X♦q. The assertion follows.
Now we extend our results and estimate the Hausdorff distance between arbitrary τmod-
diamonds ♦ “ ♦τmodpx´, x`q and ♦
1 “ ♦τmodpx
1
´, x
1
`q which do not have to lie in the same
parallel set.
We first consider the euclidean building case. There, nearby diamonds have large overlap:
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Lemma 3.69 (Nearby diamonds in euclidean buildings). Let X be a euclidean building.
There exist constants cpΘ,Θ1q, δpΘ,Θ1q ą 0 such that the following holds: If the segment x´x`
is Θ-regular and if
maxpdpx´, x
1
´q, dpx`, x
1
`qq ď d ď δpΘ,Θ
1qdpx´
1
, x`
1
q,
then
distHausp♦,♦
1q ď cpΘ,Θ1qd.
Proof. According to Lemma 3.6, if δpΘ,Θ1q is chosen sufficiently small, then the segments x1´x
1
`
and x¯x
1
˘ are Θ
1-regular.
Let P “ P pτ´, τ`q Ą ♦ be an ambient parallel set as considered above. In order to find
a point in the intersection P X ♦1 close to x`, we apply Corollary 3.53 to the ambient Weyl
cone V px´, stpτ`qq Ą ♦ and the Θ
1-regular segment x´x
1
` (respectively, a ray extending it).
We obtain a point y` P x´x
1
` X P at distance ď psin ǫ0pΘ
1qq´1d from x1` and, consequently,
distance ď p1` psin ǫ0pΘ
1qq´1qd from x`.
Since ♦τmodpx´, y`q Ă ♦τmodpx´, x
1
`q X P , Corollary 3.68 yields estimates for the Hausdorff
distances of ♦τmodpx´, y`q from the diamonds ♦τmodpx´, x
1
`q and ♦, and hence for the Haus-
dorff distance between the latter two diamonds. The estimates are linear in d with constants
only depending on Θ1. Note hereby that all diamonds split off the same X2-factor, and that
the quantity dpx´1 , x
`
1 q, which appears as a bound in the hypothesis of Corollary 3.68, varies
continuously with the pair px´, x`q.
Similarly, working with an ambient Weyl cone V px1`, stpτ
1
´qq Ą ♦
1 and the Θ1-regular seg-
ment x´x
1
`, one obtains a point y´ P x´x
1
` X V px
1
`, stpτ
1
´qq uniformly close to x
1
´. Using
the intermediate diamond ♦τmodpy´, x
1
`q Ă ♦τmodpx´, x
1
`q X V px
1
`, stpτ
1
´qq, one estimates the
Hausdorff distance from ♦τmodpx´, x
1
`q to ♦
1.
We return to the general model space case and are now ready to show:
Proposition 3.70 (Continuity of diamonds). The τmod-diamonds in X depend continu-
ously, with respect to the Hausdorff topology, on their τmod-regular pair of tips.
Proof. If X is a euclidean building, this is a direct consequence of the previous lemma. We
assume therefore that X is a symmetric space.
Consider a diamond ♦ “ ♦τmodpx´, x`q and an ambient parallel set P . As a consequence
of the Hausdorff distance estimates for diamonds in the same parallel set, cf. Corollary 3.68,
there exists δ ą 0 such that ♦ has Hausdorff distance ă 1
2
ǫ from all diamonds ♦τmodpx
1
´, x
1
`q
with x1˘ P Bpx˘, δq X P .
Let U Ă IsompXq be a neighborhood of the identity such that dpux, xq ă 1
2
ǫ for all x P Nǫp♦q
and all u P U . Then the diamonds ♦τmodpux
1
´, ux
1
`q with u P U and x
1
˘ P Bpx˘, δq X P are
ǫ-Hausdorff close to ♦. The pairs of tips of these diamonds form a neighborhood of px´, x`q
in X ˆX , because the manifold Pτmod Ă Bτ´
mod
X ˆ Bτ`
mod
X of type τmod parallel sets P pτ´, τ`q,
respectively, of pairs pτ´, τ`q of opposite simplices τ˘ of types τ
˘
mod, is a homogeneous space for
the Lie group G “ IsomopXq.
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3.8 Topology at infinity and partial bordification
We will describe the topologies on the visual compactification X¯ “ X Y B8X and on the
τmod-bordification X¯
τmod “ X Y BτmodX in terms of shadows and related “basic subsets”.
We need the following notions of shadows at infinity in B8X and BτmodX .
Definition 3.71 (Shadows at infinity). (i) For points x, y P X we define the shadow of the
point y as seen from x by
pShx,y :“ tξ : y P xξu Ă B8X,
and for r ą 0 the shadow of the open r-ball around y by
bShx,y,r :“ tξ : xξ XBpy, rq ‰ Hu Ă B8X.
(ii) For points x, y P X we define the τmod-shadow of the point y as seen from x by
pShτmodx,y :“ tτ : y P V px, stpτqqu Ă BτmodX,
and for r ą 0 the τmod-shadow of the open r-ball around y by
bShτmodx,y,r :“ tτ : V px, stpτqq XBpy, rq ‰ Hu Ă BτmodX,
By coning off the shadows at infinity at points in X and removing large balls around their
tips, we obtain the subsets of X¯ and X¯
τmod which we will use to describe, respectively, construct
the natural topologies.
Definition 3.72 (Basic subsets). (i) For points x, y P X and radii r ą 0, we define the
subsets
pOx,y :“ tz : z ‰ y P xzu Ă X,
and
bOx,y,r :“ tz : xz XBpy, rq ‰ Hu Ă X,
and the basic subsets
pO¯x,y :“ pOx,y Y pShx,y Ă X¯ and bO¯x,y,r :“ bOx,y,rY bShx,y,r Ă X¯.
(ii) For points x, y P X and radii r ą 0, we define the subsets
pOτmodx,y :“ tz : xz τmod-regular and z ‰ y P ♦τmodpx, zqu Ă X
and
bOτmodx,y,r :“ tz : xz τmod-regular and ♦τmodpx, zq XBpy, rq ‰ Hu Ă X,
and the τmod-basic subsets
pO¯
τmod
x,y :“ pO
τmod
x,y Y pSh
τmod
x,y Ă X¯
τmod and bO¯
τmod
x,y,r :“ bOx,y,rY bShx,y,r Ă X¯
τmod .
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We observe the following relations between point and ball shadows:
bShx,y,r “
ď
zPBpy,rq
pShx,z and bSh
τmod
x,y,r “
ď
zPBpy,rq
pShτmodx,z
There are analogous relations between point and ball type basic subsets:
bOx,y,r “
ď
zPBpy,rq
pOx,z and bO
τmod
x,y,r “
ď
zPBpy,rq
pOτmodx,z
We note that the τmod-versions of the shadows and basic subsets are generalizations of these to
arbitrary rank and agree with them in rank one.
We first recall the description of the visual topology on the visual compactification X¯ .
Fact 3.73. (i) For every point x P X, the basic subsets bOx,¨,¨ form together with the open
subsets of X a basis of the visual topology on X¯.
(ii) For every ray xξ Ă X, every sequence yn Ñ 8 of points yn P xξ and every bounded
sequence of radii rn ą 0 the basic subsets bOx,yn,rn form a neighborhood basis of ξ.
This restricts to the following description of the visual topology on B8X .
Fact 3.74. (i) For every point x P X, the shadows bShx,¨,¨ form a basis of the visual topology
on B8X. If X is a euclidean building, then also the shadows pShx,¨ form a basis.
(ii) For every ray xξ Ă X, every sequence yn Ñ 8 of points yn P xξ and every bounded
sequence of radii rn ą 0, the shadows bShx,yn,rn form a neighborhood basis of ξ. If X is a
euclidean building, then also the shadows pShx,yn form a neighborhood basis. Moreover, if X is
a symmetric space, then for x ‰ y P xξ also the shadows bShx,y,¨ form a neighborhood basis.
Now we construct natural topologies on BτmodX and, at least partially, on X¯
τmod.
Lemma 3.75. The subsets bOτmod¨,¨,¨ are open in X. If X is a euclidean building, then also the
subsets pOτmod¨,¨ are open.
Proof. The openness of bOτmod¨,¨,¨ follows from the semicontinuity of diamonds, cf. Lemma 3.37.
If X is a euclidean building, then the openness of pOτmod¨,¨ is a consequence of Corollary 3.53.
Lemma 3.76. If xy is τmod-regular, then y P Bpy, rq Ă bO
τmod
x,y,r for all sufficiently small r ą 0.
Proof. If r is sufficiently small, then the segments xz are τmod-regular for all z P Bpy, rq.
Lemma 3.77. (i) If z P bOτmodx,y,r, then there exists s ą 0 such that bO¯
τmod
x,z,s Ă bO¯
τmod
x,y,r.
(ii) If X is a euclidean building and z P pOτmodx,y , then there is s ą 0 with bO¯
τmod
x,z,s Ă pO¯
τmod
x,y .
Proof. (i) Due to the semicontinuity of diamonds, see Lemma 3.37, there exists s ą 0 such
that for every z1 P Bpz, sq the segment xz1 is τmod-regular and the diamond ♦τmodpx, z
1q still
intersects the ball Bpy, rq.
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(ii) The argument is the same, but using Corollary 3.53. It implies that there exists s ą 0
such that for every z1 P Bpz, sq the segment xz1 is τmod-regular and the diamond ♦τmodpx, z
1q
still contains y.
Corollary 3.78. (i) The subsets bO¯
τmod
x,¨,¨ form together with the open subsets of X the basis of
a topology Tx on X¯
τmod . If X is a euclidean building, then also the subsets pO¯
τmod
x,¨ form a basis.
(ii) For every simplex τ P BτmodX, every asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular sequence
yn Ñ 8 in V px, stpτqq and every bounded sequence of radii rn ą 0, the basic subsets bO¯
τmod
x,yn,rn
form a neighborhood basis for τ in pX¯
τmod , Txq. If X is a euclidean building, then also the subsets
pO¯
τmod
x,yn
form a neighborhood basis. In particular, Tx is first-countable.
Proof. (i) Suppose that τ belongs to a finite intersection Xi bSh
τmod
x,yi,ri
. This means that V px, stpτqq
intersects all balls Bpyi, riq. Let z P V px, ostpτqq ´ txu be a point so that ♦τmodpx, zq also in-
tersects them. Then z P Xi bO
τmod
x,yi,ri
. With the lemma it follows that τ P bO¯
τmod
x,z,s Ă Xi bO¯
τmod
x,yi,ri
for all sufficiently small s. Furthermore, Xi bO
τmod
x,yi,ri
is open in X .
The subsets bO¯
τmod
x,¨,¨ are unions of subsets of the form pO¯
τmod
x,¨ . If X is a euclidean building,
then vice versa the subsets pO¯
τmod
x,¨ are unions of subsets of the form bO¯
τmod
x,¨,¨ by the last lemma.
(ii) Suppose that τ P bShx,y,r and that bO¯
τmod
x,yn,rn
Ć bO¯
τmod
x,y,r for all n. Then there exist points
zn P Bpyn, rnq such that xzn is τmod-regular and ♦τmodpx, znq XBpy, rq “ H.
If X is locally compact, then after passing to a subsequence, xzn subconverges to a ray
xζ Ă V px, stpτqq with ζ P ostpτq. Let w P xζ be a point such that y P ♦τmodpx, wq, and let
wn P xzn be points converging to it, wn Ñ w. Then ♦τmodpx, wnqXBpy, rq ‰ H for large n, due
to the semicontinuity of diamonds, see Lemma 3.37, and hence also ♦τmodpx, znqXBpy, rq ‰ H,
a contradiction.
If X is a euclidean building, then it follows with Corollary 3.53 that y P ♦τmodpx, znq, for
large n, which is also a contradiction.
Thus, the subsets bO¯
τmod
x,yn,rn
form a neighborhood basis. If X is a euclidean building, it
follows that also the smaller open subsets pO¯
τmod
x,yn
Ă bO¯
τmod
x,yn,rn
form a neighborhood basis.
We compare now the topologies Tx for different base points x.
By construction, they all restrict to the given topology on X .
Regarding the comparison of the topologies Tx at infinity on BτmodX and on the entire
bordification X¯
τmod, we use that if a topological space is first-countable, then its topology is
determined by the sequential convergence. Namely, a subset is a neighborhood of a point, if
and only if it cannot be avoided by a sequence converging to this point. We therefore compare
sequential convergence for the topologies Tx. We will do this only partially, namely for arbitrary
sequences in BτmodX , but only for asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular sequences in X . This
will be sufficient for the purposes of this paper.
We first observe that Tx-convergence translates into Hausdorff convergence of diamonds and
Weyl cones.
Lemma 3.79. (i) The convergence τn Ñ τ in BτmodX with respect to Tx is equivalent to the
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Hausdorff convergence V px, stpτnqqqX B¯px,Rq Ñ V px, stpτqqX B¯px,Rq of truncated Weyl cones
for all radii R ą 0.
(ii) For an asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular sequence xn Ñ 8 in X, the convergence
xn Ñ τ in pX¯
τmod , Txq is equivalent to the Hausdorff convergence ♦τmodpx, xnq X B¯px,Rq Ñ
V px, stpτqq X B¯px,Rq of truncated diamonds for all radii R ą 0
Proof. The first statement follows from the second one in view of Lemma 3.35.
For the second statement, suppose that xn Ñ τ . Then for every point y P V px, stpτqq and
radius r ą 0, the diamonds ♦τmodpx, xnq intersect Bpy, rq for all sufficiently large n. Hence,
dpy,♦τmodpx, xnqq Ñ 0 as n Ñ `8, and the continuity of diamonds (Proposition 3.70) implies
that ♦τmodpx, yq Ă Nǫnp♦τmodpx, xnqq with a sequence ǫn Ñ 0. Again in view of Lemma 3.35,
this yields the asserted Hausdorff convergence. The converse direction is clear.
Corollary 3.80. The topology Tx on X¯
τmod is Hausdorff.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of first-countability and the last lemma, because it implies
that limits of sequences are unique.
We now compare the topologies Tx on BτmodX . We do this by comparing them to the visual
topology on B8X . For every type ξ¯ P intpτmodq, there is the natural identification
θ´1pξ¯q
1:1
ÝÑ BτmodX (3.81)
with the subspace θ´1pξ¯q Ă B8X , assigning to a point ξ P B8X with type θpξq “ ξ¯ the type
τmod simplex τ spanned by it, ξ P intpτq.
Lemma 3.82. For every type ξ¯ P intpτmodq and every point x P X, the bijection (3.81) is a
homeomorphism with respect to the restrictions of the visual topology on X¯ to θ´1pξ¯q and the
topology Tx on X¯
τmod to BτmodX.
Proof. Let pξnq and ξ be a sequence and a point in θ
´1pξ¯q Ă B8X , and let pτnq and τ be the
corresponding sequence and point in BτmodX , i.e. ξn P intpτnq and ξ P intpτq. We must show
that ξn Ñ ξ if and only if τn Ñ τ with respect to the topologies in consideration.
Suppose that τn Ñ τ with respect to Tx. Then V px, stpτnqq Ñ V px, stpτqq by the pre-
vious lemma. In particular, increasingly long subsegments xyn Ă xξn Ă V px, stpτnqq be-
come arbitrarily close to segments xy¯n Ă V px, stpτqq. We want to find Hausdorff close seg-
ments in V px, stpτqq of the same type ξ¯. By the triangle inequality for ∆-lengths (2.15),
}d∆px, ynq ´ d∆px, y¯nq} ď dpyn, y¯nq Ñ 0 and, in a euclidean Weyl chamber through y¯n with tip
x, we find a point zn P V px, stpτqq with d∆px, znq “ d∆px, ynq. Then dpzn, y¯nq “ }d∆pzn, y¯nq} “
}d∆px, znq ´ d∆px, y¯nq} Ñ 0, and hence dpzn, ynq Ñ 0 by the triangle inequality. Moreover,
θpxznq “ θpxynq “ ξ¯ and therefore zn P xξ, because ξ is the only point in stpτq with type ξ¯. It
follows that xξn Ñ xξ, i.e. ξn Ñ ξ.
Conversely, suppose that ξn Ñ ξ, i.e. xξn Ñ xξ. Then any ball centered at xξ is intersected
by xξn for all sufficiently large n. Thus, τn Ñ τ by our description of Tx-neighborhood bases.
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Corollary 3.83. The restriction of the topology Tx to BτmodX does not depend on x.
Definition 3.84 (Visual topology). We call this topology on BτmodX the visual topology.
Now we show that the topologies Tx agree on the entire bordification X¯
τmod “in τmod-regular
directions”. We reformulate the condition for Tx-convergence for asymptotically uniformly τmod-
regular sequences xn Ñ8 given in Lemma 3.79 above, in order to show its independence of x.
We do this separately in the symmetric space (locally compact) and euclidean building cases.
In the locally compact case, we can express Tx-convergence in terms of accumulation at
infinity (the limit set) in X¯ :
Lemma 3.85. Suppose that X is locally compact. Then xn Ñ τ P BτmodX with respect to Tx,
if and only if the accumulation set of pxnq in X¯ (with respect to the visual topology of X¯) is
contained in ostpτq Ă B8X.
Proof. Since X is locally compact, the sequence pxnq subconverges in both X¯ and X¯
τmod. The
latter holds, because the sequence of diamonds ♦τmodpx, xnq Hausdorff subconverges and, in
view of Lemma 3.35, the Hausdorff sublimits must be type τmod Weyl cones. Note also that
pxnq accumulates in X¯ only at the τmod-regular part θ
´1postpτmodqq of B8X , as a consequence
of asymptotic uniform τmod-regularity.
Therefore, if the assertion is wrong, we may assume after passing to a subsequence, that
xn Ñ τ in X¯
τmod and xn Ñ ξ
1 P ostpτ 1q in X¯ for different simplices τ, τ 1 P BτmodX . But then
♦τmodpx, xnq Ñ V px, stpτqq according to Lemma 3.79. Since xxn Ñ xξ
1, it follows that ξ1 P stpτq,
a contradiction.
In the euclidean building case, we can strengthen the condition of Hausdorff convergence of
Weyl cones to initial coincidence up to increasing radii.
Lemma 3.86. Suppose that X is a euclidean building. Then xn Ñ τ P BτmodX with respect to
Tx, if and only if for every R ą 0 it holds that ♦τmodpx, xnq X B¯px,Rq “ V px, stpτqq X B¯px,Rq
for all sufficiently large n.
Proof. This is a consequence of Lemmas 3.79 and 3.55.
Corollary 3.87. Whether an asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular sequence xn Ñ 8 in X
converges to a simplex τ P BτmodX in pX¯
τmod , Txq, does not depend on x.
Proof. If X is locally compact, this follows immediately from Lemma 3.85. Assume therefore
that X is a euclidean building.
Let x, x1 P X and suppose that xn Ñ τ P BτmodX with respect to Tx. By Lemma 3.86,
there exists a sequence yn Ñ 8 of points yn P xxn X V px, stpτqq. Let y
1
n P x
1xn be points
uniformly close to the points yn, e.g. such that dpy
1
n, ynq ď dpx
1, xq. Then the sequence py1nq
is contained in a tubular neighborhood (of radius dpx1, xq) of V px, stpτqq, and hence also in a
tubular neighborhood (of radius 2dpx1, xq) of V px1, stpτqq, because the two Weyl cones have finite
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Hausdorff distance (ď dpx1, xq). The sequences pynq and py
1
nq inherit from pxnq asymptotically
uniform τmod-regularity.
Consider the subsegments x1z1n “ x
1y1n X V px
1, stpτqq. According to Corollary 3.53, the
distances dpz1n, y
1
nq are uniformly bounded, and therefore z
1
n Ñ 8. Since ♦τmodpx
1, z1nq Ă
♦τmodpx
1, xnqXV px
1, stpτqq, it follows, using again Lemma 3.35, that♦τmodpx
1, xnq Ñ V px
1, stpτqq.
Hence, xn Ñ τ also with respect to Tx1 .
The corollary justifies the following definition.
Definition 3.88 (Flag convergence). We say that an asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular
sequence xn Ñ 8 in X flag converges to a simplex τ P BτmodX , if xn Ñ τ in pX¯
τmod , Txq for
some base point x.
Now we can also make precise the coincidence of the topologies Tx “in τmod-regular direc-
tions”. Suppose that A Ă X is an asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular subset, and consider
the subset
A˜
τmod
:“ AY BτmodX Ă X¯
τmod .
Corollary 3.89. The topology induced by Tx on A˜
τmod
does not depend on x.
Definition 3.90 (Topology of flag convergence). We call this topology on A˜
τmod
the topol-
ogy of flag convergence.
As shown above, the topologies Tx and hence the topology of flag convergence on A˜
τmod
are
Hausdorff and first-countable. Neighborhood bases at infinity have been described in Corol-
lary 3.78.
We further discuss the flag convergence of sequences.
A situation when an asymptotically uniformly regular sequence flag converges, is when it
stays close to a Weyl cone:
Lemma 3.91. Suppose that the asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular sequence xn Ñ 8 is
contained in the tubular neighborhood of the type τmod Weyl cone V px, stpτqq. Then xn Ñ τ .
Proof. If X is locally compact, this follows from Lemma 3.85.
Suppose therefore thatX is a euclidean building. Consider the points yn where the segments
xxn exit the Weyl cone V px, stpτqq, i.e. xyn “ xxn X V px, stpτqq. Then Corollary 3.53 implies
that dpyn, xnq is bounded. Hence yn Ñ8 is an asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular sequence
in V px, stpτqq, and xn P pO¯
τmod
x,yn
. The basic subsets pO¯
τmod
x,yn
form a neighborhood basis of τ .
Thus, xn Ñ τ also in this case.
We give a name to this stronger form of flag convergence:
Definition 3.92 (Conical convergence, cf. [KLP2, Def. 6.1]). We say that an asymp-
totically uniformly τmod-regular sequence xn Ñ 8 in X flag converges conically to τ P BτmodX
if it is contained in a tubular neighborhood of the Weyl cone V px, stpτqq.
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Corollary 3.93. Let V px, stpτqq and V px1, stpτ 1qq be type τmod Weyl cones. Suppose that for
some D ą 0 the intersection of their D-neighborhoods contains an asymptotically uniformly
τmod-regular sequence. Then τ “ τ
1.
Proof. If pxnq is such an asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular sequence, then xn Ñ τ and
xn Ñ τ
1. The assertion follows from the Hausdorff property of the topologies Tx.
The following convergence criterion will be useful when X is not locally compact.
Lemma 3.94. Let xn Ñ8 be an asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular sequence in X, and let
pτnq be a sequence in BτmodX such that for some point x P X and some constant D ě 0 it holds
that xn P N¯DpV px, stpτmqqq for all m ě n. Then the sequence pτnq converges, τn Ñ τ P BτmodX,
and xn P N¯DpV px, stpτqqq for all n. In particular, xn Ñ τ conically.
Proof. If X is locally compact, then there exists a convergent subsequence of simplices, τnk Ñ τ .
It follows that xn P N¯DpV px, stpτqqq for all n, and the assertion holds in this case.
Suppose therefore that X is a euclidean building (because otherwise X is locally compact).
For suitable Θ, the segments xxn are Θ-regular for large n. Let τ
1
n P pSh
τmod
x,xn
. Applying
Lemma 3.55, we obtain for any radius r ą 0 that
V px, stpτ 1nqq X B¯px, rq “ V px, stpτmqq X B¯px, rq
for m ě n ě n0prq. Thus, both sides are independent of m and n, and isometric to
V px, stpτmqq X B¯px, rq “ Cpx, rq
for m ě n0prq. The union of the nested family of cones Cpx, rq as r Ñ `8 is a type τmod Weyl
cone V px, stpτqq. It follows that τm Ñ τ and xn P N¯DpV px, stpτqqq.
3.9 Ultralimits of parallel sets, Weyl cones and diamonds
Let X be a model space.
For a sequence of base points ‹n P X and a sequence of scale factors λn ą 0 with ω-limλn “
0, we consider the ultralimit
pXω, ‹ωq “ ω-limpλnX, ‹nq
of rescaled copies of X . We will use the following result :
Theorem 3.95 (B. Leeb, B. Kleiner, [KlL, ch. 5]). Xω is a euclidean building of the same
rank and type as the model space X.
We will need later that certain families of subsets are closed under taking ultralimits.
Sequences of maximal flats in X ultraconverge to maximal flats in Xω, see also [KlL, ch. 5]:
If Fn Ă X , n P N, are maximal flats such that ω-limλndpFn, ‹nq ă `8, then
Fω :“ ω-limλnFn Ă Xω
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is a maximal flat. Furthermore, if κn : Fn Ñ Fmod are charts such that ω-limλndpκ
´1
n p0q, ‹nq ă
`8 for the base point 0 P Fmod, then the ultralimit
κ´1ω :“ ω-limκ
´1
n : Fmod Ñ Xω (3.96)
of the isometric embeddings κ´1n : λnFmod Ñ λnXn is an isometric embedding, and it is the
inverse of a chart κω for Fω. (Note that ω-limnpλnFmod, 0q – pFmod, 0q canonically, because
Fmod is self similar, pλnFmod, 0q – pFmod, 0q canonically, and locally compact.)
Euclidean Weyl sectors (chambers) ultraconverge to euclidean Weyl sectors (chambers), if
their tips ultraconverge: Let V pxn, τnq Ă Xn be Weyl sectors and suppose that xω “ pxnq P Xω
exists. Since sectors are contained in maximal flats, we may assume that V pxn, τnq Ă Fn and
work with the charts κn and κω. Then pB8κnqτn Ă B8Fmod is one of finitely many faces, and
therefore ω-always the same face τ¯ . We put τω :“ pB8κ
´1
ω qτ¯ Ă B8Fω and obtain that
ω-limλnV pxn, τnq “ V pxω, τωq (3.97)
and, regarding types, θpτωq “ θpτnq for ω-all n. Applying (3.97) to the chambers σ¯ Ą τ¯ in
B8Fmod and taking the union, one obtains in particular that
ω-limλnV pxn, stpτnq X B8Fnq “ V pxω, stpτωq X B8Fωq, (3.98)
a fact, which will be useful below.
Generalizing the fact for maximal flats, we will show next that parallel sets ultraconverge
to parallel sets. Consider a sequence of parallel sets Pn “ P pτ
´
n , τ
`
n q Ă X and assume that
ω-limλndp‹n, Pnq ă `8. Let
Pω :“ ω-limλnPn Ă Xω.
Lemma 3.99 (Ultralimits of parallel sets). Pω is again a parallel set, i.e. Pω “ P pτ
´
ω , τ
`
ω q
with a pair of opposite simplices τ˘ω Ă B8Xω. Moreover, θpτ
˘
ω q “ θpτ
˘
n q for ω-all n.
Proof. We may assume without loss of generality that ‹n P Pn and that θpτ
˘
n q “ τ
˘
mod for all n.
In order to represent the Pn as parallel sets of geodesic lines, we fix a type ξ¯ P intpτmodq and
denote by ξn P intpτnq the ideal points of type θpξnq “ ξ¯. Then Pn “ P plnq with the oriented
geodesic line ln Ă Pn extending the ray ‹nξn.
The ultralimit of lines
lω :“ ω-limλnln Ă Pω
is again an oriented line of type ξ¯. Let ξω :“ lωp`8q P B8Xω denote its forward ideal endpoint,
and let τ˘ω Ă B8Xω denote the type τ
˘
mod simplices spanned by the ideal endpoints lωp˘8q.
Since every point in Pn is contained in a maximal flat Fn Ą ln, and since sequences of
maximal flats Fn Ą ln ultraconverge to maximal flats Fω Ą lω, we have that
Pω Ă P plωq.
We must show that Pω fills out P plωq. Note that, as an ultralimit of subsets, Pω is closed.
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Let xω “ pxnq P Xω. The ray xωξω Ă Xω is the ultralimit of the rays xnξn Ă Xn.
We apply Proposition 3.48 and Proposition 3.49 to conclude that xωξω dives within uni-
formly bounded time into Pω. Namely, fix a constant d ą 0 and choose Θ Q ξ¯. Let C
2 :“
maxpCpΘ, dq, psin ǫ0pΘqq
´1q with the constants appearing in these results. Let yn P xnξn
be the point at distance dpxn, ynq “ C
2 ¨ dpxn, Pnq. Then yn P NdpPnq. (If X is a eu-
clidean building, even yn P Pn.) The ultralimit point yω P xωξω is defined and has distance
dpxω, yωq “ C
2dpxω, Pωq ă `8 from xω. Since λnd Ñ 0, we have that yω P ω-limλnNdpPnq “
ω-limNλndpλnPnq “ N0pPωq “ Pω. Thus, the ultralimit ray xωξω enters Pω within uniformly
bounded time.
As a consequence, every geodesic line l1ω Ă Xω parallel to lω must already be contained in
Pω. This means that Pω “ P plωq “ P pτ
´
ω , τ
`
ω q.
Using the result on parallel sets, we will deduce the ultraconvergence of Weyl cones from the
ultraconvergence of Weyl sectors. Consider a sequence of Weyl sectors V pxn, τnq Ă X which
ultraconverge as in (3.97). Then the corresponding Weyl cones ultraconverge, too:
Lemma 3.100 (Ultralimits of Weyl cones). ω-limλnV pxn, stpτnqq “ V pxω, stpτωqq.
Proof. The left-hand side is the union of the ultralimits ω-limλnV pxn, σnq for all sequences of
chambers σn Ą τn in B8X . By (3.98), these ultralimits are euclidean Weyl chambers V pxω, σωq
with chambers σω Ą τω in B8Xω, i.e. σω Ă stpτωq. This shows that
ω-limλnV pxn, stpτnqq Ă V pxω, stpτωqq.
To verify the reverse inclusion, we work inside parallel sets containing the Weyl cones. Let
τˆn Ă B8X be faces xn-opposite to the faces τn. Then V pxn, stpτnqq Ă Pn “ P pτˆn, τnq.
Consider a sequence of maximal flats Fn Ă Pn containing the points xn, and the ultralimit
flat Fω “ ω-limλnFn. Then τn Ă B8Fn and τω Ă B8Fω. Applying (3.98) yields that
V pxω, stpτωqq X Fω “ V pxω, stpτωq X B8Fωq “ ω-limλnV pxn, stpτnq X B8Fnq.
The union of all flats Fω arising in this way as ultralimits is precisely Pω :“ ω-limλnPn. Hence
V pxω, stpτωqq X Pω Ă ω-limλnV pxn, stpτnqq.
Now we use that parallel sets ultraconverge to parallel sets. By Lemma 3.99, Pω “ P pτˆω, τωq
with a face τˆω which is xω-opposite to τω. It follows that V pxω, stpτωqq Ă Pω and
V pxω, stpτωqq Ă ω-limλnV pxn, stpτnqq,
which finishes the proof.
Finally, we describe ultralimits of sequences of diamonds. Consider a sequence of Θ-regular
segments x´nx
`
n Ă X and the τmod-diamonds ♦n :“ ♦τmodpx
´
n , x
`
n q spanned by them. Let
♦ω :“ ω-limλn♦n.
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Lemma 3.101 (Ultralimits of diamonds). If the sequence of segments x´nx
`
n ultraconverges
to a segment x´ωx
`
ω Ă Xω, then ♦ω “ ♦τmodpx
´
ω , x
`
ω q.
Proof. We recall that diamonds are forever. In order to work inside sequences of parallel sets,
let pτ´n , τ
`
n q be pairs of px
´
n , x
`
n q-opposite type τ
˘
mod simplices in B8X . Putting Pn :“ P pτ
´
n , τ
`
n q
and V ˘n :“ V px
¯
n , stpτ
˘
n qq Ă Pn, we have that
♦n “ V
´
n X V
`
n Ă Pn.
Lemma 3.99 implies that
Pω :“ ω-limλnPn “ P pτ
´
ω , τ
`
ω q
with a pair pτ´ω , τ
`
ω q of px
´
ω , x
`
ω q-opposite type τ
˘
mod simplices in B8Xω. Moreover,
by Lemma 3.100,
V ˘ω :“ ω-limλnV
˘
n “ V px
¯
ω , stpτ
˘
ω qq Ă Pω.
Clearly,
♦ω Ă V
´
ω X V
`
ω Ă Pω,
and we must prove that ♦ω “ V
´
ω X V
`
ω .
Since the segment x´ωx
`
ω is Θ-regular, and hence, in particular, is τmod-regular, the intersec-
tion of interiors intpV ´ω qX intpV
`
ω q is dense in V
´
ω XV
`
ω . Since ♦ω is closed (being an ultralimit
of subsets), it therefore suffices to show that intpV ´ω q X intpV
`
ω q Ă ♦ω.
Let zω P intpV
´
ω qXintpV
`
ω q. We may assume that zω “ pznq with zn P Pn. Since zω P intpV
˘
ω q,
the segments x´ω zω and zωx
`
ω are longitudinal. It follows that the segments x
´
n zn and znx
`
n are
longitudinal for ω-all n. So, zn P V
´
n X V
`
n “ ♦n and zω P ♦ω.
4 Modified Carnot–Finsler metric and its contraction
property
4.1 A modified Carnot-Finsler type metric on diamonds
Suppose that X is a model space.
Definition 4.1. A broken path x0x2 . . . xk in a diamond ♦ is called non-longitidinal, if each
segment xixi`1 of this path is nonlongitudinal.
On the diamond ♦ “ ♦τmodpx´, x`q we introduce the pseudo-metric d♦ which is obtained by
infimizing the length of broken non-longitudinal paths x0x1 . . . xk in ♦ with x0 “ x´, xk “ x`.
The triangle inequality and symmetry are clearly satisfied by d♦, but, in general, d♦ is only a
pseudo-metric, because points may have infinite distance.
The modified metric d♦ is larger than the original metric,
d♦ ě d|♦.
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It obviously agrees with d in the non-longitudinal directions, i.e. for a non-longitudinal segment
xy Ă ♦ we have d♦px, yq “ dpx, yq. However, d♦ is strictly larger than d in the longitudinal
directions:
Lemma 4.2. For a longitudinal segment xy in ♦, we have
d♦px, yq ě C ¨ dpx, yq
with a constant C “ CpθpÝÑxyqq ą 1 depending continuously on the direction type θpÝÑxyq.
Proof. We choose an px´, x`q-opposite type pιτmod, τmodq pair of simplices pτ´, τ`q. Then ♦ Ă
P pτ´, τ`q. The longitudinal segment xy can be extended inside P pτ´, τ`q to a longitudinal ray
xξ, i.e. ξ P ostpτ`q Y ostpτ´q, say ξ P ostpτ`q. Along xy, the Busemann function bξ decays
with minimal possible slope ” ´1. On the other hand, along any non-longitudinal segment in
P pτ´, τ`q, and hence along any piecewise non-longitudinal geodesic path in ♦ connecting x to
y, it has slope ě ´1` ǫ with a constant ǫ ą 0 depending continuously on the (Tits) distance of
ξ from B stpτ`q, which in turn depends only on θpÝÑxyq. It follows that p1´ ǫq ¨d♦px, yq ě dpx, yq,
whence the assertion.
Whether the modified metric d♦ can be bounded above in terms of the original metric,
depends on the geometry of the face type τmod Ă σmod. Note that
1
stpτmodq “Wτmodσmod Ă amod
is a proper convex subcomplex, because X has no euclidean factor, and hence contained in a
closed hemisphere. In fact, it is contained in all closed hemispheres with center in τmod. (Recall
that chambers have diameter ď π
2
.) Thus, stpτmodq is itself a hemisphere if and only if τmod is
a root type vertex, τmod “ tζ¯u, and the spherical Coxeter complex pamod,W q is reducible with
the 0-sphere t˘ζ¯u as a join factor.
Lemma 4.3. If stpτmodq is not a closed hemisphere, then
d♦ ď C ¨ d|♦
with a constant C “ Cpσmodq ą 1.
Proof. We must bound above the ♦-length of longitudinal segments.
Let P pτ´, τ`q Ą ♦ be an ambient parallel set for an px´, x`q-opposite pair of simplices
pτ´, τ`q of type pτ
´
mod, τ
`
modq. Then a longitudinal segment x
1
´x
1
` Ă ♦ is contained in a maximal
flat F Ă P pτ´, τ`q. Assuming that the segment is oriented so that x
1
˘ P V px
1
¯, ostpτ˘qq, we have
♦1 :“ ♦τmodpx
1
´, x
1
`q Ă ♦, and the “flat diamond” ♦
1XF is the intersection of the two flat sectors
V px1¯, stpτ˘qq X F “ V px
1
¯, stpτ˘q X B8F q. Note that τ˘ Ă B8F , so stpτ˘q X B8F – stpτmodq.
We will bound d♦px
1
´, x
1
`q above by connecting the points x
1
˘ inside ♦
1 X F by a piecewise
non-longitudinal path with controlled length. This can be done by a path x1´yx
1
` in the bound-
ary of ♦1XF . To see this, choose a pair of antipodes ζ˘ P τ˘ and note that stpτ˘q Ă B¯pζ˘,
π
2
q is
1stpτmodq here refers to the star within amod.
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a proper convex subset. Accordingly, the convex subcomplexes stpτ˘q X B8F of the apartment
B8F are proper subsets of the “complementary” closed hemispheres B¯pζ˘,
π
2
qXB8F . Since the
open hemispheres are disjoint, a ray x1´η` in the boundary of the flat sector V px
1
´, stpτ`qXB8F q
with η` P stpτ`qXBpζ`,
π
2
qXB8F intersects the boundary of the other flat sector V px
1
`, stpτ´qX
B8F q, and we take y to be the (unique) intersection point. The path x´yx` in the boundary
of ♦1XF then consists of two non-longitudinal segments contained in boundaries of τmod-Weyl
cones.
To control the length of the path x1´yx
1
`, we note that, since there are only finitely many
face types τmod Ă σmod, and hence only finitely many possible isometry types of subcomplexes
stpτ˘q X B8F , the ray x
1
´η` in the boundary of V px
1
´, stpτ`q X B8F q can be chosen so that
=T itspη`, ζ`q ď
π
2
´ δ for a uniform δ “ δpσmodq ą 0. Then =ypx´, x`q ě δ. The triangle
∆px1´, y, x
1
`q lies in the flat F , and elementary euclidean geometry yields an estimate of the
form dpx1´, x
1
`q ě c ¨ pdpx
1
´, yq` dpy, x
1
`qq with a constant c “ cpδq ą 0, and hence d♦px
1
´, x
1
`q ď
c´1 ¨ dpx1´, x
1
`q.
Thus, under the assumption of the lemma, the modified metric d♦ is uniformly equivalent to
the original metric d on X , and in particular it is an honest metric. Furthermore, the distortion
is small in almost non-longitudinal directions:
Lemma 4.4. If stpτmodq is not a closed hemisphere and if xy Ă ♦ is a longitudinal segment
with direction ǫ-close to a non-longitudinal direction, then
d♦px, yq ď p1` Cǫq ¨ dpx, yq
with the constant C from the previous lemma.
Proof. For the proof, we switch notation (replacing x, y by x1˘) and use some of the notation
in the proof of the previous lemma.
Suppose that the direction of the longitudinal segment x1´x
1
` is ǫ-close to a non-longitudinal
direction. Then a ray x1´η` in the boundary of V px
1
´, stpτ`q X B8F q can be chosen so that
=x1´px
1
`, η`q ď ǫ. Let y
1
` P x
1
´η` be the point with dpx
1
´, y
1
`q “ dpx
1
´, x
1
`q. Note that the
triangle ∆px1´, y
1
`, x
1
`q lies in the flat F and that its side x
1
´y
1
` is non-longitudinal.
If y1` P ♦, then we can estimate using the previous lemma:
d♦px
1
´, x
1
`q ď d♦px
1
´, y
1
`q ` d♦py
1
`, x
1
`q ď dpx
1
´, x
1
`q ` C ¨ dpy
1
`, x
1
`q ď p1` Cǫq ¨ dpx
1
´, x
1
`q
Otherwise, the segment x1´y
1
` leaves ♦
1, equivalently, the Weyl cone V px1`, stpτ´qq in a point y
1.
Then the path x1´y
1x1` consists of two non-longitudinal segments and, according to the triangle
inequality, has length ď dpx1´, y
1
`q ` dpy
1
`, x
1
`q ď p1` ǫq ¨ dpx
1
´, x
1
`q.
Suppose now that stpτmodq is a hemisphere, which means as mentioned above that τmod “ tζ¯u
is a root type vertex and stpτmodq “ B¯pζ¯ ,
π
2
q, i.e. the spherical Coxeter complex pamod,W q is
reducible and splits off the 0-sphere t˘ζ¯u as a join factor.
Accordingly, τ˘ “ tζ˘u are antipodal root type vertices, stpτ˘q “ B¯pζ˘,
π
2
q and the model
space splits off a rank one factor, i.e. it splits metrically as the product
X – T ˆX 1
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of a rank one symmetric space or a metric tree T and a model space X 1 of corank one. The
ideal vertices in BT itsT Ă BT itsX are the type ζ¯ ideal points. The type τmod parallel sets are
of the form l ˆ X 1 for a geodesic line l Ă T , the τmod-Weyl cones of the form r ˆ X
1 for a
geodesic ray r Ă T , and the τmod-diamonds are of the form s ˆ X
1 for a geodesic segment
s Ă T . A segment in X is τmod-regular if and only if it is not contained in a cross section
ptˆX 1. The longitudinal segments in τmod-diamonds are precisely the τmod-regular ones. Thus,
the non-longitudinal paths are precisely the paths contained in cross sections.
It follows that two points in ♦ have finite ♦-distance if and only if they lie in the same cross
section, and on cross sections d♦ coincides with d. In particular, d♦ is not an honest metric in
this case.
Remark 4.5. Our discussion shows that any two points x, y P ♦ with finite ♦-distance can
be connected by a polygonal path in ♦ with d-length d♦px, yq consisting of at most two non-
longitudinal segments.
4.2 Contraction properties of nearest point projections in euclidean
buildings
In this section, let X be a euclidean building without flat factor.
Recall that for a closed convex subset C Ă X the nearest point projection πC : X Ñ C is
1-Lipschitz. In this section, we give sharper contraction estimates for projections to diamonds.
This is based on the following general observation. Here, intpΣx¯Cq denotes the interior of Σx¯C
as a subset of Σx¯X .
Lemma 4.6. For ǫ ą 0 and A ą 1 there exists R “ Rpǫ, Aq ą 0 such that the following holds:
Let C Ă X be closed convex, and let x, y P X be points with projections x¯ “ πCpxq and
y¯ “ πCpyq. Suppose that dpx, yq ă A ¨ dpx¯, y¯q and dpx, x¯q ą R ¨ dpx¯, y¯q. Then the direction
ÝÑ¯
xy¯
is ǫ-close to a direction in Σx¯C ´ intpΣx¯Cq.
Proof. The assertion is scale invariant and we may therefore assume that dpx¯, y¯q “ 1.
Since x¯ “ πCpxq, we have that =x¯p
ÝÑ¯
xx,Σx¯Cq ě
π
2
. In particular, =x¯px, y¯q ě
π
2
and, analo-
gously, =y¯py, x¯q ě
π
2
. To see that these angles can exceed π
2
only by arbitrarily little if R is
sufficiently large, we proceed as follows using triangle comparison.
In order to bound cos=x¯px, y¯q from below, we divide the quadrilateral lpx, y, y¯, x¯q into the
triangles ∆px¯, y¯, yq and ∆px¯, x, yq. Let D “ dpx¯, yq. Applying comparison to ∆px¯, y¯, yq yields
for the angle α “ =x¯py¯, yq that
cosα ě
1
D
because =y¯px¯, yq ě
π
2
. And applying comparison to ∆px¯, x, yq yields for the angle β “ =x¯px, yq
that
sin β ď
A
D
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because dpx, yq ď A. It follows for =x¯px, y¯q ď α ` β that
cos=x¯px, y¯q ě cosα cos β ´ sinα sin β ě
1
D
c
1´
A2
D2
´
A
D
c
1´
1
D2
The right-hand side tends Ñ 0 as RÑ `8. Thus, =x¯px, y¯q ă
π
2
` ǫ for suitable R ě Rpǫ, Aq.
Now let v P Σx¯C be the direction where the shortest arc in Σx¯X connecting
ÝÑ¯
xx to ÝÑ¯xy¯ enters
Σx¯C. Since =x¯p
ÝÑ¯
xx, vq ě π
2
, it follows that =x¯pv,
ÝÑ¯
xy¯q ă ǫ. By its definition, v R intpΣx¯Cq.
In the special case of τmod-diamonds ♦ “ ♦τmodpx´, x`q, the lemma yields, cf. Lemma 3.38:
Corollary 4.7. If C “ ♦, then the direction ÝÑ¯xy¯ (in the above lemma) is ǫ-close to a non-
longitudinal direction.
We apply this observation to estimate the local contraction of projections. The main result
of this section is the following estimate which is interesting in itself:
Theorem 4.8 (Contraction estimate). For a τmod-diamond ♦ “ ♦τmodpx´, x`q, the map
pX, dq
π♦
ÝÑ p♦, d♦q
is locally 1-Lipschitz outside ♦.
Proof. Suppose that xy is a segment disjoint from ♦, and let r ą 0 be so small that xy
stays outside the r-neighborhood of ♦. We fix constants ǫ, A´1 » 0 and subdivide xy into
subsegments of length ă R´1r with the constant R “ Rpǫ, Aq from Lemma 4.6. We project the
subdivision points to ♦. According to the corollary, the segments connecting the projections
of subsequent subdivision points have directions ǫ-close to non-longitudinal directions or have
length ď A´1 times the length of the corresponding subdivision segment.
If stpτmodq Ă amod is not a hemisphere, then the modified metric d♦ is uniformly equivalent
to the original metric d|♦ and almost undistorted in almost non-longitudinal directions, cf.
Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4. Denoting by c¯ the polygonal path in ♦ connecting the projections of the
subdivision points, and by L and L♦ the lengths measured with respect to the metrics d and
d♦, we obtain
d♦pπ♦pxq, π♦pyqq ď L♦pc¯q ď p1` Cǫq ¨ Lpc¯q `
C
A
¨ dpx, yq ď
´
1` Cpǫ`
1
A
q
¯
¨ dpx, yq
with the constant C of Lemma 4.3. The assertion follows in this case by letting ǫ, A´1 Ñ 0.
Otherwise, if stpτmodq is a hemisphere, the assertion becomes trivial: The euclidean building
splits as the product X – T ˆ X 1 of a metric tree T and a euclidean building X 1, and the
τmod-diamonds are of the form ♦ “ s ˆ X
1 for segments s Ă T (cf. above). The projection
has the form π♦ “ πs ˆ idX1 with the nearest point projection πs : T Ñ s. Outside ♦, the
πs-component is locally constant, so π♦ locally maps into one cross section. The assertion
holds, because d♦ and d agree on cross sections.
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5 Regular implies Morse
In this chapter we prove the main result of this paper, the Morse Lemma for τmod-regular
quasigeodesics in model spaces, Theorem 1.3 in the introduction.
5.1 Rectifiable paths in euclidean buildings
Let X be a euclidean building.
It is natural to ask (compare the definitions in sections 3.1 and 3.2):
Question 5.1. Are τmod-regular paths in euclidean buildings contained in type τmod parallel
sets as longitudinal paths?
The goal of this section is to answer the question affirmatively for locally rectifiable paths,
cf. Theorem 5.6 below.
We begin by discussing basic properties of τmod-regular paths c : I Ñ X .
The segment cptqcpsq is τ˘mod-regular for ˘s ą ˘t and its τ
˘
mod-direction τ˘p
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
cptqcpsqq Ă ΣcptqX
at cptq is therefore well-defined.
Lemma 5.2. Let t P I such that ˘t is not maximal in ˘I. Then the τ˘mod-direction τ˘p
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
cptqcpsqq
for ˘s ą ˘t does not depend on s, i.e. there is a well-defined type τ˘mod simplex τ˘ptq Ă ΣcptqX
such that
τ˘p
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
cptqcpsqq “ τ˘ptq for ˘s ą ˘t
Proof. The direction
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
cptqcpsq P ΣcptqX varies continuously with s, and the type τ
˘
mod open stars
are the connected components of the τ˘mod-regular part of ΣcptqX . The direction must therefore
remain in the same open star.
Lemma 5.3. For ra, bs Ă I and t P pa, bq, the τ˘mod-directions τ˘ptq are opposite to each other
if and only if cptq P ♦τmodpcpaq, cpbqq.
Proof. The segment cptqcpaq is τ´mod-regular and cptqcpbq is τ
`
mod-regular. Hence cptq can only
lie in the interior of ♦τmodpcpaq, cpbqq and, according to the description (3.36) of the interior of
diamonds, it does so if and only if the τ˘mod-directions τ´p
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
cptqcpaqq “ τ´ptq and τ`p
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
cptqcpbqq “
τ`ptq of these segments at cptq are opposite to each other.
As a consequence of these two lemmas, we obtain a “local-global” equivalence for the
straightness of triples on the path:
Corollary 5.4. For ra1, b1s Ă ra, bs Ă I and t P pa1, b1q, we have:
cptq P ♦τmodpcpaq, cpbqq ô cptq P ♦τmodpcpa
1q, cpb1qq
Another useful consequence is:
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Corollary 5.5. If ra1, b1s Ă ra, bs Ă I and if cpa1q, cpb1q P ♦ “ ♦τmodpcpaq, cpbqq, then the
segment cpa1qcpb1q is longitudinal in ♦.
Proof. With the last lemma, we see that the pair of τ˘mod-directions τ˘pa
1q is opposite, as well
as the pair τ˘pb
1q. The assertion then follows e.g. from Corollary 3.42.
The main result of this section is a positive answer to Question 5.1 for arbitrary (i.e. possibly
non-discrete) euclidean buildings in the rectifiable uniform case:
Theorem 5.6. Let X be a euclidean building. Then every rectifiable Θ-regular path c : ra, bs Ñ
X is contained in the Θ-diamond♦ “ ♦Θpcpaq, cpbqq spanned by its endpoints and is longitudinal
in ♦.
We break the proof up into several steps.
We observe first that, arguing by contradiction, we may assume that the path does not
touch the diamond at all except at its endpoints:
Lemma 5.7. If the path c : ra, bs Ñ X is τmod-regular and not contained in ♦ “ ♦τmodpcpaq, cpbqq,
then there exists a nondegenerate subinterval ra1, b1s Ă ra, bs such that cptq R ♦τmodpcpa
1q, cpb1qq
for all t P pa1, b1q.
Proof. Denote ♦ “ ♦τmodpcpaq, cpbqq, and let pa
1, b1q be a connected component of the nonempty
open subset tt P I : cptq R ♦u. Then cpa1q, cpb1q P ♦ and, invoking Corollary 5.5, we know that
the segment cpa1qcpb1q is longitudinal, and hence ♦τmodpcpa
1q, cpb1qq Ď ♦.
The intuition behind the proof of the theorem is that it “costs length” for a τmod-regular path
to move outside the diamond of its endpoints, due to the contraction properties of projections
as described in section 4.2. The key step in the proof is:
Lemma 5.8. Let c : ra, bs Ñ X be a path such that the oriented segment cpaqcpbq connecting
its endpoints is τmod-regular and such that cptq R ♦ “ ♦τmodpcpaq, cpbqq for all t P pa, bq. Then
Lpcq ě d♦pcpaq, cpbqq.
Proof. Let π♦ : X Ñ ♦ denote the nearest point projection. We consider the projected curve
c¯ :“ π♦ ˝ c : I Ñ ♦. Since c lies outside ♦ except for its endpoints, Theorem 4.8 yields that
Lpcq ě L♦pc¯q
where L♦ is the length measured with respect to the modified metric d♦. The assertion follows,
because L♦pc¯q ě d♦pcpaq, cpbqq.
As a consequence, almost distance minimizing (cf. Definition 2.1) uniformly τmod-regular
paths must touch the diamond of their endpoints:
Lemma 5.9. There exists ǫ “ ǫpΘq ą 0 such that the following holds: If the path c : ra, bs Ñ X
is Θ-regular and ǫ-distance minimizing, then cptq P ♦ for some t P pa, bq.
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Proof. Due to the compactness of Θ, there exists an ǫ “ ǫpΘq ą 0 such that d♦ ą p1 ` ǫq ¨ d
for Θ-longitudinal pairs of points in ♦, cf. Lemma 4.2. The assertion then follows from the
previous lemma.
Based on Corollary 5.4, we can extend the last result to rectifiable paths of arbitrary length,
because these contain arbitrarily distance minimizing subpaths:
Lemma 5.10. If c : ra, bs Ñ X is Θ-regular and rectifiable, then cptq P ♦ for some t P pa, bq.
Proof. Let ǫ “ ǫpΘq be the constant from Lemma 5.9. There exists a nondegenerate subinterval
ra1, b1s Ă ra, bs such that the subpath c|ra1,b1s is ǫ-distance minimizing, cf. Lemma 2.2. Then
Lemma 5.9 implies that cptq P ♦τmodpcpa
1q, cpb1qq for some t P pa1, b1q. With Corollary 5.4, it
follows that also cptq P ♦.
We are ready to conclude the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5.6. Suppose that c is not contained in ♦Θpcpaq, cpbqq. Then, by Θ-regularity,
it is also not contained in ♦ “ ♦τmodpcpaq, cpbqq. According to Lemma 5.7, after replacing c by
a subpath, we may assume that cptq R ♦ for all t P pa, bq. But this contradicts Lemma 5.10, so
c is contained in ♦Θpcpaq, cpbqq. It is longitudinal by Corollary 5.5.
As a consequence of the theorem, we obtain with Lemma 3.14 that rectifiable uniformly
τmod-regular paths are, up to reparametrization, bilipschitz; they become bilipschitz when
parametrized by arc length:
Corollary 5.11 (Bounded detours). Lpcq ď LpΘq ¨ dpcpaq, cpbqq
We have the following implications of the theorem for infinite paths:
Corollary 5.12. (i) Every locally rectifiable and uniformly τmod-regular path c : I Ñ X is
contained in a type τmod parallel set as a longitudinal path.
(ii) Every locally rectifiable and uniformly τmod-regular path c : r0,`8q Ñ X with infinite
length is contained as a longitudinal path in a Weyl cone V pcp0q, stpcp`8qq for a unique simplex
cp`8q P FlagτmodpB8Xq.
(iii) Every locally rectifiable and uniformly τmod-regular path c : RÑ X, both of whose ends
have infinite length, is contained as a longitudinal path in a parallel set P pcp´8q, cp`8qq for
a unique pair of opposite simplices cp˘8q P Flagτ˘
mod
pB8Xq.
Proof. (i) By Theorem 5.6, for every compact subinterval ra, bs Ă I, the corresponding part
of the path is contained in the diamond ♦τmodpcpaq, cpbqq. These diamonds are nested, i.e.
for ra1, b1s Ă ra, bs Ă I, it holds that ♦τmodpcpa
1q, cpb1qq Ă ♦τmodpcpaq, cpbqq. Since the path c is
uniformly τmod-regular, the closure of the union of these diamonds over all compact subintervals
of I is either a type τmod diamond, a Weyl cone or a parallel set. The longitudinality follows
from the longitudinality part of the theorem.
(ii) The sequence pcpnqqnPN0 is Θ-regular and diverges to infinity in view of Corollary 5.11.
By the theorem, cpr0, nsq Ă ♦Θpcp0q, cpnqq for all n. In this situation, Lemma 3.94 applies,
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after enclosing the diamonds ♦τmodpcp0q, cpnqq into auxiliary Weyl cones V pcp0q, stpτnqq, and
yields that the sequence pcpnqq is contained in a Weyl cone V pcp0q, stpcp`8qq for a simplex
cp`8q P FlagτmodpB8Xq, which is unique according to Lemma 3.91. Since V pcp0q, stpcp`8qq
then also contains the diamonds ♦τmodpcp0q, cpnqq, it contains the entire path c.
(iii) By part (ii), there exist unique simplices cp˘8q P Flagτ˘
mod
pB8Xq so that cp˘rt,`8qq Ă
V pcp˘tq, stpcp˘8qqq. It follows that for any t1 ă t2 and any ideal points ξ˘ P ostpcp˘8qq, the
biinfinite broken path ξ´cpt1qcpt2qξ` is τmod-straight. Proposition 3.26 then implies that the
simplices cp˘8q are opposite and the path c is contained in the parallel set P pcp´8q, cp`8qq
as a longitudinal path.
Definition 5.13 (Endpoint at infinity). For a locally rectifiable and uniformly τmod-regular
path c : r0,`8q Ñ X with infinite length, we call the simplex cp`8q P FlagτmodpB8Xq its
τmod-endpoint at infinity or ideal τmod-endpoint.
We apply our results to paths of infinite length which remain close to a Weyl cone or a
parallel set. In some situations one can show that they must be contained in it.
Corollary 5.14. Let c : r0,`8q Ñ X be a Θ-regular L-bilipschitz ray which is contained
in the tubular D-neighborhood of a type τmod Weyl cone V with tip at cp0q. Then V “
V pcp0q, stpcp`8qqq and c is contained in V as a longitudinal path.
Proof. Suppose that cpr0,`8qq Ă N¯DpV pcp0q, stpτ`qqq for a simplex τ` P FlagτmodpB8Xq and
some D ą 0. According to Corollary 5.12, c is contained in the Weyl cone V pcp0q, stpcp`8qqq
as a longitudinal path. The sequence pcpnqqnPN is Θ-regular. Corollary 3.93 therefore implies
that τ` “ cp`8q.
If a biinfinite τmod-regular bilipschitz path is close to a type τmod parallel set, we need a
longitudinality property for its projection to be able to conclude that it must be contained in
the parallel set. We denote by c¯ “ πP ˝ c the projection of the path c to the parallel set P .
Corollary 5.15. There exists a constant l “ lpL,Θ, Dq ą 0 such that the following holds:
Suppose that c : R Ñ X is a Θ-regular L-bilipschitz line which is contained in the tubular
D-neighborhood of a type τmod parallel set P . If for some interval ra
1, b1s Ă R of length ě l the
segment c¯pa1qc¯pb1q Ă P is longitudinal, then P “ P pcp´8q, cp`8qq and c is contained in P as
a longitudinal path.
Proof. Suppose that P “ P pτ´, τ`q with opposite simplices τ˘ P Flagτ˘
mod
pB8Xq, and cpRq Ă
N¯DpP q for some D ą 0. The projection c¯ “ πP ˝c is coarsely longitudinal by Lemma 3.17. More
precisely, we choose Θ1 depending on Θ and put l “ LcD with the constant c “ cpΘ,Θ1q ą 0
from Lemma 3.6. Then Lemma 3.17 yields that for all subintervals ra1, b1s Ă R of length ě l the
segment c¯pa1qc¯pb1q Ă P is longitudinal. It follows for the bilipschitz rays r` “ c|r0,`8q and r´ “
c|p´8,0s that πP ˝r˘ is contained in a tubular neighborhood of the Weyl cone V pc¯p0q, stpτ˘qq Ă P ,
and hence r˘ in a tubular neighborhood of V pc¯p0q, stpτ˘qq. By Corollary 5.14, τ˘ “ cp˘8q.
According to Corollary 5.12, c is a longitudinal path in P pcp´8q, cp`8qq “ P .
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Remark 5.16. For discrete buildings, the answer to Question 5.1 is affirmative without re-
striction on the paths. Using that discrete euclidean buildings are locally conical, it is not
hard to show that every τmod-regular path c : ra, bs Ñ X in a discrete euclidean building X is
contained in ♦τmodpcpaq, cpbqq.
5.2 The Morse Lemma for quasigeodesics in CAT(0) model spaces
We recall that the Morse Lemma for quasigeodesics in Gromov hyperbolic spaces asserts that
uniform quasigeodesics are uniformly close to geodesics. The main result of this paper is the
following generalization to model spaces of arbitrary rank, where geodesic lines (rays, segments)
are replaced by parallel sets (cones, diamonds):
Theorem 5.17 (Morse Lemma). Let X be a model space. Suppose that q : ra´, a`s Ñ X is a
pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasigeodesic and that x´x` is a Θ-regular segment oriented B-Hausdorff
close to qpa´qqpa`q. Then the image of q is contained in the D-neighborhood of the diamond
♦τmodpx´, x`q, with a constant D “ DpL,A,Θ, B,Xq ą 0.
Proof. We will deduce the theorem from the corresponding result for bilipschitz paths in eu-
clidean buildings, cf. Theorem 5.6, by passing to ultralimits. We may work without loss of
generality with continuous quasigeodesics.
We argue by contradiction. Suppose that a uniform constant D does not exist and consider,
for a fixed model space X and fixed data pL,A,Θ, Bq, sequences of pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-
quasigeodesics
qn : In “ ra
´
n , a
`
n s Ñ X,
of Θ-regular segments x´n x
`
n oriented B-Hausdorff close to the segments qnpa
´
n qqnpa
`
n q, and of
positive numbers Dn Ñ `8, such that the image of qn is contained in the Dn-neighborhood of
♦n :“ ♦τmodpx
´
n , x
`
n q,
but not in its 2013
2014
Dn-neighborhood. We may assume that a
´
n ď 0 ď a
`
n and that qnp0q has
almost maximal distance ą 2013
2014
Dn from ♦n. Note that lim infnD
´1
n |a
˘
n | ą 0.
Let Pn “ P pτ
´
n , τ
`
n q Ă X be a type τmod parallel set through the points x
˘
n such that the
segment x´n x
`
n is longitudinal. Then
♦n “ V px
´
n , stpτ
`
n qq X V px
`
n , stpτ
´
n qq Ă Pn
and the image of qn is contained in the Dn-neighborhood of Pn.
The next result provides important information on the position of the quasigeodesics qn
relative to the parallel sets Pn if the length of qn grows faster than the scale Dn.
Let q¯n “ πPn ˝ qn denote the nearest point projection of qn to Pn . We fix some Θ
1. (As
usual, Θ1 is supposed to contain Θ in its interior.)
Lemma 5.18 (Coarsely longitudinal on scale Dn). For every subinterval rb
´
n , b
`
n s Ă In
of length ě LpA ` cpB ` Dnqq the segment q¯npb
´
n qq¯npb
`
n q Ă Pn is Θ
1-longitudinal, where c “
cpΘ,Θ1q ą 0 is the constant from Lemma 3.6.
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Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemmas 3.8 and 3.17, because the segment q¯npa
´
n qq¯npa
`
n q
is longitudinal by the choice of Pn.
Now we pass to the ultralimit.
We choose base points ‹n P ♦n with dpqnp0q, ‹nq ď Dn, rescale (copies of) the space X
with the scale factors D´1n Ñ 0 and then take the ultralimit (with respect to some nonprincipal
ultrafilter ω). As proven in [KlL, ch. 5], the ultralimit of rescaled model spaces
pXω, ‹ωq “ ω-lim
n
pD´1n X, ‹nq
is a euclidean building of the same type σmod, cf. section 3.9. The ultralimit of parallel sets
Pω :“ ω-lim
n
D´1n Pn Ă Xω
is again a type τmod parallel set,
Pω “ P pτ
´
ω , τ
`
ω q
for a pair of opposite type τ˘mod simplices τ
˘
ω Ă B8Xω, cf. Lemma 3.99. The ultralimit of
diamonds
♦ω :“ ω-limD
´1
n ♦n Ă Pω
is a closed convex subset which contains the base point ‹ω. It is in general not a diamond, but
it inherits the following geometric property from the diamonds ♦n:
Lemma 5.19. If the segment y´ω y
`
ω Ă ♦ω is longitudinal, then ♦τmodpy
´
ω , y
`
ω q Ă ♦ω.
Proof. The segment y´ω y
`
ω is the ultralimit of segments y
´
n y
`
n Ă ♦n, and these segments are
longitudinal for ω-all n. Hence ♦τmodpy
´
n , y
`
n q Ă ♦n due to Lemma 3.41. With Lemma 3.101 it
follows that ♦τmodpy
´
ω , y
`
ω q “ ω-limD
´1
n ♦τmodpy
´
n , y
`
n q Ă ♦ω.
The rescaled paths D´1n qn : D
´1
n In Ñ D
´1
n X given by
pD´1n qnqptnq “ qnpDntnq
are pΘ, D´1n Bq-regular pL,D
´1
n Aq-quasigeodesics. Their ultralimit qω “ ω-limnD
´1
n qn : Iω Ñ
Xω given by
qωptωq “ pqnpDntnqq
is a well-defined L-bilipschitz path because D´1n AÑ 0, cf. Lemma 2.24, and Θ-regular because
D´1n B Ñ 0. Its domain is the interval Iω “ ra
´
ω , a
`
ω s X R, where a
˘
ω “ ω-limD
´1
n a
˘
n and
˘a˘ω P p0,`8s. If |a
˘
ω | ă `8, then the endpoint
qωpa
˘
ω q “ ω-lim qnpa
˘
n q “ ω-limx
˘
n “: x
˘
ω
exists and lies in ♦ω. Otherwise, the corresponding end of qω has infinite length and diverges
to infinity.
By construction,
qωpIωq Ă N¯1p♦ωq,
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but
qωpIωq Ć ♦ω.
In particular, qωpIωq Ă N¯1pPωq, and we denote by q¯ω “ πPω ˝ qω the nearest point projection.
Then dpq¯ω, qωq ď 1.
Regarding the position of qω relative to the parallel set, it inherits from the qn uniform
longitudinality beyond a certain scale:
Lemma 5.20 (Coarsely longitudinal ultralimit). For every subinterval rb´, b`s Ă Iω of
length ě 2014
2013
cL the segment q¯ωpb´qq¯ωpb`q Ă Pω is Θ
1-longitudinal.
Proof. Apply Lemma 5.18 taking into account that D´1n A,D
´1
n B Ñ 0.
If qω has infinite length, then the coarse longitudinality restricts the asymptotics of its
end(s); they must flag converge to the simplices τ˘ω . We get the following information on ♦ω:
Lemma 5.21. If |a˘ω | “ `8, then V p‹ω, stpτ
˘
ω qq Ă ♦ω.
Proof. Suppose that a`ω “ `8. We have that dpπ♦ω ˝qω, q¯ωq ď 2. Lemma 5.20 therefore implies
that the segment connecting ‹ω to the point π♦ωpqωptqq P ♦ω is longitudinal for all sufficiently
large t ą 0, i.e. π♦ωpqωptqq P V p‹ω, stpτ
`
ω qq. In particular, for any sequence tk Ñ `8 it holds
that π♦ωpqωptkqq Ñ τ
`
ω (equivalently, qωptkq Ñ τ
`
ω ) as k Ñ `8, even conically, cf. Lemma 3.91.
The longitudinality of the segments implies furthermore that
♦τmodp‹ω, π♦ωpqωptqqq Ă ♦ω,
cf. Lemma 5.19. The assertion follows now with the description of flag convergence in euclidean
buildings given in Lemma 3.86. The case a´ω “ ´8 is analogous.
This allows us to classify the possibilities for ♦ω:
Corollary 5.22. ♦ω either equals the diamond ♦τmodpx
´
ω , x
`
ω q, or one of the two Weyl cones
V px¯ω , stpτ
˘
ω qq, or the full parallel set Pω, depending on whether both, one or none of the points
x¯ω are defined.
Proof. If the endpoint x˘ω of qω exists, then clearly ♦ω Ă V px
˘
ω , stpτ
¯
ω qq, because ♦n Ă
V px˘n , stpτ
¯
n qq. If it does not exist, then V p‹ω, stpτ
˘
ω qq Ă ♦ω by the previous lemma.
Thus, if none of the endpoints exists, then ♦ω “ Pω by convexity. And, if exactly one
endpoint x˘ω exists, then ♦ω “ V px
˘
ω , stpτ
¯
ω qq, also by convexity. If both endpoints exist, then
♦ω Ă ♦τmodpx
´
ω , x
`
ω q, and equality follows from Lemma 3.101, cf. also Lemma 5.19.
Now we apply our results on rectifiable regular paths from section 5.1 to qω in order to
control its position also on the small scale:
Lemma 5.23. qωpIωq Ă ♦ω.
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Proof. If both endpoints x˘ω of qω exist, then ♦ω “ ♦τmodpx
´
ω , x
`
ω q and Theorem 5.6 implies the
assertion.
In the other cases, we use that qωpIωq Ă N¯1p♦ωq.
If qω has exactly one endpoint, say x
´
ω , and thus is a bilipschitz ray, then ♦ω “ V px
´
ω , stpτ
`
ω qq
and Corollary 5.14 implies the assertion.
If qω has no endpoints at all and thus is a bilipschitz line, then ♦ω “ Pω. We use that
the projection q¯ω to Pω is coarsely longitudinal, cf. Lemma 5.20. We therefore can apply
Corollary 5.15 which yields the assertion in this case.
The last lemma contradicts that qωpIωq Ć ♦ω. This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.17.
Remark 5.24. (i) It follows moreover that the projection q¯ “ π♦ ˝ q of q to the diamond ♦ “
♦τmodpx´, x`q is coarsely longitudinal, by which we mean that for every subinterval rb´, b`s Ă
ra´, a`s of length ě LpA`cpB`Dqq the segment q¯pb´qq¯pb`q Ă ♦ is Θ
1-regular and longitudinal,
with a constant c “ cpΘ,Θ1q ą 0. This is a consequence of Lemma 3.17 and was used in the
proof of the theorem, compare Lemma 5.18.
(ii) In the building case, the argument works equally well if we replace X by a sequence
of euclidean buildings Xn of fixed type σmod. Hence, the bound for the size of the tubular
neighborhood depends only on the rank of the euclidean building and not on further geometric
properties of it, D “ DpL,A, τmod,Θ, B, rankpXqq.
(iii) The theorem remains valid if one allows the model spaces to have flat factors, because
the case with flat factors immediately reduces to the case without.
We have the following implications of the theorem for infinite quasigeodesics:
Corollary 5.25. (i) Suppose that q : r0,`8q Ñ X is a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasiray. Then
the image of q is contained in the pD ` Bq-neighborhood of the Weyl cone V pqp0q, stpqp`8qq
for a unique simplex qp`8q P FlagτmodpB8Xq.
(ii) Suppose that q : R Ñ X is a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasiline. Then the image of q is
contained in the pD ` Bq-neighborhood of the parallel set P pqp´8q, qp`8qq for a unique pair
of opposite simplices qp˘8q P Flagτ˘
mod
pB8Xq.
In both cases, q is coarsely longitudinal in the sense of Remark 5.24.
Proof. (i) Let pnxn be Θ-regular segments oriented B-Hausdorff close to the segments qp0qqpnq.
According to the theorem, qpr0, nsq Ă N¯Dp♦τmodppn, xnqq. We extend the diamonds to cones,
i.e. we let τn P FlagτmodpB8Xq be simplices such that ♦τmodppn, xnq Ă V ppn, stpτnqq. Then
qpr0, nsq Ă N¯DpV ppn, stpτnqqq, and hence qpr0, nsq Ă N¯D`BpV pqp0q, stpτnqqq. The sequence
qpnq Ñ 8 is asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular, because the quasiray q is pΘ, Bq-regular.
Applying the convergence criterion in Lemma 3.94, it follows that the sequence pτnq converges,
τn Ñ τ8 P FlagτmodpB8Xq, and the image of q is contained in the pD ` Bq-neighborhood of
V pqp0q, stpτ8qq. We put qp`8q “ τ8. The uniqueness follows from Corollary 3.93.
(ii) According to part (i), there exist unique simplices τ˘8 “ qp˘8q P Flagτ˘
mod
pB8Xq such
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that qp˘nq Ñ τ˘8 conically as nÑ `8. More precisely,
qp˘r´n,`8qq Ă N¯D`BpV pqp¯nq, stpτ˘8qqq. (5.26)
The segment qp´nqqpnq is Θ1-regular and arbitrarily long for large n. Let y´nyn be a subsegment
of it at distance ą pD `Bq ¨ psin ǫ0pΘ
1qq´1 from the endpoints qp˘nq. By Corollary 3.53,
y´nyn Ă V pqp´nq, stpτ`8qq X V pqpnq, stpτ´8qq.
Then for any interior point zn of this segment, it holds that logzn τ˘8 “ τ˘pznqp˘nqq, and it
follows that the simplices τ˘8 are zn-opposite. Furthermore, the Θ
1-cones V pqptq, stpΘ1qq enter
the parallel set P “ P pτ´8, τ`8q within uniformly bounded time, cf. Proposition 3.49, and in
view of (5.26) it follows that N¯D`BpP q contains the image of q.
The coarse longitudinality is a consequence of Lemma 3.17.
Remark 5.27. As a consequence of the corollary, the image of every uniformly coarsely τmod-
regular uniform quasiline is contained in a uniform neighborhood of a union of two opposite
Weyl cones in a parallel set. The cones have a common tip which can be chosen uniformly close
to any point on the quasiline.
Definition 5.28 (Endpoint at infinity). For a pΘ, Bq-regular quasiray q : r0,`8q Ñ X we
call the simplex qp`8q P FlagτmodpB8Xq its τmod-endpoint at infinity or ideal τmod-endpoint.
We apply our results to infinite quasigeodesics which remain close to a Weyl cone or a
parallel set and show that they must be uniformly close.
Corollary 5.29. Let q : r0,`8q Ñ X be a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasiray which is con-
tained in a tubular neighborhood of a type τmod Weyl cone V with tip at qp0q. Then V “
V pqp0q, stpqp`8qqq and q is contained in the tubular pD ` Bq-neighborhood of V as a coarsely
longitudinal path.
Proof. Suppose that qpr0,`8qq Ă NrpV pqp0q, stpτ`qqq for a simplex τ` P FlagτmodpB8Xq and
some r ą 0. According to Corollary 5.25, q is contained in the pD ` Bq-neighborhood of
the Weyl cone V pqp0q, stpqp`8qqq as a coarsely longitudinal path. The sequence pqpnqqnPN is
asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular. Corollary 3.93 therefore implies that τ` “ qp`8q.
If a coarsely τmod-regular quasline is close to a type τmod parallel set, we need a coarse
longitudinality property to be able to conclude that it must be uniformly close to the parallel
set. We denote by q¯ “ πP ˝ q the projection of q to the parallel set P .
Corollary 5.30. There exists a constant l “ lpL,A,Θ, B, rq ą 0 such that the following holds:
Suppose that q : RÑ X is a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasiline which is contained in a tubular
neighborhood of a type τmod parallel set P . If for some interval ra, bs Ă R of length ě l
the segment q¯paqq¯pbq Ă P is longitudinal, then P “ P pqp´8q, qp`8qq and q is contained in
N¯D`BpP q as a coarsely longitudinal path.
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Proof. Suppose that P “ P pτ´, τ`q with opposite simplices τ˘ P Flagτ˘
mod
pB8Xq, and qpRq Ă
N¯rpP q for some r ą 0. The projection q¯ “ πP ˝q is coarsely longitudinal along P by Lemma 3.17.
It follows with Corollary 5.29 that τ˘ “ qp˘8q. According to Corollary 5.25, q is contained as
a coarsely longitudinal path in the pD `Bq-neighborhood of P pqp´8q, qp`8qq “ P .
5.3 Regular implies Morse for undistorted maps and actions
We relate the Morse Lemma (Theorem 5.17) to terminology used in our paper [KLP2].
There we defined (in the setting of symmetric spaces) a Morse quasigeodesic as a quasi-
geodesic satisfying the conlusion of the Morse Lemma with τmod-diamonds replaced by Θ-
diamonds, i.e. every finite subpath of the quasigeodesic is uniformly close to a diamond whose
tips are uniformly close to the endpoints of the subpath. More precisely:
Definition 5.31 (Morse quasigeodesic, cf. [KLP2, Definition 7.14]). An pL,A,Θ, Dq-
Morse quasigeodesic in X is an pL,Aq-quasigeodesic q : I Ñ X such that for all subintervals
rt1, t2s Ă I the subpath q|rt1,t2s is contained in the tubular D-neighborhood of a Θ-diamond
♦Θpx1, x2q with dpxi, qptiqq ď D.
We call a quasigeodesic τmod-Morse if it is pL,A,Θ, Dq-Morse for some data pL,A,Θ, Dq.
In particular, τmod-Morse quasigeodesics are uniformly coarsely τmod-regular.
Our Morse Lemma yields the converse:
Corollary 5.32 (Regular implies Morse for quasigeodesics). Uniformly coarsely τmod-
regular quasigeodesics in model spaces are uniform τmod-Morse quasigeodesics.
Proof. Let q : I Ñ X be a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasigeodesic. From the conclusion of Theo-
rem 5.17 and the pΘ, Bq-regularity of q, it follows for any Θ1 (whose interior contains Θ) that
q is uniformly close also to the Θ1-diamond ♦Θ1px´, x`q, and analogously for the subsegments
q|rb´,b`s for all subintervals rb´, b`s Ă ra´, a`s. This means that q is a pL,A,Θ
1, D1q-Morse
quasigeodesic for some uniform constant D1 “ D1pL,A,Θ,Θ1, B,Xq.
Based on the notion of Morse quasigeodesic, we defined in [KLP2] Morse embeddings and
Morse actions. The definitions apply verbatim to all model spaces.
We first consider maps into model spaces. Suppose that τmod and Θ are ι-invariant.
Definition 5.33 (Morse embedding, cf. [KLP2, Definition 7.23]). A τmod-Morse em-
bedding from a quasigeodesic space Z into X is a map f : Z Ñ X which sends uniform
quasigeodesics in Z to uniform Morse quasigeodesics in X . We call it a Θ-Morse embedding if
it sends uniform quasigeodesics to uniform Θ-Morse quasigeodesics.
Thus, the map is a τmod-Morse embedding if for any parameters l, a the pl, aq-quasigeodesics
in Z are mapped to pL,A,Θ, Dq-Morse quasigeodesics in X with the parameters L,A,Θ, D
depending on l, a. It is a Θ-Morse embedding, if Θ is fixed and only L,A,D depend on l, a.
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In particular, τmod-Morse embeddings are coarsely uniformly τmod-regular quasiisometric
embeddings. (Note that they are embeddings only in a coarse sense.) We obtain the converse:
Corollary 5.34 (Regular implies Morse for quasiisometric embeddings). Coarsely
uniformly τmod-regular quasiisometric embeddings from quasigeodesic metric spaces into model
spaces are uniform τmod-Morse embeddings.
Proof. Let f : Z Ñ X be a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasiisometric embedding from a quasi-
geodesic space Z. Then q maps uniform quasigeodesics in Z to pΘ, Bq-regular uniform quasi-
geodesics in X . These are uniform τmod-Morse quasigeodesics.
Now we consider isometric group actions on model spaces. We recall that, since X has no
flat factor, every such action becomes type preserving after restricting it to a suitable finite
index subgroup.
We call an action Morse, if its orbit maps are Morse. More precisely:
Definition 5.35 (Morse action, cf. [KLP2, Definition 7.30]). We say that an isometric
action Γ ñ X of a finitely generated group Γ is Θ-Morse if one (any) orbit map ΓÑ Γx Ă X is
a Θ-Morse embedding with respect to a(ny) word metric on Γ. We call the action τmod-Morse
if it is Θ-Morse for some Θ.
Morse actions are undistorted in the sense that the orbit maps are quasiisometric em-
beddings. In particular, they are properly discontinuous. Furthermore, Θ-Morse actions are
coarsely Θ-regular. Again, we obtain a converse:
Corollary 5.36 (Regular implies Morse for undistorted actions). Coarsely uniformly
τmod-regular undistorted isometric actions by finitely generated groups on model spaces are uni-
formly τmod-Morse.
Proof. The orbit maps are coarsely uniformly τmod-regular quasiisometric embeddings.
5.4 Examples of regular bilipschitz paths
We construct examples of regular bilipschitz paths in model spaces, which are not close to
geodesics. One finds such paths already in the euclidean model Weyl chamber ∆ “ ∆euc “
V p0, σmodq and, accordingly, inside every euclidean Weyl chamber of a model space.
Let τmod “ σmod, and let Θ Ă intpσmodq be ι-invariant. Pick a sequence of numbers sn ě 1
and a non-converging sequence of unit vectors vn P Θ. (Here, we identify σmod with the “unit
sphere” V p0, σmodq X BBp0, 1q.) For instance, we can take pvnq to be an alternating sequence
taking exactly two values v1 “ v2k´1 and v2 “ v2k, k P N, where v1, v2 P Θ. Now, define
the 1-Lipschitz path p : r0,`8q Ñ V p0, σmodq by concatenating the segments xnxn`1, where
each vector ÝÝÝÝÑxnxn`1 equals snvn. We claim that the path p is a Θ-regular quasigeodesic ray
in V p0, σmodq. First of all, it follows from the definition of p that it is Θ-straight. Therefore,
by Proposition 3.26 the sequence pxnq is Θ-longitudinal: All segments xmxn for n ą m are
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Θ-longitudinal. By the same reason (inserting additional subdivision points), all segments
ppsqpptq for s ă t are Θ-longitudinal as well, i.e. the path p is Θ-longitudinal. In particular, p
is Θ-regular. That p is quasigeodesic, follows from the fact that the distance dp¨, 0q from the
origin grows along p with uniformly positive slope ě ǫpΘq ą 0.
Our next goal is to ensure that p is not close to a geodesic ray. In order to accomplish this,
we choose the sequence psnq such that
lim
nÑ`8
psn`1 ´ snq “ `8.
Suppose that there exists a geodesic ray r : r0,`8q Ñ V p0, σmodq, rptq “ tu with a unit vector
u P V p0, σmodq, and a constant C
1 such that
ppr0,`8qq Ă NC1prpr0,`8qqq.
Since the sequence of lengths vectors ÝÝÝÝÑxnxn`1 diverges to infinity and the vectors are contained
in the C 1-neighborhood of rpr0,`8qq, it follows that the directions of these vectors converge
to the direction vector u of the ray r. This contradicts the assumption that the sequence of
vectors pvnq does not converge.
6 Quasiisometric embeddings of spaces and undistorted
actions
In this chapter we prove our main applications of the Morse Lemma: Theorems 1.4 and 1.5 from
the introduction, stating the hyperbolicity of quasiisometrically embedded uniformly regular
subsets of model spaces and the existence of a continuous extension to the Gromov boundary.
Throughout the chapter, we assume that the face type τmod Ă σmod and the subsets Θ Ă
ostpτmodq are ι-invariant. Then τ
˘
mod “ τmod and Θ˘ “ Θ, i.e. directions antipodal to τmod-
regular (Θ-regular) directions are also τmod-regular (Θ-regular), and segments satisfying one of
these regularity properties keep it when reversing orientation.
6.1 Regular subsets of euclidean buildings
Let X be a euclidean building. We now apply our results on regular paths in section 5.1 to
regular subsets.
Definition 6.1 (Rectifiably regularly path connected). A subset R Ă X is called rectifi-
ably Θ-regularly path connected if any two distinct points in R can be connected by a rectifiable
Θ-regular path contained in R.
Note that such subsets are in particular Θ-regular. We will now study their geometric and
topological properties.
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Fix a point r P R. Then the function
r1 ÞÑ τprr1q
is well-defined on R ´ tru and continuous. (Compare the discussion of τmod-directions in the
beginning of section 5.1.)
Lemma 6.2. The function τpr¨q is locally constant on R ´ tru.
Proof. The target of the function, the set of type τmod simplices in Σr0X , is a discrete space.
Corollary 6.3. If r1, r2 P R ´ tru with τprr1q ‰ τprr2q, then r1 and r2 lie in different path
components of R ´ tru.
The next observation relies on our main result on regular bilipschitz paths in section 5.1.
Lemma 6.4. Let c : ra, bs Ñ R be a rectifiable embedded path. Then for every t P pa, bq, the
points cpaq and cpbq lie in different path components of R ´ tcptqu.
Proof. Theorem 5.6 and Lemma 5.3 imply that the τmod-directions τ˘ptq are opposite to each
other. Since τpcptqcpaqq “ τ´ptq and τpcptqcpbqq “ τ`ptq, the previous corollary yields the
assertion.
Corollary 6.5. (i) All embedded paths c : ra, bs Ñ R are rectifiable.
(ii) Any two embedded paths in R with the same endpoints agree up to reparametrization.
(iii) The image of a non-embedded path c : ra, bs Ñ R contains the image of the (up to
reparametrization unique) embedded path connecting its endpoints.
Proof. Let c1, c2 : I “ ra, bs Ñ R be paths with the same endpoints, and suppose that c1 is
embedded and rectifiable. (By assumption, any two points in R are connected by a rectifiable
embedded path in R.) By Lemma 6.4, c2 must go through every point on c1, i.e. c1pIq Ď c2pIq.
If c2 is also embedded, the lemma implies moreover that the order of the points must be
preserved, i.e. there exists a monotonic injective map φ : I Ñ I such that c2˝φ “ c1. The image
φpIq Ă I is compact, due to the continuity of c2. If φpIq ‰ I and pt, t
1q is a connected component
of I ´ φpIq, then necessarily c2ptq “ c2pt
1q and we arrive at a contradiction. Therefore, φ must
be bijective and hence a homeomorphism. This shows part (ii), and (i) follows directly.
The initial part of the proof now yields (iii).
Let dR denote the intrinsic path metric on R.
Corollary 6.6. pR, dRq is a metric tree.
Proof. Corollary 6.5 implies that pR, dRq is a geodesic metric space, the distance of two points
given by the length of the unique embedded path connecting them. This path is also the unique
geodesic segment in pR, dRq connecting the two points.
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It follows furthermore, that the intersection of any two geodesic segments with the same
initial point is again a geodesic segment (with this initial point), and that geodesic triangles in
pR, dRq are tripods, i.e. pR, dRq is 0-hyperbolic.
Note furthermore, that the embedding
pR, dRq Ñ pX, dq
is LpΘq-bilipschitz, cf. Corollary 5.11.
We summarize our discussion so far:
Theorem 6.7. Rectifiably Θ-regularly path connected subsets of euclidean buildings are metric
trees, when equipped with their intrinsic path metrics. The inclusion is a bilipschitz embedding
with bilipschitz constant controlled by Θ.
We can say more about the extrinsic geometry of R in X , infinitesimally and asymptotically.
Every embedded path c : r0, ǫq Ñ R has a well-defined τmod-initial direction τpcq Ă Σcp0qX
satisfying
τpcp0qcptqq “ τpcq
for all 0 ă t ă ǫ, cf. Lemma 5.2.
Addendum 6.8 (Antipodal infinitesimal branches). For any two embedded paths c1, c2 :
r0, ǫq Ñ R with the same initial point c1p0q “ c2p0q, the τmod-initial directions τpc1q and τpc2q
are either equal or antipodal. In the former case, there exist numbers ǫ1, ǫ2 P p0, ǫq such that
the subpaths c1|r0,ǫ1s and c2|r0,ǫ2s agree up to reparametrization.
Proof. If the images cipp0, ǫqq are not disjoint, i.e. if there exist ǫ1, ǫ2 P p0, ǫq such that c1pǫ1q “
c2pǫ2q, then c1|r0,ǫ1s and c2|r0,ǫ2s agree up to reparametrization, cf. Corollary 6.5(ii). In this case,
of course, τpc1q “ τpc2q.
Otherwise, if c1pp0, ǫqq X c2pp0, ǫqq “ H, then the concatenation c “ c1 ‹ c¯2 : p´ǫ, ǫq Ñ R of
the path c1 and the reversed path c¯2p´tq :“ c2ptq of c2, is a rectifiable embedded path in R.
The statement then follows from Lemma 5.3.
Every embedded path c : r0,`8q Ñ R with infinite length has a well-defined τmod-endpoint
at infinity cp`8q P BτmodX so that
cpr0,`8qq Ă V pcp0q, stpcp`8qqq,
cf. Corollary 5.12.
Addendum 6.9 (Antipodal endpoints at infinity). For any two embedded paths c1, c2 :
r0,`8q Ñ R with infinite length, the τmod-endpoints at infinity cip`8q P BτmodX are either
equal or antipodal. In the former case, there exist numbers t1, t2 ą 0 such that the subpaths
c1|rt1,`8q and c2|rt2,`8q agree up to reparametrization.
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Proof. Since R is intrinsically a metric tree, cf. Corollary 6.6, we may assume after modifying
the paths, that they have the same initial point c1p0q “ c2p0q and are otherwise disjoint. Then
the concatenation c “ c1 ‹ c¯2 : R Ñ R is an embedded path in R, both of whose ends have
infinite length. It is in particular uniformly Θ-regular and locally rectifiable, cf. Corollary 6.5.
The assertion then follows from Corollary 5.12.
6.2 Regular maps into euclidean buildings
Let X still be a euclidean building. Our discussion of regular subsets immediately implies a
restriction on the geometry of spaces which can be mapped into buildings by regular maps:
Corollary 6.10 (From tree). If Z is a path metric space and Z Ñ X is a Θ-regular bilipschitz
map, then Z is a metric tree.
Proof. The image of the embedding is a rectifiably Θ-regularly path connected subset of X
and hence, according to Theorem 6.7, a metric tree. Thus, Z is bilipschitz homeomorphic to a
metric tree. Lemma 2.23 implies that Z itself is a metric tree.
Consider now a Θ-regular bilipschitz map
b : T Ñ X
from a metric tree T . From our earlier discussion, we obtain information on the infinitesimal
and asymptotic behavior.
By Addendum 6.8, we have in every point t P T a well-defined induced infinitesimal map
Σtb : ΣtT Ñ Σ
τmod
bptq X :“ FlagτmodpΣbptqXq
such that, if c : r0, ǫq Ñ T is a geodesic path starting in cp0q “ t in the direction v P ΣtT , then
the Θ-regular image bilipschitz path b ˝ c has the τmod-initial direction
τpb ˝ cq “ pΣtbqpvq.
Furthermore, the infinitesimal maps Σtb are antipodal, i.e. they send distinct directions in ΣtT
to opposite type τmod simplices in ΣbptqX .
Definition 6.11 (Antipodal map). A map from a set into the set of simplices of a spherical
building is called antipodal if it sends distinct elements to antipodal simplices.
By Addendum 6.9, there is a well-defined boundary map at infinity
B8b : B8T Ñ BτmodX “ FlagτmodpB8Xq
such that, if ρ : r0,`8q Ñ T is a unit speed geodesic ray in T , then the Θ-regular image
bilipschitz ray b ˝ ρ in X has the τmod-endpoint at infinity
pb ˝ ρqp`8q “ pB8bqpρp`8qq
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Also B8b is antipodal. Let
b¯ : T¯ Ñ ĄbpT q Ă X¯τmod
denote the map from the visual compactification T¯ “ T Y B8T to the subset ĄbpT q “ bpT q Y
BτmodX of the τmod-bordification X¯
τmod “ X Y BτmodX , which combines the map b with the
boundary map B8b. Since the image bpT q Ă X is a Θ-regular subset, we have a well-defined
topology of flag convergence on ĄbpT q extending the visual topology on BτmodX and the subspace
topology on bpT q, see our discussion in section 3.8. It makes therefore sense to speak of the
continuity of b¯, and we can state:
Theorem 6.12 (Continuous extension at infinity). The extension b¯ of b is continuous
with respect to the topology of flag convergence (on ĄbpT q). In particular, the boundary map B8b
is continuous with respect to the visual topology.
Proof. Trees are rank one euclidean buildings and we use the description of the visual topology
on their visual compactification as given in Fact 3.73. We denote the point shadows and the
corresponding basic subsets in B8T and T¯ “ T Y B8T by pSh
T
¨,¨ and pO¯
T
¨,¨ “ pO
T
¨,¨Y pSh
T
¨,¨.
We must show that b¯ is continuous at B8T . Consider points t, t
1 P T . Applying (Theorem 5.6
and) Corollary 5.12(ii) to geodesic rays in T , which start in t and pass through t1, we obtain
that
b¯ppO¯
T
t,t1q Ă pO¯
τmod
bptq,bpt1q .
Let ρ : r0,`8q Ñ T be a geodesic ray. Then b ˝ ρ is a Θ-regular bilipschitz ray in X , which
is contained in the Weyl cone V pbpρp0qq, stppB8bqpρp`8qqqq. The subsets pO¯
τmod
bpρp0qq,bpρpuqq X
ĄbpT q
for u Ñ `8 therefore form a neighborhood basis of pB8bqpρp`8qq in ĄbpT q, cf. Corollary 3.78.
Since their b¯-preimages contain the neighborhoods pO¯
T
ρp0q,ρpuq of ρp`8q, it follows that b¯ is
continuous at ρp`8q P B8T .
6.3 Regular quasiisometric embeddings into model spaces
Let X be a model space. From our results on regular maps to euclidean buildings we deduce
now by an ultralimit argument corresponding results for coarsely regular maps to model spaces
and isometric actions. We first show that the large scale geometry of spaces, which admit
coarsely regular maps into model spaces, is restricted:
Theorem 6.13 (From hyperbolic space). If q : Z Ñ X is a coarsely uniformly τmod-
regular quasiisometric embedding from a quasigeodesic metric space into a model space, then Z
is Gromov hyperbolic.
Proof. Since Z is quasiisometric to its Rips complex RipsRpZq for sufficiently large R, we can
assume without loss of generality that Z is a geodesic metric space. In order to verify its
hyperbolicity, it suffices to show that every asymptotic cone of Z is a metric tree, see e.g. [DK].
We work with the setup as described in section 2.7. For a sequence of scale factors λn ą 0
converging to zero, a sequence of basepoints ‹n P Z and the sequence of image points ‹
1
n :“ qp‹nq
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in X , we consider the asymptotic cones
pZω, ‹ωq “ ω-limpλnZ, ‹nq, pXω, ‹
1
ωq “ ω-limpλnX, ‹
1
nq.
Note that they are geodesic spaces, since the original spaces are. By Lemma 2.24, compare also
the proof of Theorem 5.17, the quasiisometric embedding q gives rise to a uniformly τmod-regular
bilipschitz embedding
qω : Zω Ñ Xω.
Therefore, according to Corollary 6.10, Zω is a metric tree.
Now we discuss the asymptotics of coarsely regular maps from hyperbolic spaces.
Let Z be a locally compact geodesic δ-hyperbolic metric space, and consider its Gromov
compactification
Z¯ “ Z Y B8Z,
where B8Z is the space of equivalence classes of geodesic rays in Z. Here, two rays are called
equivalent if they are asymptotic in the sense that their images have finite Hausdorff distance.
The topology on Z¯ can be described at infinity as follows, see [DK]. Fix a sufficiently large
number r, say, r ě 3δ and define the following basic subsets of Z¯: For points z, w P Z, let
the subset bO¯z,w,r Ă Z¯ consist of all points z¯ P Z¯, such that every geodesic (segment or ray)
zz¯ connecting z to z¯ has nonempty intersection with the open ball Bpw, rq. Given an ideal
boundary point ζ P B8Z and a ray ρ : r0,`8q Ñ Z representing it, ρp`8q “ ζ , then the
countable collection of basic subsets bO¯ρp0q,ρpnq,r for n P N forms a neighborhood basis of ξ in
Z¯. In particular, the topology on Z¯ is first-countable.
Consider now a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasiisometric embedding
q : Z Ñ X.
If ρ : r0,`8q Ñ Z is a geodesic ray, then q ˝ ρ is a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasiray in X
and has a well-defined τmod-endpoint at infinity pq ˝ ρqp`8q P BτmodX , cf. Corollary 5.25 and
Definition 5.28. More precisely, the image of q ˝ ρ is contained in a tubular neighborhood
with uniformly controlled radius of the Weyl cone V ppq ˝ ρqp0q, stppq ˝ ρqp`8qqq. In particular,
the endpoint pq ˝ ρqp`8q depends only on the endpoint ρp`8q P B8Z. Hence q induces a
well-defined boundary map at infinity
B8q : B8Z Ñ BτmodX “ FlagτmodpB8Xq
such that, if ρ : r0,`8q Ñ Z is a ray in Z, then the pΘ, Bq-regular image quasiray q ˝ ρ in X
has the τmod-endpoint at infinity
pq ˝ ρqp`8q “ pB8qqpρp`8qq.
Furthermore, also as a consequence of Corollary 5.25, B8q is antipodal. Let
q¯ : Z¯ ÑĆqpZq Ă X¯τmod
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denote the map from the visual compactification Z¯ “ Z Y B8Z to the subset ĆqpZq “ qpZq Y
BτmodX of the τmod-bordification X¯
τmod “ X Y BτmodX , which combines the map q with the
boundary map B8q. Since the image qpZq Ă X is a pΘ, Bq-regular subset, we have a well-
defined topology of flag convergence onĆqpZq, and we can state:
Theorem 6.14 (Continuous extension at infinity). The extension q¯ of q is continuous at
B8Z with respect to the topology of flag convergence onĆqpZq. In particular, the boundary map
B8q is a topological embedding with respect to the visual topology on BτmodX.
Proof. Suppose that q¯ is not continuous at the ideal point ζ P B8Z. Since the topology on Z¯
is first-countable, there exists a sequence z¯n Ñ ζ in Z¯ such that the sequence pq¯pz¯nqq in ĆqpZq
avoids a neighborhood of B8qpζq P BτmodX .
Fix a base point z P Z and let zz¯n be geodesic segments or rays in Z connecting z to z¯n. If
z¯n P B8Z, then the pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasiray qpzz¯nq is uniformly close to the Weyl cone
V pqpzq, stpB8qpz¯nqqq, compare the definition of the boundary map B8q above. If z¯n P Z, then
qpzz¯nq is a pΘ, Bq-regular pL,Aq-quasigeodesic. Since z¯n Ñ 8 as n Ñ `8, the pΘ, Bq-regular
segment qpzqqpz¯nq is Θ
1-regular for all sufficiently large n, cf. Lemma 3.6, and qpzz¯nq is then
uniformly close to the diamond ♦τmodpqpzq, qpz¯nqq by Theorem 5.17.
After passing to a subsequence, we may assume that the zz¯n converge to a ray zζ . Again,
the quasiray qpzζq is uniformly close to the Weyl cone V pqpzq, stpB8qpζqqq.
Since zz¯n Ñ zζ , there exists a sequence wn Ñ 8 of points wn P zz¯n uniformly (arbi-
trarily) close to zζ . Then the asymptotically Θ-regular sequence pqpwnqq is contained in a
tubular neighborhood of V pqpzq, stpB8qpζqqq, i.e. qpwnq Ñ B8qpζq conically. For a sufficiently
large R ą 0 independent of n, the balls Bpqpwnq, Rq intersect V pqpzq, stpB8qpζqqq and also
V pqpzq, stpB8qpz¯nqqq, respectively, ♦τmodpqpzq, qpz¯nqq. This means that B8qpζq P bSh
τmod
qpzq,qpwnq,R
and q¯pz¯nq P bO¯
τmod
qpzq,qpwnq,R.
Let yn P Bpqpwnq, Rq X V pqpzq, stpB8qpζqqq. Then also the sequence pynq is asymptoti-
cally Θ-regular and, according to Corollary 3.78, the subsets bO¯
τmod
qpzq,yn,2RX
ĆqpZq form a neigh-
borhood basis for the point B8qpζq in ĆqpZq. Consequently, also the smaller neighborhoods
bO¯
τmod
qpzq,qpwnq,RX
ĆqpZq of B8qpζq form a neighborhood basis. Thus q¯pz¯nq Ñ B8qpζq, a contradic-
tion. This shows that q¯ is continuous at B8Z.
That B8q is a topological embedding follows, because it is injective (by antipodality), B8Z
is compact and BτmodX is Hausdorff.
We now turn to an equivariant setting and specialize the above discussion to group actions.
We show that the class of groups, which admit asymptotically regular actions on model spaces,
is restricted:
Theorem 6.15 (From hyperbolic group). If Γ ñ X is an asymptotically uniformly τmod-
regular undistorted isometric action of a finitely generated group on a model space, then the
group Γ is word hyperbolic.
Proof. Asymptotically uniformly τmod-regular actions are coarsely uniformly τmod-regular, cf.
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Remark 3.5, i.e. their orbit maps are coarsely uniformly τmod-regular. By assumption, they are
also quasiisometric embeddings. The assertion therefore follows from Theorem 6.13.
Remark 6.16. The boundary maps at infinity of the orbit maps induce a well-defined boundary
map
B8ΓÑ BτmodX “ FlagτmodpB8Xq
which is Γ-equivariant.
7 NEW STUFF
• Define Finsler metrics. State that diamonds are unions of Finsler geodesics.
• Finsler formulation of Morse Lemma: Every (usual) quasigeodesic is uniformly close to
a Finsler geodesic. Note: The Finsler metrics can be pseudo-metrics, and then they are
not equivalent to the Riemannian metric.
• Define Finsler quasi-convex subset and subgroup: Any two points are connected by some
Finsler geodesic which is uniformly close to the subset. Of course, “some” cannot be
replaced by “all”. Note that they are not Riemannian/CAT(0) quasiconvex.
• Applications: Local-to-global principle for coarsely regular quasigeodsics. List of equiva-
lent definitions, adding to the list from [KLP2] the items URU and Finsler quasi-convex.
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